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ABSTRACT 
The goal of this thesis is to obtain a superfield formulation of local 
supersymmetry, and to construct via this formalism a model of spontaneous 
local supersymmetry breakdown. 
In the first chapter, the superfield method and some globally super-
symmetric models are reviewed. These include Lagrangians for massive 
interacting chiral multiplets, and models for both massive and massless 
vector multiplets. In particular, the globally supersynimetric extension 
of the Higgs mechanism, due to Fayet, is described in detail. This model 
will form the basis of a locally supersymmetric model incorporating 
spontaneous supersymmetry breakdown in the third chapter. None of this 
work is original. 
The second chapter is devoted to gauging supersymmetry without super-
fields. The earliest supergravity theories (those not involving matter 
coupling) are reviewed. The fiber bundle approach is described, and shown 
to be ambiguous. An alternative algebraic scheme for dealing with gravi-
tational symmetries is given. 
Superfield supergravity in two dimensions forms the subject matter of 
the third chapter. A brief glimpse of a one-dimensional locally supersym- 
metric theory (the spinning particle) is given. Its two-dimensional analogue, 
the spinning string, is obtained first without recourse to superfields, and 
then via an elegant superfield Ansatz due to liowe. It is shown how to derive 
this Ansatz and its transformation. Finally, a locally supersymmetric 
version of the Fayet model is given. The generalised Higgs mechanism works 
to remove the Goldstone spinor, but via a gauge field (the gravitino) which 
is forced to be non-dynamical in two dimensions. 
The methods of the third chapter are extended to four dimensions in 
the fourth chapter.. The corresponding vielbein is derived, and shown not 
to transform covariantly without the addition of new terms. An attempt 
is made to find these terms, and it is argued that no additions can render 
the vielbein covariant. Consequently the approach of the third chapter 
proves inapplicable to four dimensions, and no matter-supergravity coupling 
can be obtained in this way. 
Three appendices on the history of anticonmiuting variables, the use 
of differential forms, and on some useful identities, complete the thesis. 
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INTRODUCT ION 
§1. 	Motivation 
In the past twenty years one of the most fruitful ideas in 
theoretical physics has been the concept of local symmetry; that is, 
the covariance of physical laws with respect to transformation groups 
whose parameters are functions of position. Typically a Lagrangian 
which is invariant under global transformations may be made invariant 
under the larger local symmetry only through the introduction of new 
fields, which compensate for the difference in transformation character 
between terms involving derivatives and those which do not. These 
fields are known in the mathematical literature as "connections" and 
* 
are called "gauge fields" by physicists. It now appears that all of 
the fundamental forces can be interpreted as gauge fields, allowing 
for one or another local synmtry. Usually these gauge fields will be 
associated with vector particles, but in general their spin content 
will be equal to that of the derivative of the local group parameter. 
On first inspection, it might seem that only a theory of long-range 
forces could be built on a gauge principle foundation. Consider for 
example the standard Maxwell Lagrangian. If it is to remain invariant 








The name is misleading and an accident of history. Weyl (1918) attempted 
to derive Maxwell's theory by extending the principle of general co-
variance to a "relativity of magnitude", which requires the introduction 
of a vector field whose transformation under a change of scale, or 
"gauge", is the usual one associated with the electromagnetic potential. 
Einstein (1919) immediately pointed out that the relevant scale-factor 
had to be unobservable. The correct relation between Maxwell's theory 
and local symmetry was not apparent before the discovery of quantum 
mechanics. Weyl later recanted (1944). 
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there can be no mass term present, of the form _m2AAI. 	The force 
associated with the exchange of a massless boson must be long-range, 
as the Fourier transform of its propagator will be proportional to the 
Coulomb potential. Nevertheless, two crucial ingredients of gauge 
nodels allow for theories of short-range forces to be established on 
grounds similar to electromagnetism: extension of the Abelian U(l) 
symmetry to non-Abelian groups, and the spontaneous breakdown of a gauge 
symmetry. The former generalisation alone as pioneered by Yang and 
Mills (1954) may prove sufficient for a theory of the strong inter-
actions. In the case of the weak interactions, the non-Abelian gauge 
invariance must be realised as a spontaneously broken symmetry. 
For several years before the spontaneous breakdown of a gauge sym-
metry was considered, it had been known through the work of Nambu (1960), 
Goldstone (1961), and others, that breaking a global internal symmetry 
(i .e., one not based on a space-time group) could generate mass dif-
ferences between members of a symmetry multiplet. At the same time, 
this phenomenon has the undesirable property of requiring the presence 
of massless scalar particles, and a proof was soon presented (Coldstone, 
Salam and Weinberg, 1962) which suggested that, at least in relativistic 
field theories, spontaneous breakdown was inevitably accompanied by 
these massless "Coldstone bosons". On the other hand, that spontaneous 
breaking of a symmetry can occur without the emergence of massless 
scalar excitations was first pointed out by Anderson (1963). In the 
non-relativistic BCS model of the superconductor, spontaneous breakdown 
of the ground state's U(l) invariance leads to massive "plasmon" 
excitations (rather than uiassless modes, whose energy tends to zero 
with vanishing momentum) as a consequence of the long-range Coulomb 
interactions. An early relativistic model involving both long-range 
forces and spontaneous symmetry breakdown was presented by Englert and 
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Brout (1964), who showed that non-Abelian gauge particles coupled to a 
(not necessarily elementary) field $ acquired a non-vanishing mass if 
0, but the relevance of this model to the Goldstone theorem was 
unclear. The first explicit example of a relativistic Anderson 
mechanism was given by Higgs (1964a, b), who pointed out that the 
Coldstone etal. theorem did not allow for the kind of transformation 
associated with a gauge field, and presented an explicit Abelian model 
in which the gauge particle's longitudinal polarization came from (and 
replaced) the would-be Goldstone boson. The remaining scalar behaved 
as an ordinary massive zero-spin particle (the "Higgs boson"). In a 
related development, Guralnik, Hagen and Kibble (1964) showed that the 
Proca Lagrangian for a non-interacting vector field could be regarded 
as a gauge field coupled to a Goldstone-Nambu field $ with associated 
transformation law $(x) - c(x) + ct(x). As a consequence of the Higgs 
model, it became clear that when a local symmetry is broken, not only 
is the mass degeneracy between a pair of scalars removed, but also the 
gauge field necessary for the local symmetry completely absorbs the 
massless particle, and becomes massive itself. Subsequently, 't Hooft 
(1971) showed that a spontaneously broken gauge theory is a gauge theory 
nevertheless; the renormalisability of a gauge theory was in no way 
impaired if the local symmetry were spontaneously broken. Consequently 
the Higgs mechanism allows for the construction of a renormalisable 
theory which contains a set of massive vector particles - precisely 
what is required for a theory of weak interactions, as in the models of 
Salam (1968) and Weinberg (1967). One lesson to be learned: if a 
theory does not seem to be renormalizable, it may be because its 
observed symmetry group is too small. But perhaps in this theory 
there lies hidden what Coleman (1973) has called "secret symmetry". 
If the known symmetry is the subgroup of a larger group, then consider 
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a gauge theory of this larger group. By choosing an appropriate set of 
scalar fields, it may be possible to break the larger symmetry spon-
taneously down to the observed group. However, the broken theory will 
have all the enhanced renormalisation properties of the unbroken gauge 
theory. The motivation behind this thesis is to investigate in part 
whether these methods can be applied to gravity. 
The limitations of the present theory of gravity are rather 
similar to those of the pre-1967 theory of weak interactions. The 
original Fermi theory of beta decay described the experimental data 
well, but as a field theory it could be applied only in lowest-order 
perturbation theory. Furthermore, the predictive power of the theory 
was restricted; it remained for experiment to determine the actual 
form of the four-fermion interaction. Likewise, Einstein's theory 
at the classical level accounts very accurately for observed orbits, 
the bending of light by the sun, the red shift, the precession of 
Mercury's perihelion, and explains the observed equivalence between 
gravitational and inertial mass. However, beyond lowest-order per-
turbation theory, it fails completely as a quantum theory. It may 
seem a bit foolish to quantise a field whose coupling is thirty-eight 
orders of magnitude less than the electromagnetic coupling, and whose 
quantum effects will be unobservable for many years yet. Nevertheless, 
if the uncertainty principle is not to be violated, then gravity, like 
all other forces, must have a fundamentally quantum nature. It is far 
from clear that a Weinberg-Salam approach to quantising gravity will 
work, but it seems to be the best method available. In this connection, 
it would be interesting, and maybe even useful, to find a gravitational 
analog of the Higgs mechanism. This requires both a group which con-
tains the usual invariances of Einstein's theory as subgroups, as well 
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as a method of breaking the gauged symntry down to the Einstein group 
of general coordinate transformations. One new group which may suit 
these requirements (and which has generated a great deal of interest 
in the past four years) is supersymmetry. This particular invariance 
has the additional benefit of reducing divergences even as a global 
symmetry. The goal of this thesis is to construct a Higgs-type ndel 
for the sypersymmetric extension of gravity and in general to in-
vestigate the spontaneous breakdown of local supersymmetry at the 
semi-classical level. 
There are some further indications that sypersymmetry may be the 
right candidate for anew theory of gravity, based on the unusual 
features of this group. Its most striking property consists of trans-
forming bosons into fermions, and vice versa. Both the group generators 
and the parameters transform as spinors, and anticommutators are used 
in place of the familiar commutators of Lie group theory. The associated 
gauge field mast therefore be a Rarita-Schwinger (spin /2) field, 
rather than the usual vector. These generators may be described as 
"square roots" of translations. It is possible to work out the irre-
ducible representations of this group, and to write down Lagrangians 
invariant under global supersymmetry. Even at the global level, though, 
there are some problems with the application of supersymmetry to the 
physical world. First, the generator of Fermi-Bose transformations 
commutes with the translation generators, so that the irreducible super-
multiplets describe a family of bosons and fermions with the same mass, 
as long as the symmetry is unbroken. These multiplets are unknown, 
except for the degeneracy of m = 0 for graviton, photon and neutrinos. 
This degeneracy can be renxved by spontaneous supersymmetry breaking, 
but only at the cost of introducing a massless spin j particle. 
I 
(This is a consequence of the supersymmetric extension of Coldstone's 
(1961) theorem, as proved by Salam and Strathdee (1975b)). Unfor-
tunately, this fermion cannot be associated with either of the two 
usual neutrinos, for PCAC-type argunEnts show that beta decay and. 
related processes involving a neutrino would be suppressed below the 
observed rate at low neutrino energies (de Wit and Freedman 1976, 
Mainland, Takasugi and Tanaka 1976). 	Of course, if the spersym- 
metry is gauged, the Higgs mechanism could rewve the unwanted mass- 
less "Goldstone fermion". 	The significance of gauging supersym- 
metry lies in the fact that more than one gauge field is required. 
A consistent theory demands the presence of gravity. A simple 
reason for this is the fact that the supersymmetry group contains 
the Poincard group as a subgroup. 	If gravity is regarded as the 
gauge theory of the Poincard group, then local supersyminetry re- 
quires the presence of gravity. 	In fact, even if one does not 
adopt the point of view that gravity is the gauge theory of the 
Poincar6 group, the algebra of super-covariant derivatives forces 
the introduction of the gravitational potential, the vierbein 
ea (see §16). 	In summary, there is a likely candidate for the 
gauge group in a generalised theory of gravity. This group, 
supersytnmetry, is not without faults; but these faults are of 
precisely the right form as to require gravity itself as a cure. 
This situation is somewhat analogous to that encountered more than 
a decade ago; neither the Goldstone-Nanibu hope of spontaneous 
generation of mass differences, no', Salan's programme of a gauge-
theoretic foundation for all fçrces, could proceed alone. Together, 
however, each renved the other's weakness. 
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§2. 	Methods and Strategy 
SupersymnEtric field theories involve an.enornus awunt of 
algebra. There are two mathematical methods which lighten the burden 
a little, although they are somewhat abstract. The first involves 
the use of some differential geometry; fiber bundles, differential 
forms, and related apparatus. Appendix B is devoted to an elementary 
review of some tame manipulations involving this machinery; it will 
not be used until the second half of Chapter II, and then only 
obliquely. The second method, namely, the superfield formalism, is 
by now well-known to those who study supersynmetry, but only within 
the past year or so has it been applied to supergravity. The method 
employed here is, frankly, pedestrian in comparison to the two most 
recent formulations of superfield supergravity (Wess and Zumino 
1978a, b, c; Grimm, Wess and Zumino 1978; Siegal 1978a, b, c, d; 
Siegal and Gates 1978; Gates 1978a, b). On the other hand, it seems 
closer to the usual description of gauge theories, and it has the 
advantage that everything is explicit. 
In order to begin studying spontaneous breakdown of local super-
symmetry, a certain familiarity with global supersymmetry is required. 
Chapter I is devoted to a review of the early ndels, starting from 
the first attempts to enlarge the Poincaré group to include spinor 
generators. Anticoniinutating variables and their calculus are 
introduced, culminating in the superfield formalism. The vector 
and chiral supermultiplets are described, and the irreducible par-
ticle niiltiplets are worked out. Several Lagrangians are discussed; 
the free chiral multiplet, the supersymmetric extension of quantum 
electrodynamics, the first example of global spontaneous super-
synmetry breaking and the globally supersymmetric extension of the 
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Higgs mechanism. None of this work is original (but some results are des-
cribed in a new way). In Chapter II, the first examples of gauging super-
symmetry are reviewed. These ndels do not involve superfields. In each 
case, the coupling to matter is unclear. This is due in part to some 
difficulties involving the vierbein ea  (the square-root of the metric 
tensor g), and a new approach is devised. Chapter III begins with a 
brief survey of the first superfield formulations of supergravity, res-
tricted to one and two dimensions. It is shown how to derive an elegant 
Ansatz for a super-vierbein, and the generalised Higgs mechanism is 
worked out explicitly with a polynomial Lagrangian for the first time 
(albeit in two dimensions). Finally in Chapter IV, following from the 
second half of Chapter III, a super-vierbein is obtained in four dimen-
sions by considering the coupling to a scalar superfield. It is then 
shown that this super-vierbein fails to transform correctly. An attempt 
is made to repair the transformations by the inclusion of extra terms. 
This attempt fails, and two other remedies are shown to be ineffective 
as well. It is concluded reluctantly that a covariant super-vierbein 
in four dimensions cannot be constructed by the methods of Chapter III. 
Therefore this approach to supergravity-matter coupling cannot produce 
a model of the locally süpersymmetric Higgs mechanism in four dimensions. 
Three appendices provide background material on the history of anti-
commuting quantities ("Grassmann variables"), the calculus of differen-
tial forms, and certain identities in two and four dimensions. 
/'T1AT)'T''fl 	T 
GLOBAL SUPERSYMMETRY 
§3. 	The Earliest Models 
The idea of a physical transformation mixing bosons and fermions, 
and involving spinorial parameters and generators, was developed in-
dependently by two quite separate camps: field theorists interested 
in generalising some bosonic concepts (notably the Poincar group) 
to fermionic equivalents, and phenomenologists who required new sym-
metries to renove "ghost" states from certain dual ndels. Among the 
first group, the main stimulus seems to have come from Berezin's 
(1966) work on fermionic path integrals. Later Berezin and Katz 
(1969) described Lie algebras in which some of the generators were 
spinorial; such an algebra is now known as a "graded Lie algebra", 
or GLA for short (Corwin, Ne'eman and Sternberg 1975). The first 
physical examples of such a group, together with some invariant 
Lagrangians were given by Gol'fand and Likhtman (1971), who argued 
that not every Poincarg invariant theory was realised in nature, and 
attempted to find a more stringent requirement by enlarging the 
Poincard group to include a spinor generator W, obeying the algebra 
IM ,W) 	= 	
1
W
VV 	 \) 
[P 	WI 	= 	o 	 (1) 
{w,W} 	= 	2 
while the algebra of the Poincar generators remained unchanged. 
(Note ' = y'P; for conventions regarding the gamma matrices, see 
11 
§4.2). Curiously, Gol'fand and Likhtman declined to give the 
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transformation laws for the various fields. Three years later, the 
algebra (1) was rediscovered and has since become the basis of all 
subsequent developments. The first explicit description of a 
spinorial translation seems to have been the attempt by Volkov and 
Akulov (1973) to explain the neutrino's zero mass as a consequence 
of the Goldstone theorem (Goldstone etal. 1962). The hallmark of 
a Goldstone particle is its inhomogeneous transformation law. Con-
sider the neutrino's wave function, denoted v, subjected to a 
"spinorial translation" 
v 	-' 	\)+cz 
	
(2 a) 
where c is a spinor parameter, while x also suffered a displace-
ment; 
x 	-* x11 - (K/2i)(v - vc'c) 
	
(2b) 
and K is some constant. In §5, the action of linear operators on 
functions of the variables (x, v) will translate the argument 
according to (2). It will be shown that these operators obey the 
algebra (1). It is easily verified that (2) leaves invariant the 
differential forms w ; 
p 
w 	= dx + (K/2i)(c d 	p - dvc v) 
	 (3) 
p p  
so that an invariant action was given by 
L = 	(110 f w 0 x W 1 
X W x 
= 	(i/K) 	det Wdx 
where W = r 	+ (K/2i)v a 3 v 
liv 	pv 11 v 
-11- 
At the same time, theorists concerned with dual resonance nxdels 
were led to consider .these extended Lie groups in order to rid the 
Neveu-Schwarz (1971) and Rand (1971) nxdels of unwanted fictitious 
states. It had been noted that conformal invariance provided enough 
gauge operators to renxve many of the ghosts, analogous to the 
Gupta-Bleuler method in electrodynamics. Neveu and Schwarz were led 
to postulate the existence of "super-gauge" operators which would 
renrve the remaining spurious states. Later, Gervais and Sakita 
(1971) provided a realisation of these operators through their action 
on the fields in the theory, mixing bosons with ferniions. By focus-
sing on the two key elements of these two-dimensional supergauge 
transformations, namely conformal invariance and spinor parameters, 
Wejss and Zumino (1974a) found analogous operators in four dimensions. 
Their reasoning may be described as follows. 
The infinitesimal coordinate transformation 
	
x 1 -' 	x + Ell 
	
(4) 
belongs to the restricted conformal group (i.e. those rescalings of 
the metric tensor Ti which do not induce curvature) if the para-
meters E ll satisfy the differential equation (Goldberg 1962) 
Ti = 23 3.t\) 	 (v CO 
	 (5) 




+ w liv xV+xd+a i.' x2_2x 
ii 
 a.x 	 (6) 
where the parameters (c, w, d, a) are all constant and w = -w.
VV 
Consider now a related spinor transformation, where a(x) is a 
Majorana spinor (see §4); 
T 0 a = 	Y ) c 
From (7) imndiately follow two conditions: 
a(x) is at most linear in x; 
if ct 1 (x), c 2 (x) are solutions to (7), then 
= 2icyc 2 is a solution to (6). 
In analogy with the Gervais and Sakita transformations, Wess and 
Zumino introduced a "supermultiplet" {A,B,,F,G}; A and F are 
scalars, B and G pseudoscalars and i4.i a Majorana spinor. The 
postulated transformations are 
iSA 	= 	ic, 
iSB 	= 	icy 5 
= %(A + y 5B)a + n(A - y 5B)c + (F + y 5G)c 	 (8) 
= 	+' (i/2)(2n + l)( 	h' 
6G 	= 	iy5 	- (i/2)(2n'+ l)( 	)y5 
For ahistorical reasons, this will be called the "chiral multiplet" 
(originally it was the "scalar" multiplet). The number n is the 
conformal weight of the multiplet. If a Hermitean supergauge operator 
S is intrOduced, then (8) may be written 
iSA 	= 	[ iRS, A] 
where 	A -'- A' = exp(icS)A ecp(-iaS) = A + iSA + 
The commutator 6 3 of two such transformations ((53 = 16 1 16 2 1) 




(53 A± 	= 	'.aA + (n/2)3'A+  ± nrA 
63 F+ 	= 	+ (2n+1)'F+  ± {(3/2) - n}F 	 (10) 
(53 	= 	'• ij 	+ ( 1/8)(4n+1)'ii + {n - (3/4)}rr 5 
+ 
where A - = (A, B); F - = (F, G), 	' is as given above, and
11 
1 = i1yya2 - The commutator does not act in the 
same way on all fields in the multipl at. However, if the parameters 
c.(x) are restricted to be constant, then D 0, r = 0, and 
for all fields in the multiplet, 
[ia 1 S'ia  2 	 1 SI 
= 	21c y 11ct 2 	= 2' P p p 
(11) 
It would seem that the restriction a V  E = 0 has collapsed the (extended) 
conformal group to the (extended) Poincaré group. This is indeed the 
case. From a 
11 EV 
= 0 follows the weaker condition 	= 0; differen- 
tiating (6) and setting it equal to zero leads to the constraint 
4d - 2a•x = 0, so that E must be of the standard Poincarg form. 
To sum up: extending the ideas of Gervais and Sakita to four dimen-
sions, Wess and Zumino were led to consider a spinorial conformal 
transformation. To obtain a simple commutator, these transformations 
were restricted to use only constant spinorial parameters, and the 
resulting algebra closed on the Poincar group. From (11) it follows 
trivially for constant 
{, S} 	= 	2ih 	2? , 
	 (12) 
identical to the W generators of Gol'fand and Likhtman. Henceforth 
this group generated by the operators (P M,S)  will be called the 
supersynunetry group. Under this group, the chiral nultiplet supergauge 
-14- 
transformations become 
6A = ict; 	cSB = ic*y; 	iSF = 
(8) 
6G = iay5 4 ; 6i = %(A+y 5B)a + (F + y 5G)cL 
Two features of the chiral multiplet suggest how to begin the 
search for other multiplets. Let 	j 1 ,j 2 ) be a member of some multi- 
plet which transforms according to the D(j 1 ,j 2) representation of the 
Lorentz group. Then in general: 
There must be as many Bose components as Fermi components in 
the multiplet (recall that the dimension of 4(j 1 ,j 2) is 
(2j 1 +l)(2j 2 -i-1)). 	A Majorana spinor counts as four Fermi components, 
while a vector counts as four Bose components. In general, not all of 
these will be true dynamical degrees of freedom. 
Let 	l' 2 be bosonic fields and 	
l' 	be fermionic 
fields in the multiplet. Then 
= 	(linear combination of 	
"2 '' 
= 	(linear combination of 	
2' 
and there should be a finite number of fields in the multiplet. The 
smallest tailtiplet containing a vector should thus require four scalar 
and two spinor fields as well. A consistent set of transformations is 
given by (Wess and Zumino 1974a) 
	
= 	i 5 
= 	(M + 1 5N - y 5 C) 
cSM 	= 	ip + iahx 
= 	icty 5 li + icrr 5 x 	 (13) 
p 
= 	iay 11 
 X + iaa p X 
= 	 + D1 5a 
SD 	= 	ic&y5p 
-15- 
where F 	=a 
1P v)
V . 	Further multiplets can be constructed with 
these guidelines, but there is a systematic method available, due to 
Salam and Strathdee (1975a): the superfield formalism. 
54. 	The Calculus of Grassmann Variables 
In the usual theory of Lie groups, the generators G are defined 
on functions whose values lie in the same number field as the para-
meters of G. 	Reversing the argument, Salam and Strathdee (1975a) 
introduced functions of variables 0., which behave according to the 
nature of the generators S; that is, they anticoninute with each 
other and they transform as spinors under the Lorentz group. A set 
of n variables which obey the fundamental relation (Grassmann, 1878) 
(14) 
13 	 31 
is said to constitute a Grassmann algebra. These variables have been 
introduced repeatedly in mathematics and physics (Appendix A). As a 
consequence of (14), there are 	I independent monomials 
0. 0. ... 0. 	of order k, and the vector space has a dimension equal 
1 1 12 	'ic 
to 2Ia• In particular, all xmnoniials of order (n+l) and greater are 
identically zero. Any function of these 0's is uniquely determined by 
its (necessarily finite) Taylor expansion. Henceforth n will be res-
tricted to the values 1, 2 or 4. 
§4.1 Differentiation and Integration 
Let spinor indices be denoted a, b, c ... . 	For consistency, 
the operator 
3190a  must anticonunute with all 
	
/aoa(o 
b c 	ab c 0 ) = 	0 - 0bac 	
(15) 
-16- 
Note that in general left derivatives are not equal to right derivatives, 
for 
(0 b c + a 0 ) /0 	= 	0 b ac 6 	- 0 c a 6 b 
Unless otherwise specified, all differentiation will be from the left, 
according to (15). Integration over these variables has been defined 
through the functional formalism by Berezin (1966), who required that 
these integrals be translation invariant. For simplicity, consider the 
one-dinnsional case. It is necessary that 
f f(0)d6 	= f f(0+)d(0+ct) 	= f f(0+c)d0 	 (16) 
Because f(0) = a + be, (16) leads to 
aJde 	= 	(a+bc)fd0 
b 	0d0 = 	b f6d6 	 - 
which forces the rules 
J dO 	= 	0 	 (17a) 
f e dO 	= 	(constant) . 	 (17b) 
For convenience, the constant is arbitrarily set equal to one. By 
induction it then follows 
f(0)dOi 	n ... dO 	= 	--j- .. 	f(0) ; 	 (18) f 
integration and differentiation are the same operation for functions 
of Grassmann variables. In the one-dimensional case, under a change 
of scale 0 -' -cO 
fc0d(cO) 	= 	1; 	thus d(cO) 	= 	(l/c)dO . 	 (19) 
-17- 
In general, let 0' =a(0 	It follows that 
f f(o)de 	= f f((0))( 1 /J)d 	 (20) 
where J is the Jacobian determinant 
= 	detID 0 /Ib 
The proof proceeds analogously to the usual one for commuting variables. 
The quantities 	 are bosonic, so that no difficulty is presented 
in forming a determinant. However, determinants of matrices whose 
elements include fermionic quantities will be needed in the sequel. 
Suppose that 
MABis  a matrix whose elements M, Mab  are bosonic, 
while M cb 	a and M 	are fermjonjc. It has been established via an 
algebraic proof (Arnowitt, Nath and Zumino 1975) that 
det M 	 = 	(det M8)(det(M1)b) . 	 (21)AB 
An alternate, heuristic proof follows from (19). Consider an arbitrary 
function f(x, 0) = f(z). 	Let a constant linear transformation be 
given such that ZA -* Z 1 = MAB ZB; where z = X 	Za = 
Then the determinant of N 	may be defined byAB 
	
f f(z(z'))dz' 	= 	det M I f(z)dz 	 (22) 
On the other hand, (f 	= d/dOtl f(x,0)) 
f f(z')dz' = j f)(xt)dnxt(0)nldfOt 
= (det M ) f f 	(X)dhlXOnd0 det(a0/a0) 
by (20). Consequently 
f f(z')dz' = (det M ) (det(M) 1 b) f 
-18- 
which was to be shown. Finally, it will be necessary to find a repre-
sentation of the Grassmann delta-function. For one dimension, it is 
a trivial exercise to find 6(0) such that 
f6(0)d6 	= 	1; 	f6(6' - o)f(e')do' 	= 	f(e) 
namely (Alvarez 1978, Ogievetski and Mezincescu 1974) 
	
60' - 0) 	= 	0' - 0 
By induction it is easy to see that the general n-dimensional delta 
function is given by the n th  -order polynomial 
n 
- 0) 	= 	ri (0' - 0 ) 	. (24) 
a=l 	
a 
§4.2 The Majorana Representation 
In order that the generators S a  be restricted to linear corn- 
binations of four independent Hermitean components, it is necessary 
that they satisfy the Majorana constraint 
E 	C(ST) 	= 	S 
	
(25) 
where C is the charge- conj ugat ion matrix. Similarly, the parameters 
and the Grassmann variables 0 are also to satisfy (25). It is 
convenient to choose a representation of the Dirac matrices such that 
(25) becomes (Majorana 1937, Berestetski, Lifshitz and Pitaevski 
1974) 
C 	* 
= 	14) 	= 	14) 
for an arbitrary Majorana spinor. This representation also makes the 
-19- 
Dirac equation real. An example is given by (in four dimensions) 
0 	
= 	(o a2) 	1 	Ia 	o 	2 
I 	
10 	_ 2 
I 
I = 1 = 
	
[a2 °j 10 0 3j 	 2 J 0  





[0 	a j 2 	
= 1 	1 
0 a') 
and may be obtained from the unitary transformation 
=Uy U1BD 
where U = U 1 = ( l/v')(I° + 	BD' and the suffix BD indicates 
the representation of Bjorken and Drell. Note that all of the y's are 
pure imaginary (except I) in keeping with the "West coast" metric 
01 	= diag(+---)) form of the Dirac equation, (U - m)iLi = 0. Also 
the set (1° V 
IY 5 	 0')5) are antisymmetric, while (101 1i 10MV ) 
are symmetric (a 1.N = 41 [1
11  ,y \1  ]). 	There is a very useful relation for 
a bilinear of n gamma matrices in the Majorana representation: if 
* P, x are Majorana spinors, then by charge-conjugation 	(Cy C 	y T ) 
- 	 n — 
P I I, ... I 	X 	= (-1) 	x I 	I 	... Y111  ) 	• (26) 
'ii 1n 'n-1 
This relation holds in two dimensions as well, in which the Majorana 
representation is (Howe, 1977) 
= 	a2 	 Y 1= 	a' Y 5= 	a 3 	(27) 
* 
I wish to thank Dr. S.J. Gates, Jr., for suggesting this method of 
proof to me. 
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§4.3 	Fierz Rearrangements 
Given the product of two Dirac bilinears, it is always possible to 
rearrange the factors, owing to the completeness relation for the y's 
(Pauli 1936, Fierz 1937, Jauch and Rohrlich 1976). In four dimensions 
	
ErX rX 	= 	46 	tS ab cd ad bc x 
where x runs from 1 to 16, and (rX)2 = 1. If 	x X, ip, r 	are 
spinors then 
= 	- nA + 	y5ny5A + 	
yVy5jjjyy5 
- ' 1 n y11A + 	
PVp) 	 (28) 
In two dimensions, the Fierz rearrangement formula is 
An 	=iA - 	r5ny5x - xy'7yx . 	 (29) 
The Fierz formula is particularly useful whenever two or more of the 
spinors are the same, since several of the blinears will vanish. For 
example, in two dimensions 6j,A0 = - O0A4, while in four dimensions 
.L 5 	 1 	V 	 i 	V 5 y OOy 8 = -y y 008, and 	00 y y 0 = - y y y 000. 	There are an 
enoruous number of these identities; a few of the most useful are 
listed in Appendix C. The properties bf the Majorana representation 
determine convenient bases for the [ ] monomials 0. ...0. 
k 	 11 
n = 2: 	l, °a' ee 	 (30) 
n = 4: 	1, 0a' 	'
To Ty5e,1V50 	eoo, (0) 2 . 	 (31) 
In particular, 00010 = 000iyVy5e = O, and (0 y 5 0) 2 = (00)2. 
-21- 
That is, there is a unique factorisation of any number of 8's in 
four diunsions except 2. 
§5. 	The Superfield Formalism 
§5.1 	Representations of the Supersynmtry Group 
Following from Volkov and Akulov's transformations (2), let 
denote a Grassmann variable (in particular, the four real components 
of a Majorana spinor) and consider the transformation of a function 
* 
x,O) induced by the coordinate changes 
8 	-'- 	8c 	 - 
(33) 
x -' x - (i/2)cyO 
11 	1. 
where now 8 plays the role fornr1y assigned to the neutrino's field. 
Note that both e and 8 are taken to be independent of x. The 
parantrised generator ieS must satisfy, according to (33), 
[icS, 8] 	= 	68 	= 
 
[icS, x] = 	Sx 	= 	(-i/2)y8 
and the unique realisation of this is 
iS 	= 	- (i/2)8 
 
-i•• 	= 	iae + (i/2)O 
* 
N.B. Wess and Zumino (1974a) and Volkov and Akulov (1973) use the 
normalization 8 	Ii 8 c -* 	a, and becomes 
O - '-O+a 	x -3- X -ia'y 
1 O ii 	11 	.1 
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Note that now 
{S,S} = U = V 	 (!) 
Using the basis (31), an arbitrary function 	x,O) may be expanded in 
terms of other fields. This arbitrary function, called a "superfield", 
can carry Lorentz indices corresponding to a spinor, vector, or whatever, 
or else it may be a scalar or pseudoscalar. In general 	x,O) may be 
expanded as 
x,O) 	= 	+ iO + OOF +Oy 5OG 
(36) 
+ 	 + 	+ (1/32)(oe) 2D 
where the fields 
(, F, G, D) carry the Lorentz indices of 	(but 
note that the parity of G is opposite that of the other three), while 
A and 4, carry extra Majorana spinor indices as well as the Lorentz 
indices of 0 , and A carries an extra vector index and takes the 
sama parity as G. The most useful superfield in the mdels derived 
to date is a scalar superfield, in which case (4, F, G, D) all belong 
to different D(O,O) representations of the Lorentz group while (4,,A) 
each belong to D(O,) 	D(,O), and A belongs to 	 Under 
reflections only A 
11 
and G change sign. Then 
= tiS,01 = 	60 + i64, + 
= 	ic4, + cOF + cy 5 0 G + 1cy"yOA - ci$46 
+ 	 4, + icOOA + icAOO + ( 1/8)eoD 
1.1 	 (37) 
- (i/8)e7Fo - 
+ ( 1/8)OAyo 
which implies, upon Fierz rearrangennt, 
-23- 
= 	i_) 
= 	(-iF - iy5G - y 5A + 
6F 	= 	icA - c) 
(38) 
= 	(iyA - CY 
cSA 	= 	 +i'•y11yy5q)) 
SX 	J (F + hy 5 G - 1YVY5ZA - iD) 
SD 	= TAX 
These transformations are identical with those of the vector multiplet 
(13) if e is replaced by V'ic, and if the set 	 is 
replaced by (C, ( i /v')yi -iN, iM, -V, iV'1i + ( i/VT)yx, - 2D - 2 C). 
Note that the scalar and pseudoscalar fields have interchanged roles. 
It is also possible to derive the chiral nLlltiplet as well, using the 
superfield formalism. First, however, an invariant constraint, re-
nxving half the fields, needs to be found. 
To this end, Salam and Strathdee (1975a) introduced an invariant 
operator D: 
D 	= 	+ (i/2)0 ; 	 (39) 
{D,s} 	= 	0 
	
(40) 
In addition to yLelding the chiral multiplet, this operator will prove 
invaluable for the construction of Lagrangians. The invariant constraint 
to be solved is 
= 	0 	 (41) 
where 	= 	(l ± i1 5 ) are the usual projection operators for left (+) 
-24- 
and right (-) handed spinors. Let T = - e1 5 e. 	Then for ' an arbi- 
trary superfield, 
	
D(exp T)'Y 	= 	(exp T)(/O + iPO)W 	 (42) 
so that 
Pexp TW 	= 	(exp T)(P/O)'Y 
	
(43) 
and the solutions to (41) are thus 
= 	exp T 4) 	, 	where 	 (44) 
= 	a+iOP 	+OP Of; 	 (45). 
The superfield 4) 	must terminate after the quadratic term, as 
has but two independent components. Consequently, the Fierz formulae 
for these chiral spinors are basically those of the two-dimensional 
spinors. E.g., 	EYP_OOP_ J 	= - OP_Oc$. It is also easy to con- 
struct right-handed superfields which satisfy the constraint 
PD'i 	= 	0. 
These are given by 
= 	exp(-T)4), 	where 
= 	a + iP$ - OP +Of 
	
(46) 
The product of n left-handed superfields is again a left-handed super-
field, but the product of a left-handed superfield with one which is 
right-handed will be a scalar superfield. The transformations for a, , 
and f are worked out as usual, to give 
-25- 
rSa 	= 	i•• P_ 
= 	P_'y 1'ca - iP_cf 	 (47) 
5f 	= 	- P_8 
Agreennt with the earlier chiral multiplet is obtained via the sub-
stitutions 	= Vp, e = VTx, 	a = A - iB, f = iF - G. 	Again, 
the scalar and pseudoscalar fields have changed places, owing to dif-
ferent conventions for the spinors. Writing out (47) explicitly gives 
-(recall y 	 are imaginary) 
cSA 	= 	ic 
ÔB 	= iay 
= 	(A + y 5B)c + i(G - y 5F)cz 	 (48) 
= 
SF 	= 
(compare 8). 	Lagrangians for both' the chiral inultiplet and the vector 
multiplet have been constructed by Wess and Zumino (1974a, b) and Salam 
and Strathdee (1975a); these will be presented in §7. 
§5.2 	Functions of Superfields 
Consider the case of n = 1, so that an arbitrary superfield D 
may be expanded as 
= 	a+iO. 
By Taylor's theorem, 
f() = f(0) + Of(0) + 	f 2 (0) + 
On the other hand, 
n 	n 	.n-1 = a +nla 	O, 
-26- 
so that 
f() 	= 	f(0) + (a + iO)fW(o) + (a2 + 2i a80)f (2 )(0) + 
= 	f(a) + i80f(a). 
For a superfield which is an expansion in n 0's it is only necessary to 
know the explicit form of 	in order to write down the formula for an 
arbitrary function of 0. 	For n = 4, the formula for 02 is 
= 	(2) + j( 2 ) , + 	0( 2) + 
where 
(2) 	= 	4,2 
(2) 	= 	2 
= 	2Fc, + 
= 	2G4, - 	 (49) 
(2) 	= 	2A4, - ipiyy,AV 
(c2) 	= 	2A4, + 24,F - 2y54,G - 2iy'y4,A 
= 	2D4, + 47X4, + 2G2 + 2F2 + 2AA1 ' 
Squaring this formula leads easily to the expressionfor &'. An 
arbitrary function of 0 is therefore given by 
f(0) 	= 	f() 4, + i Of() 4, + ... + ( l /32)(0) 2 f() D 
where 
f(c)4, 	= 	a 
= 	a1 4, 
= Fa1 + 
= 	Ga1 - py 54,a2 	 (50) 
= Aa1 - iiyy 5 pa2 
= 	Xa1 + (F - y 5G - iy"y 5A)Pa2 + 4,4,ii a3 
= Da1 + (F2 + G2 + (A) 2 + 24X)a2 + 
+ (pF - 	- ipiy"y4A)a3 
-27- 
and where a = dnf(x)/dXn I 	From (18) it immediately follows 
ff()dOdx 	= 	ff()Dx dO = (118)ff()D dx . 	(51) 
According to the representation of S acting on superfields 
	
= 	 . 	 (52) 
Therefore, if c is constant, the integral (51) is invariant and may 
serve as a Lagrangian. In the sequel, s -uperfield Lagrangians will be 
denoted by a caret thus: L . That is, 
£ 	= 	(-0)n L + 
where the dots indicate terms of lower order in 0, and 
f '0 L 	= 	fro(o)'1 L . 	 (53) 
§6 	Irreducible Representations 
It is straightforward to work out the irreducible representations 
of the supersymmetry algebra. (Fayet and Ferrara 1977, Salam and Strathdee 
1978). The crucial relation is (12), {SaSb} = 
	ab 	Consider first an 
irreducible multiplet in which at least one member has a non-vanishing mass. 
As long as supersynmietry is unbroken Sivac> = 0, and in any event, 
[S, P2 ] = 0. These two conditions are enough to ensure that all members 
of the irreducible nn.iltiplet have common mass. Let 4(p) create a bosonic 
state 1p, B> and ip(p) create a fertnionic state 1p, F> . 	Suppose 
i[S, 4(p)] = ip(p), Then 
P 2 p, B> 	P2(p)Ivac> 	= 	[P 2 , 4(p)]vac> 
because P fvac> = 0. But because (p) satisfies the Klein-Gordon 
-28- 
equation, [P2 ,4(p)] = m 2 4(p), where mB  is the mass of the boson. 
Hence 
	
P2Jp,B> 	= 	mB Ip,B> 
On the other hand, if Sivac> = 0, 
icSIp,B> 	= 	(icES, 	p)]Ivac> 	= 	ic(p)Ivac> 
and thus ictSp,B> 	= 	ictlp,F> . 	Of course, 
P 2 i7SIp,B> 	= 	i7SP 2 Jp,B> 	= 	iaS mp,B> 
MB 	
=2 izSp,B> 
so that the state ictS[p,B> has mass mB . If the generator S annihilates 
the vacuum, then the state icLSIp,B>  is just (to within a constant) the 
state 	icIp,F> , and P 2 1p , F > = mF2lp,F>. 	Therefore  mF = mB, and 
the masses of the fermion and boson are equal. In an irreducible multi-
plet, each member ultimately may be transformed into the other by re-
peated application of the operator S. Thus all members of an irre-
ducible nultiplet have the same mass, so long as Sivac> = 0. If' 
Sivac> 0 0, the supersymmetry is broken, and it is no longer possible 
to identify the states icSIp,B>  and 	ictlp,F>. 	Then in general 
# m. In the rest frame, (12) may be written as 
a' Sb} 	= m6 ab 
	 (54) 
It is more convenient to write (54) in terms of its chiral projections 
S = P+S. Each projection has only two independent components, so that 
the relations (54) split into three equations (i,j = 1,2) 
{S .. , S...} 	= 	0 ' 	(55a) 
{41, S} 	= 	0 	 ' 	 (55b) 
S_j  } 	= 	(&5 P•1 = 6ii m , 	 (550 
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Because of the projections, the antisynunetric product S ••1 S_ 	has only 
one independent coniponent. while S_ S_ S_k  vanishes identically. 
There are only sixteen independent products of the operators satisfying 
(55). This algebra is isonorphic to that of the Dirac matrices, namely 
the Clifford algebra of rank four, whose only finite-dimensional re-
presentation is in terms of four by four matrices (van der Waerden 
1974). These representations split into four irreducible niiltiplets, 
which i-E each invariant under Wigner rotations. Therefore the massive 
irreducible (or time-like) representations of supersymmetry have 
dimension 4(2J+1). 	Let JJ> be that member of the niiltiplet with 
spin J which is annihilated by S 	: S IJ> = 0. From this state, 
+1 +1 
it is possible to construct only three more states, so that in all there 
are the four states (S 1 )' (S" l ) 2 1J>, where n1 , n2 = 0,1. The spin 
content of this multiplet is (J, J±, J). Under spatial reflection, 
S -- iS_, so that the two bosons have opposite parity; likewise the 
fermions. The smallest massive multiplet (J = 0) contains therefore 
a scalar, a pseudoscalar and a Majorana spinor, while J = J corresponds 
to a multiplet whose members are a scalar (or pseudoscalar), two Majorana 
spinors, and a pseudovector (or vector). The massless (or lightlike) 
representations are found in the same manner. It is always possible to 
choose P 	such that P = (1,0,0,1), in which case (55c) becomes 
{S~ , s_} 	= 	(° + a 3 ).. 	 (56) 
and the only non-vanishing connuutator is {S+2,S}. 	Now from a state 
lx> with helicity X which is annihilated by S. may be built only 
one physical state S_lX> (the others are zero norm), with helicity 
X + . 	 These supermultiplets contain only two particles of spin, J, 
J + 	respectively. The massless multiplets of greatest interest to 
date are those of (, 1) and (, 2). Lagrangians involving the former 
-30- 
will be given in §8-9. A dynamical theory of the latter provides 
the supersymntric extension of general relativity, as will becon 
clear in the sequel. 
§7. 	A Lagrangian for the Chiral Multiplet 
Although it is possible to construct a chiral multiplet from an 
arbitrary scalar superfield (see above), it is m o re economical to use 
a superfield from the start which depends only on PO or P_O. A 
consistent scheme is obtained by using in place of 	, D and iS 
the following operators: 	 - 
= a + iP_ + OP_Oig 	 (57a) 
D_ 	= 	/a + j P_e 	 (57b) 
iS_ 	= 	- jP_O 	 (57c) 
where a = A iB, g = F + iG are complex scalar fields as before. 
The integral of any polynomial of right-handed superfields over 
dx d2Pe is an invariant. It is easy to show that 
D_D_4_ 	= 2ig + 2OP 	+ OP ~ O 2 a 	 (58) 
and consequently D_D_4 is a left-handed superfield. With the 
identifications 
= 	a + i•ëp 	- OPOig 	 (59a) 
= 	a - iOP +0 + l opOig 	 (59b) 




DD 	is a left-handed superfield, and thus 
-31- 
* 
D_D_4_ dx d2PO = - f(g g + iP~ + 	a* a)d1 x 	(60) 
11 
is an invariant. Similarly, powers of 	are invariant when inte- 
grated over d2P6 
+ 
2 	= 	P 
+ 
O(-iaf + 	P) + 
	
(61) 
= - ia2 f) + ... 	 (62) 
where the dots indicate terms of lower order in PO. Finally, let 
£ 	= - 	 DD_ - 	 + 43 
+ 
and L_ similarly. 	A suitable Lagrangian which is manifestly in- 
variant is given by (recall cS(PO) = OP_O) 
f(cS(PO)L + 6(PO)L)dxdO 	= 	f(0) 2d8dx L 	 (63) 
where 
L 	(A) 2 + (B) 2 + pip - 	 + F2 + G2 
 
- m(AG - BF) + gG(A2-B 2 ) - 2gABF + 
After elimination of the auxiliary fields F and G, the Lagrangian 
takes the more conventional form 
L 	= 	(A) 2 + (aB) 2 	m2 (A2+B2 ) + j(i - 
 
+ mgA(A2 +B 2 ) - g2 (A2+B2 ) 2 + g(A-y 5B)ip 
This Lagrangian was proposed by Wess and Zumino (1974b) and found via 
superfield methods by Salam and Strathdee (1975a). The renormalisability 
of this tade1 was found to be much enhanced over generic Yukawa and 
quartic couplings, requiring only one renormalisation constant Z 
-32- 
(Iliopoulos and Zumino 1975). A superfield formulation equivalent to 
this one (with the use of delta functions) was given by Ogievetski 
and Sokatchev (1977). The true dynamical degrees of freedom are the 
fields B, A and , where as usual mB = mA = m, in accordance 
with the analysis in 96. 
There is an alternate, less transparent form of the chiral 
Lagrangian which is of greater use in the formulation of supersym-
ntric gauge theories (8.2-9). If 
= 	exp(-T)(a + iOP 	- OPOig ) 
* 	 * - 	- 
= exp(T)(a - iOP_ - OP_Oig* ) 
are introduced in analogy to 	(as in §5), then the kinetic term may 
be written as (Salam and Strathdee 1975a) 
4 + _ = (0) 2 ((A) 2 + ( B) 2+ jp + (F2+G2 )) + ... 	(66) 
to within a divergence. The mass and interaction terms present no 
difficulties: merely replace 	+ by 	overall. The difference 
between 	and 	is O(0), and the chiral delta functions 
eliminate these terms. 
§8. 	Lagrangians Involving the Vector Supermultiplet 
§8.1 The free vector multiplet 
Although the field content of a superfield is a consequence of its 
Lorentz character and the Grassmann algebra, its particle content de-
pends on what Lagrangian is chosen. Not all of the fields in the ex-
pansion will occur as dynamical degrees of freedom in the given 
Lagrangian. These non-dynamical, or auxiliary, fields may always be 
-33- 
solved in terms of the dynamical fields, and their solutions resub-
stituted back into the original Lagrangian. Thus the Lagrangian may 
be written without any appearance of these auxiliary fields. As an 
example, consider the scalar superfield , whose components are the 
sixteen objects (, iii, F, G, A , A, D). 	It is possible to write 
the Lagrangian for 	so that only the field components 
([ A 1 , A, D) occur. Of the eight components (A (omitting the
11 
gauge part), A, D) only six - A and the two transverse polarisations 
of A - are dynamical. 	(The numbers of degrees of freedom for
11 
the Bose variables A and the Fermi variables A are of course 
1-I 
equal; two for each.) 	The components (A n , A, D) together 
with a particular Lagrangian and a set of transformations, des-
cribe a massless vector multiplet. If a suitable mass term is added 
to this Lagrangian, 4, i4 -7 and the longitudinal polarisation of A 
are proxx,ted to dynamical status. Now all sixteen component occur in 
the Lagrangian, but there are only eight degrees of freedom ($, A, 
, A.). This Lagrangian describes a massive vector niltiplet with 
spin content (0, J, , 1). A convenient way of writing down Lagran-
gians (or at least their kinetic terms) which are manifestly super-
symmetric is to use projection operators (Salam and Strathdee 1975a, 
Sokatchev 1975) which eliminate from the start those auxiliary 
fields not required for Lorentz invariance from massless theories. 
The projection operators for the superfields must be invariant under 
supersymmetry, and hence must be functions of D and ). An 
arbitrary scalar superfield may be decomposed into two chiral multi-





where 	Ev ) 	= 	\T' Et' = 	and 
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E± 	= 	('/p 2)DPD5DPD 	 (68a) 
Ev 	= 	1 - (1/4p2)(DD)2 . 	 (68b) 
In particular, the kinetic term of the chiral Lagrangign may be written 
as - cDPDDP_D, 	which by an integration in parts (with respect to 
0) becouEs 
Lkinchiral = 	P)()P_1) . 	 (69) 
Expanding 	according to (36), this is equal to 
(0)2/8)(D_2)2 + (3 - 	 )i(X + i) 
IME 
+ (3.A) 2 + (F) 2 + (G)2} + 
This expression is seen to be equal to the usual chiral kinetic terms 
upon the relabelling 	' = A - i, F' = (D - 20), G' = 
A' = F, B' = G. 	The equality between (70) and (66) suggests that 
DP +D are 
righ t 	chiral superfields, and a calculation 
confirms that indeed 5P +DO depends only on P+0. With the aid of 
the projection operator E,  a kinetic term for the vector multi-
plet should be (the factor of 2 is for later convenience) 
2{(DD)2 + 421 	
-= 	LV kin 	 - 
~ 
	 (71) 
= (e)2{(D + 2 f, ) 2 + (5 + i 	)i(A - ip) - (F )2}•PV 
If this is written in terms of the previous correspondence between 
the scalar superfield and the Wess-Zumino vector multiplet, 
-35- 




A 	 -v 
V 
it becons 
1V,kin = (0)2{H2 + 	ix - (F)} + ... 	(73) 
The only dynamical degrees of freedom are those of a massless (,l) 
multiplet. It is easy to add a mass term, which has the form 8m22 
Not only does this expression contain mass terms for V and X, but 
also kinetic terms for those additional degrees of freedom present in 
the massive case. A simple calculation gives 
8m22 = (6) 2{-m2cfH + m2 (a) 2 - m21.ix 
(74) 
+ m2 pi1 + m2F2 + m2G2 + m2 (V) 2 } + 
Finally, let no = B, and m.i = v. 	Once the auxiliary fields are 
eliminated, the complete Lagrangian reads (in terms of i = 	+ P_v) 
20{(DD)2 + 42 + 4m2 1 
= (66) 2{_ (F) 2 + m2 (V) 2 + (B) 2 - m2 B2 	(75) 
+ WiA - m)4} + 
which is that of a massive vector multiplet (0, , , 1) with comnzn 
mass m. 
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§8.2 The Supersymmetric Extension of Quantum Electrodynamics 
The first example of an interaction for the vector multiplet was 
given by Wess and Zuniino (1974c), who described its coupling to a 
charged massive chiral multiplet (or equivalently, to a pair of real 
massive chiral nuiltiplets). The model for this interaction resembles 
scalar electrodynamics: the role of the vector potential is assigned 
to an entire vector multiplet; similarly that of the charged scalar 
field is taken by two chiral multiplets. Instead of the usual gauge 
function A, it is necessary to introduce invariant derivatives of 
a scalar superfield A. 	That the Lagrangian for the massless vector 
multiplet admits a gauge invariance is already clear from the 
identity (Sokatchev 1975) 
(D) 3 	= - 4D32 
the Lagrangian (71) is manifestly invariant under the gauge trans-




Let the components of A in the standard basis be denoted (L, r, 





= G 42•U 
A ' 	A + 23 N 
V V 	V 
A' 	= 	A+i(7r+iT) 
D' 	= 	D2ar1 
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It is certainly possible to choose A in such a way that all of the 
components (4', ', F', G') are zero. This choice is known as the 
Wess-Zumino gauge. Then =-2J'% i4.' =$+i, X' = A- iMip= /y5 x, 
= D + 	= -2H, and A' = V. In this Wess-Zuinino gauge, 
may be expanded as 




= ( u /l6)(0) 2 (V) 2 , and all higher powers of 
vanish. 
To construct a supersymn2tric model of a local U(l) invariance, 
it is best to start from the Lagrangian for a pair of chiral superfields 
-2 which is globally invariant under an infinitesimal transfor-
mation of the form 	l = -2' 	-2 = -c 1 . Alternatively, the 
complex fields S and T may be introduced (Fayet and Ferrara 1977) 
S 	= 	(l/v')(_ 1 + i 2 ); 	T 	= 	(11 172-)(4_1 - i_2 ) 
which transform as SS = icS, iST = -jeT. If 
= 	(l//i)(*l - i*2); 	= 	(1/v)(1 + i *2 ) 
and SS = -icS, cST = ieT, then an invariant Lagrangian is given 
by (for a global symntry) 
4(SS + TT) - mSTS(PO) 	m&(P8) 
	
(79) 
whose integral over dO is merely the sum of two free massive chiral 
Lagrangians. In order to extend the invariance to the local symmetry, 
only the kinetic term need be remedied. First, however, the new trans-
formation must be found for S and T. It must preserve chirality 
(in order not to introduce unwanted derivatives) and it must involve the 
-38- 
superfield A, - or at least its chiral projections. A consistent 
scheme is obtained if 
SS 	= 	2gDPDAS 
SS 	= 	2g-DP_ DA S 
(80) 
iST 	= 	-2gDPDAT 
cST 	= -2gDP_DAT 
and if the kinetic term is rewritten as 
L 
kin  (S,T,) 	= 	4{7 exp(-2g)S + Y exp(2g)T} . 	 (81) 
Taking 	= DDA as before, it is easy to show 
= 	2g(DP+  DA + DP_DA - DDA)Lki(S , ) 
which vanishes; and similarly SLkjn(T,c) vanishes. In terms of the 
	
fields 	l and  -2'  the transformations (80) read 
= 2ig 	DA 	 = 	-2ig DP DA 	. 	(82) 
The complete Lagrangian is given by 
L 	= 	 + Lv - L 	(S,T) 	 (83)mass 
where Lkin is given by (81)1 Lv  is the free vector Lagrangian (73), 
and 
L 	= 	m(5(PO)ST) + S(PO))mass 
For clarity, (83) may be rewritten as 
L 	= Lv + L1 + L2 + L. 	 (_) 
where L12 are the Lagrangians for two free chiral multiplets 
L1 = (OO) 2{(D A1 ) 2 + (B1 ) 2 + p(i-m) - m2 (Al 2 + B12)} 
-39- 
and similarly for L 2 . These coincide with (66) withou.t cubic and 
quartic terms, and 
L in t = 4{S(exp(-2g) - l)S + f(exp(2g) - l)T} 
In principle the exponential should be expanded to all orders. Actually 
there is no need to do this. By virtue of the gauge invariance (77), A 
may be chosen such that +Wz  and the physics is unaltered by this 
choice. Then 
L.t 	= 	-Sg{SS - TT} + 8g2 (SS + TT}Wz 
In terms of the chiral superfields, 
SS + TT} 	= 	-1 -1 + -2 -2 
(84a) 
= 	(Al2 + A2 2 + B1 2 + B2 2 ) + (terms of higher order 
in 8) 
{S - TT} 	= 	i_l -2 - -2 -]) 
= 	2(B1A2 - B 2  A 1 
 ) + iO{(B2 + y 5A2 ) 1 - (B 1 + yA1 ) 2 } 
+ 	i y 50( 1y2 - A2 I VA, - B 2 IV B 1) + ... 	(84b) 
where the dots indicate terms which do not contribute to 
fL1t dx dO. Rescaling 
,. = 	as before, the interaction 
Lagrangian becomes 
Lt = 	g2(V) 2 (Al 2 + A2 2 +B 1 2 + B2 2 ) + gH(A2B 1 - A,1 B2 ) 
+ g{(A1 - y 5B 1 ) 2 - (A2 - 
	
(85) 
-gV(y 	- A2 	- B2 	B1 ) 
The only remaining auxiliary field is H. Its variation. implies 
H = -g(AB 1 - A1B2). Inserting this solution for H, the Lagrangian 
-40- 
may be rewritten as 
L = L1 + L2 - g2 (A2B 1 - A1B2 ) 2 - 
+ g2 (V) Z (A+ A22 + 3i 2 + B2 2) + xUx 
(86) 
+ g{(A1 - y 5B1 )ii 2 - (A2 - y 5B 2 )ii 1 } 
- 9V{ 1y 2 - A2 a A1 - B 2 D 14 B 1 } 
This Lagrangian (or rather, the Lagrangian (83)) forms the basis of the 
first example of the spontaneous breakdown of global supersymntry. 
§8.3 A Supersymmetric Goldstone Model 
Let the Lagrangian (83) be rewritten as 
L = L1 + L2 + JX1hX - (F,)2 + Lint(AiBi) + V(H) 	 (87) 
where V(H) = H2 + gH(A2B1 - A1B2). Although the generalised local 
U(l) invariance is no longer manifest, nevertheless the Lagrangian 
remains invariant under the usual supersymmetry transformations. To 
(87) may be added any linear function of H without spoiling the 
supersymmetry invariance, due to its transformation law 
5H = ey 
This terms breaks parity (as H is a pseudoscalar) but it is otherwise 
acceptable. If the term - H is added to L, then the equation for H 
becomes (Fayet and Iliopoulos 1974) 
H = 	g(A1B2 - A2B 1 ) + E H H, 	 (88) 
so that 
V(H 0 ) = -{ g(A1B2 - A 2 B  1 ) + 
	
MI 
and new mass terms - g(A1B2 - A 
2 B 1 
 ) arise. Without loss of generality, 
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g may be assumed positive. The mass matrix for the remaining scalar 
fields is diagonalised by means of the substitutions 
A1 	= ( 1 / 	/)(C1 - D2 ) A2 	= (1/ /2)(C 2 -  
B 1 = 	( 1 / 	+ D1 ) B2 	= (1/ 	1 )(C1 +  
so that the quadratic and quartic self-couplings become 
L. 
mt 1 
(C.,D.) = - (m2 + 	 + D1 2) - (m2 - g)(C2 2 + D2 2 ) 
- (1/8)g2 (C + D1 2 - C2 2 - D2 2 ) 
	
(90) 
Already supersynmetry has been spontaneously broken, because the scalar 
and spinor masses of the same chiral niultiplet no longer share a conmn 
value. In accordance with a generalised Goldstone theorem, a massless 
particle with the quantum numbers of the broken generator (in this case, 
S) must be present. It is easy to see that x is the Goldstone fermion. 
The distinguishing characteristic of all Coldstone particles is that the 
vacuum expectation value of their variation does not vanish. From (13), 
= 	- F 
11V 
a UV a + H1 5 a 
and substituting (88) in for H, 
<6x> 	= 	a 
	
(91) 
There may be a further would-be Goldstone particle present (depending 
on the sign of (m2 - Eg)), but inasmucl as all scalar fields are coupled 
to the vector V, the Higgs mechanism will eliminate it. The second 
spontaneous breaking occurs if m2 < Eg. In this case, the minimum of 
the effective potential 
Veff(C2) = 	(m2 - g)(C2 2 + D2 2 ) + ( 1 /8) g2 (C1 2 + D 	 - C 2  2 - D 2 2 ) 
(92) 
-42- 
no longer occurs at <C 2> = <D2> = 0. In fact, the effective poten-
tial may be rewritten as 
Vff($) 	= 	
m2 - g) $*4) + (
u /8)g2 (C1 2 + D 1 2 - * ) 2 
where 	4) = C2 + iD2 . Differentiating <V ff (4))> with respect to 
it is clear that the minimum occurs at <4)> 0. Because the 
potential is invariant under rotations through an angle 0, in the 
(C2, 
'2  plane, it may be assund that 
<D2> 	= 	0; 	<C2> 	= 	v 	= 	I2(g - m2)/g2 . 	 ( 93) 
According to the criterion, D 2 is the would-be Goldstone boson 
(<6D2> = - <®C2> 	0). It is possible to choose the ordinary gauge 
function A such that D 2 -- 0, and V - W = V - 9 A. 	If the 
interesting pieces of the Lagrangian are rewritten (i.e., those in-
volving C = C 2 - v and W), they become 
L(C,W) = -(G )2 + (9 C) 2 + v2g2(W )2 - ( u /8)(vgC) 2 .Iv 	 1.I 
+ g2C2(w2) + g2vC(W 2) - g2vC3 - ( l /8) 92 C 	(94) p 
where G 	= 9 W • The fermion terms are also changed because of [pv] 
coupling to the scalar field C 2 . Nevertheless, a Goldstone spinor is 
still present (as a linear combination of 	l' 2' and x). No éssen- 
tially new information is gained by writing down these couplings. The 
Fayet-Iliopoulos nidel describes what may be called (in Fayet and 
Ferrara's (1977) phrase) "the supersymnEtric extension of the Goldstone 
machanism"; although it involves the Higgs nchanism, it does not do so 
in such a way that the Goldstone fermion disappears (which will be 
called "the generalised Higgs machanism"). For "the supersymmetric 
extension of the Higgs mechanism", it is necessary that a massless 
vector multiplet should go over into a massive vectorui.iltiplet. In 
-43- 
the Fayet-Iliopoulos nxdel, although the right degrees of freedom are 
present ( a scalar, a vector and a pair of Majorana spinors), the masses 
of these particles are different: C has mass jvg, while the vector 
W's mass is twice this. Such an extended Higgs model has been construc-
ted by Fayet (1976). As will become clear, this model is very important 
in the construction of a generalised Higgs mechanism. The Fayet model 
may be written down in either of two ways: as a self-interacting scalar 
superfield, or as a vector multiplet in the Wess-Zumino gauge inter-
acting with a chiral multiplet. 
§9. 	The Supersynmetric Extension of the Higgs Mechanism (The Fayet Model) 
Before proceeding to the Fayet model, it is worthwhile to recall some 
features of the U(1) Higgs model. This describes the interaction of a 
charged scalar field together with a massless neutral vector field repre-
senting the electromagnetic potential; (which is essentially the Gold-
stone model whose global U(1) symmetry has been gauged). The degrees 
of freedom are four in number: one for each of a pair of real scalars, 
and two for the massless vector. Once the symmetry is spontaneously 
broken, one of the scalars is absorbed (via a gauge transformation) into 
the vector field, providing it with a longitudinal polarisation, while 
the second scalar gives the vector a mass and becomes massive itself. 
At the conclusion of this remarkable transmutation, there are still 
only four degrees of freedom: those of a massive vector and one massive 
scalar. In order to make this model fully supersymmetric, it is 
necessary to introduce supersymmetric partners for each of the three 
fields. A massless chiral multiplet provides the minimum enlargement 
of the set of two scalars (to two scalars plus a Majorana spinor) while 
the smallest supersymmetric family containing a massless vector is that 
-44- 
composed of a massless vector and a massless Majorana spinor. Clearly, 
the combined mass less system of two scalars, two Majorana spinors and 
a vector, contains just the right number of degrees of freedom to re-
present a massive vector multiplet: the two Majorana spinors can com-
bine to form a Dirac spinor, and the remaining pieces can reshuffle as 
in the conventional Higgs mechanism. It will turn out that this uodel 
describes two "phases", depending on the sign of the parameter 
introduced previously in §8.3. When supersynimetry is preserved, gauge 
invariance is not, and vice-versa. Note that explicit mass terms for 
the chiral multiplet are forbidden by the global chiral invariance 
associated with the spinor member 1LL. 	As long as supersymmetry remains 
unbroken, this additional symmetry ensures that the chiral multiplet is 
massless. One approach to the globally supersymnetric Higgs mechanism 
is simply to write down the most general Lagrangian of lowest degree in 
the fields which is invariant under both supersynimetry and the generalised 
U(l) invariance introduced in §8.2. This approach is closely related to 
the Fayet-Iliopoulos model, and will be described first. There is a 
second method, more suitable for an extended Higgs mechanism (in which 
supergravity is involved), which will be described in the sequel. 
In terms of the vector nniltiplet V, , , x, and H. (as opposed to the 




-cSA 	= 23N 
V V 
= 	(A - i3j)) = - i9(7 + i) + i(1T + ifrr) = 0 (95) 
6H 	= 	-6(D + 2) = 	(22Pi + 2 (2M)) = 0 
Consequently any term linear in H is separately invariant under both 
ordinary supersynimetry (cSH = iy 5 x) and the gauge invariance (95). 
The most general Lagrangian of lowest degree in the chiral superfield 
-45- 
which is invariant under both these groups involving only a chiral 
superfield and a scalar superfield is thus 
L 	= 	Lv + 45 exp(2e)S - 	 (96) 
where Lv  is the usual vector multiplet kinetic term. The interaction 
is just the Lagrangian (81) introduced previously, with S = l' T = 0 
and e = -g. Again, (96) is most conveniently evaluated with (D in the 
Wess-Zumino gauge. In terms of the component fields, (96) reads 
L = ( e) 2 (-(F) 2 + 	i< + IH2- EH - JeV 
+ JF 2  + G 2 + (A) 2 + (B) 2 + 4itj + eVBVA 
+ eiP(Ai5 - B)X - eH(A2 + B 2) + e 2 (V ) 2 (A2 + B2 )} + ... 	( 97) 
It is convenient to rewrite (97) in terms of the complex field 
= (-i/ñ5(A - iB), and with the auxiliary fields F and G eliminated. 
Setting 
= + jeV 
= 
* - iev 
vip 	= + ieV 
the Lagrangian (97) becomes 
L 	= 	( e) 2 { - (F) 2+ 	Ix + 	- 	+ 	V 
(98) 
+ 	iip + e/i (ipP_xq + 	* ) - eH * } + 
The equation of ution for H reads 
H 	E +e *p. 	 (4q..) 
Elimination of this auxiliary field leads to an effective potential for 
of the familiar Goldstone-Nambu type, 
-46- 
Vff() 	= 	+ 	 (99b) 
so that (99a) implies 
H 	= 	42V ff (4) . 	 (99c) 
Without loss of generality, e may be assuxzd positive. There are now 
two distinct theories described by the one Lagrangian (98), depending 
on the sign of 	. If E is positive, the minimum of Veff  occurs 
for <> = 0. The scalar fields A and B have a mass equal to 
V'j, while their spinor partner 	remains tnassless - supersynmtry is 
spontaneously broken. Again x is the Goldstone fermion, for if 
= 0, then <6x> = <H>y 5ct = y 5c. 	If however E is negative, 
somathing more interesting happens. By minimising <Veff()>  for 
< 0, it follows that V ff attains its least value for 
<> = V- /e exp(iO). 	Nothing is lost if 0 is set equal to zero; 
that is, 
	
<A> = 0; 	<B> = 7-2/e E v 
As in §8.3, it is convenient to introduce C = B - v, so that <C> = 0. 
In terms of the translated field C, the Lagrangian reads 
L = (6) 2{-(F) 2 + 	ix - eVyVP_ + 
+ (aC) 2 - e 2v2 C2 - e2vC3 - (1 /8)e2C 14 - ( 1 /8)e 2A 	(100) 
- e2vCA2 + 	- evx - eAV"3 C 
4 eV(C + v)A + e(Ay5 - C) + e 2v2 (V) 2 
+ e2 (V) 2C2 + e2vC(V) 2 + e 2 (V) 2A2 1 
Finally, V may be transfornEd according to the remaining Maxwell 
invariance V -* W = V - A. 	If A is chosen so as to eliminate A 
.1 	3.1 	31 	31 
entirely, then the Lagrangian may be written in terms of the new fields 
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V 	= pp + P, W, 	G iV 
 =a 
[i I 
.W 	as (m = ev) 
L 	= ( e) 2 -(G) 2 + m2 (W) 2 + ( aC) 2 - m2 C 2 
+(U - m)v - 	W Pv - emC3 - ( u /8) e2 C 
+ e2 (W) 2 C 2 + emC(W) 2 } + (101) 
which clearly describes a self-interacting massive vector superniultiplet, 
and the chiral superimiltiplet has been swallowed whole. There is an 
additional bonus unanticipated by the extension of the Higgs uDdel to a 
globally supersymmetric version. The usual Goldstone rxdel depends on 
two arbitrary parameters (the coefficients of 0 2 and 4), while the 
conventional Higgs wdel requires also the coupling constant e. It is 
evident from (101) that there are only two arbitrary parameters in this 
nodel; the higher degree of symmetry has constrained one of the para-
meters to be a fixed function of the other two. To summarise: a 
globally supersymmetric extension of the Higgs nodel was found by Fayet 
(1976) by extending the ingredients of the 13(1) Higgs nodel to their 
most economical supersyinmetric extensions. In addition, it was necessary 
to introduce the "trigger" term -, which has no counterpart in con-
ventional Higgs nodels. Depending on the sign of E, two quite distinct 
theories emerged: 
1)E > 0: Supersyinmetry is spontaneously broken, while the local 13(1) 
Maxwell invariance is preserved. The theory describes a massive 
pair of scalars, two massless spinors and a massless vector. The 
spinor associated with the vector becomes a Goldstone fermion. 
ii) 	< 0: Gauge invariance is spontaneously broken, but supersymmetry 
remains intact. The theory is that of an interacting massive 
vector multiplet, while the chiral superinultiplet disappears 
entirely via the extended Higgs mechanism. 
From ii), it should be clear that an alternate approach will suffice 
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to produce the Lagrangian (97): consider the most general self-interaction 
of a vector multip let which is invariant under supersymmetry (but not the 
generalised gauge invariance). The Grassmann integral of any function of 
is such an invariant, so that the most general L for the vector 
supermultip let is 
=V + g(), 	 (102) 
where g(x) is an arbitrary function of x, and Lv  is the usual 
kinetic term for the niassless vector multiplet 
= 	2{(DD)2 + 42} 
= 	(6)2(-(F 
1'1v 
)2 + 	+ H2) + •.. 
In general, of course, g() will contain terms involving other fields 
besides the three of Lv 	These new expressions will involve both new 
dynamic terms (and hence new degrees of freedom) as well as auxiliary 
terms, i.e. those involving fields which occur only algebraically. The 
presence of Lv in L is enough to ensure that (102) indeed describes 
a vector multiplet. For clarity, once more recall the relations between 
components of the scalar superfield and the vector niiltiplet: 
H 	= 	-(D+92q) 
x 	= 	(1/i/)(-y 5 A + iy 5 p) 
V = - 	and 	U = - 
It will prove convenient to let g(x) = 16 f(x). The coefficient of 
16f() which contributes to L is given by, according to §5.2, (recall 
an = 
f (n) (4,))  
16f() = 	(0) 2 CDa1 +(F2 + G2 + (A) 2 + 27A)a 2 
(103) 
+ (pF - 	- 	 + ja4 (p) 2} + 
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which when expressed in terms of vector components becomes 
16f(4) = 	(0) 2{(-2H - 	+ ((V) 2 - N2 - M2 + 2 11X + 
+ I (ijiN - i• y 5 pN + i• Y vY 5 jVv )a3 + (u/8)Gi.i)2a4} 
Discarding the divergences f(- 2 )a 1dx = f() 2a2dx, and the sole 
coefficient of a 1 in L is now -H, while that of a 2 picks up the 
term The equations of notion for the auxiliary fields H, M
11 
and N are 
N 	= 	iTii(a3 /a2 ); 	M 	= 	- ipy 5p(a3 /a2); 	H 	= 	a1 . 
Inserting these solutions, the Lagrangian (102) becomes 
L 	= 	( e) 2{-(F) 2 + 	- (a)2 + i. yVy 5 liV a3 
+ 	+ (V) 2 + i•i:i + ( q,) 2 )a2 	 (104) 
+ (1/16)(p3.1)2(a4 - (a3 2 /a2 ))} 
If the theory described by (104) is to be even quasi-renormalisable, the 
coefficient of (.i) 	must vanish. Then f must satisfy the differential 
equation 
f (2) f (4) - (f3))2 	= 	0 . 	 (105) 
There are apparently two solutions to (105): 
 f(x) = 	b - 	x + kx2 (106a) 
 f(x) = 	b - 	x + c exp(Kx) 	. (106b) 
In each case the inessential constant b may be dropped. Note that 
solution (106b) approaches (106a) in the limit 	c 2 - 2k1 , K2 -- 0 
c -'-00 , E - CK -- 	. 	Solution (106a) implies a Lagrangian 
L = Lv + 16g 2 ; which is just that for a free massive vector multiplet 
of mass m = 2I. The tixre interesting case is (b), when L becomes 
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L 	= 	(ee)2(—(F )2 + J'AX- (cKexp(K) - 
A) 
+ 	+ (V )2 + jj + ( q) 2 )cK2exp(K) 	 (107) 
+ CK 3 Ily Y II V exp(K)} + 
Apparently the value of the constant c has no physical significance 
independent of the scalar field 4>: c may be varied at will by a trans-
lation in 4>. Let K = -2e, and c = v2 , where it is assumed e > 0. 
To facilitate the comparison with the previous Lagrangian (97), first set 
v exp(-e4>) 	= 	B 	 (108a) 
-ev exp(-e4>)j.i 	= 	v 	= -eTh.i 	 (108b) 
* 
in which case (107) becomes 
L 	(O5 2{(F) 2 + 	ix - 	+ eB2 ) 2 
	
- evXB.+ 	i\) + e2B2(V)2 	 (109) 
+ (B) 2 - evy'y 5vV} + 
As it stands, (109) is not identical to (97). To establish the identity 
it is necessary to introduce some new fields. 	Let 
B + iA 	v exp(-e4> + jew) 
	
(llOa) 
-ev exp(-e4> + 
	
(1 lOb) 
W 	 V - 	w 	 (hOc) 
1.1 31 31 
N.B. 	f(i31)B2dx = !(iv)dx + 	 but recall 
0. 
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which is the generalisation of (108) to complex fields. If w is now 
allowed to vary in the usual U(1) manner 
ci) 	+ 
B + iA - exp(-ieA) (B + iA) 
- exp(—ieA)t' 
w 	+w— ax 1_c 1.1 	1.1 
the physics described by a Lagrangian in terms of these new fields will 
be invariantunder a change in w. Rewriting the Lagrangian (109) one 
last time, it becomes 
L 	= 	( eo)2{-(G 
1_c') )2 + 
	- 	+ e(B + A2 )) 2 
+ e(A'r5 - B)x + 	ip + e 2 (W) 2 (A2 + B2 ) 
+ (3
1




. Ba A} + 
which is clearly identical. to (97) upon the elimination of the auxiliary 
fields F, G and H. Consequently the globally supersynetric Higgs model 
may be derived from the most general Lagrangian describing a self- interaction 
of the vector multiplet which is compatible with renormalisation. In the 
case of n = 4,' the interaction terms have the form - + c exp(K) . It 
is remarkable that the "trigger term" - 	is automatically included in 
the solutions to the differential equation (105). 
This concludes the background in global supersymntry necessary for 
proceeding to the study of local supersytry and its spontaneous breaking. 
A few other results from general relativity must also be marshalled. They 
will be called forth in the course of the next chapter. 	 .... 
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II. GAUGING SUPERSYMME TRY WIThOUT SUPERFIELDS 
§10 	The Earliest Supergravity Theories 
§10.1 	The Deser-Zutnino Model 
The first Lagrangians invariant under local supersymmetry were found 
in a manner rather different from the usual Yang-Mills procedure, which 
emphasises matter-gauge field coupling from the start; and it is only 
this coupling which determines the gauge fields' transformations and 
Lagrangians. Instead, Freedman, Ferrara and van Nieuwenhuizen (1976) 
and independently Deser and Zumino (1976) started from the basic in-
gredients for a locally supersymntric theory demanded only by the 
group theory: a massless spin 	field (Rarita and Schwinger 1941) 
which is to cancel the derivatives of the local spinor paranters, and 
a massless spin 2 field to act as the Rarita-Schwinger field's partner. 
(In principle, this spin 	field, hereafter denoted X P could be 
mated with a massless vector, rather than a tensor. Indeed, in an 
extended version of supergravity, such a multiplet is employed. How- 
ever, it would not be possible to identify this spin 	field with 
the gauge field of local supersymntry without the presence of an 
additional tensor field to compensate for the local translations 
required by local supersynmietry. Moreover, this tensor must have its 
own spin /2 partner (this is the massless spin (2, /2) multiplet). 
Consequently the smallest numberof fields for a consistent, locally 
supersynunetric theory in which a spin /2 field is partnered with 
a vector field is four: a vector, two spin /2 fields, and a tensor 
field.) This tensor field is to be identified with the conventional 
graviton, which couples to the enerr-wmantum tensor (the Noether 
current associated with translations) produced by gravity and all 
matter fields, while the field x itself couples to the spinor 
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Noether current J which is a consequence of global supersynm2etric 
invariance. The Deser-Zumino formulation is far more elegant, so this 
version will be given first. That of Freedman et al. follows alimDst 
trivially from the Deser-Zumino theory with the help of some results 
from the Einstein-Cartan-Sciama-Kibble (or ECSK) theory of gravity 
(Kibble 1961, Hehi, von der Hyde, Kerlick and Nester, 1975). 
The presence of both X and the graviton g suggest that the
11 
Lagrangian should be invariant under three local groups: local super- 
symmetry, and the two invariances of Einstein's theory, namely the 
local Lorentz group which acts on field components directly and the 
general coordinate group which acts through the underlying space-time. 
Furthernre, the presence of a fermion field x requires the use
11 
of a vierbein eCt  rather than a purely metric formulation (Deser 
and van Nieiwenhuizen 1974.) 	The vierbein formulation will be treated 
at some length in §11-12. For the moment it is sufficient to point 
out that under both the local Lorentz group and the general coordinate 
group the vierbein transforms as a vector; a is a Lorentz index 
while p is a coordinate index. Finally, the flat-space Lagrangian 
(to which the curved-space Lagrangian must reduce in the limit 
e a -'- 6 a)  must be invariant under the transformation 
'x1.t 	X V + 	a 	 (1) 
where a is a spinor parameter.. If the field x is to be iden-
tified with the gauge field of local supersymmetry, its transforma-
tion must include at least the term 3a. Moreover, the massless 
11 
Rarita-Schwinger Lagrangian is known to possess such an invariance 
(Rarita and Schwinger 1941). The spinor nature of x suggests 
that the flat-space L() should be linear in a pxv , while the 
gauge invariance (1) implies that L(X)  should take the form of a 
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curl, 	 and of course L() must be a scalar under the Lorentz 
group. These considerations uniquely restrict L() to the form 
L() 	= 	1K6 	 ll  y5y u 
 a x P 
(2) 
where K is some nunrical, dinnsionless constant (the gravitational 
	
coupling constant being set equal to unity). 	How is this L() to be 




 , I } 	= 	2g(x) 	 (3) 
so henceforth (see e.g. Weinberg 1972) 
y'(x) 	= 	e(x)y 	 (4) 
Then, suitable gauge fields must be introduced for the local Lorentz 
group. There is no need to introduce the affine connection 
associated with general covariance in (2); the curl of a vector is 
automatically covariant (Schr5dinger 1950). The curved space Lagran-
gian and supersymmetry transformations take the trial forms 
p 
L(X) 	 1K = 	 C
h.Iv 
	i• 
1.1 	V. p 
Iy D x 	 (5a) 
DX p 	= 	pXa + 
	X a 	 (5b) 
cSX 	= 
V 
D ci = 	ct + U) cycL 	 (6) 
11 	 p 
where w 	
cx 	. 	To the Lagrangian (5a) (which is a density) 
p p 
must be added a kinetic term for the spin 2 partner, taken tobe (to 
within a constant) the usual Einstein Lagrangian 
L(e, w) = -ice R(e, w) 
where the Ricci scalar R(e, w) is defined by R(e, w) = e 
a o




[D 	D](ji,j2) 	=JR 	 T 8 (j 1 ,j 2)(j 1 ,j 2 ) 	 (14a) 
where p(j 1 ,j 2) is an irreducible representation of the Lorentz group 
and T 	is the Lorentz generator corresponding to this representation.aa 
In general, 
D 	j 1 ,j 2 ) 	= 	 + 	T 	j 1 ,j 2 ) 
11 
where w 	 is the gauge field corresponding to local Lorentz trans- 
formations, called the "spin connection", so that 
R 	= 	
.t 
w 	+ w p 	 (14b) [ vJ [ v]y 
The supergravity Lagrangian L is constructed as the sum of L(e, u) 
and L(x); 
L 	= 	L(e,w) + L(X) 
The equations of motion are 
- 	_____ - - D 	 = 	0 
i 	 1 
where 	. 	= D 4., and 	. are the set (e , X 	w 	). vi 	1 
Explicitly 
cSL 	




= 2iK15'(yDx - 	 2iKyR 	(16) 
—ct13 = 	ec(C' 	+ e 	C'' 	- e 	C' ) - S 11 	 (17) 
where G' is the Einstein tensor 
G 	= B. 	- e 
8 
R 	R - 
8 
e R 	 (18) 
8  
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S a 8 is the spin-density 
p 




is the torsion, 
	
E 	D[pev] ; D e a = 	eV 
 aw 
p 
 ae ' 8 	 (20) u  
For future reference, it is convenient to note that the vanishing of 
(17) implies 




 + e 11 S'' ya ) 	 (21) a 	 8  
From the definitions of curvature and torsion follows the first Bianchi 
identity 
- D X Ca y ) 	= 	0 , 	 (22) 
These equations will determine the form of 6a8, once a trial form 
for 6ea  is given. It is not difficult to guess an expression for 
tSea. The group theory presented in §6 suggests 5e ' and the 
most straightforward way of achieving this is to set 
5e8 	= 	iay 8X. 	 (23) 
Finally, 6W a8  is found by requiring SI = 0 under local supersymtry: 
sI 	= I I.j. e 	+ 	+ a - 5L 	SL 	a81dLx . 	(24) - p p aa p [6e,,O' 
p p 
a Inserting the explicit variations and the trial forms for 6X and 6e
p 
and performing an integration by parts, (24) becomes 
11 	pVP a - 5 = 	f [ceG 	 + iKC 	yy y8Dx)ia-r8x 	
(25)
11 
y - 2i<5D•R + (6L/6w a 8)6w  0181 d"x 
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From the identity (22) and the identity 
c 
cL 	
R 	= 	-4G 	 (26) 
18T av r 





V p x + eG' YYTXP 	
(27) 
so that (25) beconEs 
— 	 - 
= J 
(ceG 	+ iKE 
uVpa 5 xy DpXa)ictIBX 
11 
T
x - iKc 	 cLap • ieKG cL -r 	 11DX 	 (28) 
• (ec(Cu 	+ e p C' 	- 	C1 ) - su )ôw 	}dx aa B 	iCL a. 	yB 	CLB 	i 
If c = K, the terns linear in the Einstein tensor vanish. Dividing by 
-1(12, and using the Fierz rearrangement 
.ivpa - 
(XVI5IBDPXacLY8XP - XuyBXVc*y5yBDpXa) 	= 	0 	(29) 
the vanishing of (28) requires 
0 	= 	f(C' 	 P 
ctB 
- 1 XI XB)Ap 	dx 	 (30) 
where 
= . avp 	5 A 	ic 	yy D x + e(lS() 	+ 	
V 	[c 	Bil) e 
1.' IIV.P 	 11 y 11 V 
If (30) is to vanish off mass-shell, ACLB  imist vanish. By inspection, 
then, 
(SW 	 B a.B + e BB )'C - e 	BiB 	 (31) =  
11 ii 	111 
where 
Ct(3
p 	i 	 p 
-1 a.Bpa-5 	 / B = -e c 	a.yy D p Xa • 	 ¼32 
The choice of the constant c is dictated by the requirenEnt that for 
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x 	0, the Lagrangian (7) should reduce to the usual Einstein 
Lagrangian; i.e., c = -1. Then 
L 	= 	eR+ic 
3lvpa
XI 5YDX .i 	'Jpa 
(7) 




	= 	 C 
-1 iiXPa - 5yD 	 (33) ie 	XXI 	p xa 
Ra 	= 01P(Y 
11 v X p D 	- 
a 
pvY a p x ) 	= 	0 	 (34) 
- 1. - a X 1•11 X, 	• 	 (35) 
In order that the theory be consistent, it is necessary that DR = 0 
as a consequence of (33) and (35). Ind€ed, the vanishing of DR follows 
from the Fierz rearrangeInt (30). Quite apart from supersymmetry, the 
Deser-Zumino nrdel is interesting as the first consistent theory of an 
interacting Rarita-Schwinger field. 
§ 10.2 The Freedman, Ferrara and van Nieuwenhuizen Model 
As described, the Deser-Zunino theory is in "first order" form; 
so long as w 	is regarded as an independent field, no terms appear 
which are higher than first-order in derivatives. On the other hand, 
(35) may be solved for 
(e) + (i w 	w 
1.1 
- 	 - 	_— a 
- /2) x r 
1.1 
x + x 11 
a x x i y x ) 	( 36)11 .1.1  
where as usual (Veitman 1976) 
civ 	 ee(9 e 1)e w 	(e) = 	e (3 e 	) + (pv] [ap] 	yu 
- (a--'-) 
The expression (36) is consistent with the forms adopted for the various 
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transformation laws, as it should be. If desired, the explicit form 
(37) may be substituted back into the original Lagrangian (7), to give 
the "second-order" form of L in terms of w a (e) and x; 
L (2) 	= 	L(e, x) = LE + L (3/2) '+ L4 	 (38) 
where LE and L (3/2) are the Einstein and Rarita-Schwinger Lagran-
gians in which w'(e) replaces w 	 everywhere, and L4 is the 
contact term 
L4 	= 	(l/8)(yaxS(irY + 	- 4(XctY•X)2} 	(39) 
The formulae for 6 	and 6w 	 are also considerably changed.
11 
In the forr case, 
= 	D(w(e))u + é(2xyx + x6 y x)icc 	 (40)11 
while in the latter case tSw 	is given only through its dependence 
on e, and depends now on derivatives of ct. 	In general, (Kibble 
1961) the second-order form of a Lagrangian depending on üe) may 
be obtained from the first-order expression by substituting for the 
original w 	the following expression: 
w 	= 	w 	(e) - E 	- e 
ii 	
.. - E. 	 (41)Ila[c ]y 	[ 	 t 
(where E 	is the spin-tensor; eE 	S 	as defined by (19)). pa 
This substitution results in the old Lagrangian with w(e) replacing 
and supplenEnted by an additional term quadratic in the spin 
tensor; 
Lcontact = 	e(2E 	- E a8y 	
+ 2E1 
ya E B ) 
. 	(42) 
These general forms reduce to the specific (39), (40) when S, has 
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the form (19). Once the expression (37) has been used in the Lagrangian, 
the Ricci scalar becomes second-order in derivatives of the vierbein. 
The supergravity theory of Freedman et al. (1976) may now be des-
cribed in a very few words. It is just the second-order formulation 
of the Deser-Zumino theory, in which the trial Lagrangian is exactly 
(7) 	but with w(e) replacing w. In order to make this trial 
Lagrangian invariant, the contact term (39) is then added, and the 
transformation law for x is altered to (40). The verification that11 
the Lagrangian (38) is invariant under (40) and (24) at first proved 
impossible without the aid of a computer (owing to the complicated 
structure of terms quintic in xv). Once the equivalent first-order 
theory was found, it became an elementary exercise to show the in- 
variance by invoking the correspondence between first- and second-order.  
formulations. 
The two supergravity theories presented thus far (really, one 
theory in two equivalent formulations) give only the kinetic and self-
interaction terms for the (/2, 2) massless supermultiplet. How is 
matter to be coupled into this 	3(/2, 2) niultiplet? A tedious algorithm 
has been used in the past. First, the kinetic term for a given multi-
plet (with some mdification for the presence of a curved space) is 
added to the free supergravity Lagrangian (7). Then, using Noether's 
theorem, the supercurrent corresponding to this matter multiplet is 
found. For example, the supercurrent for the massive chiral inultiplet 
is JU = {(i - m)(A - yB)}yp. 	The lowest-order coupling is then 
given by XJ'. Unfortunately this rarely suffices to give an in-
variant Lagrangian. Instead, additional terms in x are usually 
needed (to take care of the transformations of kinetic terms which 
will involve derivatives of the parameter cx), and very frequently the 
transformation laws of the matter fields must be altered from their 
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globally supersymmetric forms. There is no ready prescription for the 
additional terms in the Lagrangian, or the new transformations; only 
trial and error serve to find them. It would seem highly advantageous 
to discover a systematic method which automatically determines the 
fields' behaviour under local supersymmetry. An approach which accom-
plishes this in part for the gauge fields is presented in the next 
section. Ultimately, the method fails; nevertheless it indicates a 
fruitful avenue which will be followed in the succeeding chapters. 
§11. 	Fiber Bundle Methods 
§11.1 The SU(2) Yang-Mills Theory via Fiber Bundles 
In an elegant attempt to circumvent the trial and error methods 
of §10, Chamseddine and West (1977) employed the differential geometric 
methods of the fiber bundle formalism (Choquet-Bruhat, De Witt-Morette, 
and Dillard-Bleick 1977, Cho 1975). It is possible to use this machinery 
without a deep knowledge of the mathematics involved, and the spirit of 
the present approach is that of an engineer who wishes to compute an 
integral without delving into epsilon-delta arguments. Rather than 
plunging immediately into supersymmetry, these methods will be used to 
describe a more familiar gauge theory, namely that of SU(2). It will 
become evident that the fiber bundle analysis is nothing more than the 
usual Yang-Mills approach, but with a greater geometrical emphasis. 
Consider an element of the Lie group SU(2). This element U may 
be parametrised by U = exp(iA. T) where the three numbers X are 
the group parameters and T are the generators for a particular repre-
sentation. Let the set X. be replaced by three continuous functions 
of x, 	when x is a point in Minkowski space, and let h be 
4 point in X's range. Pick a set of functions a such that locally 
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X.(cY(hk)) = h.. The surface defined by xa(hk)  for a given vector 
is said to be a "cross-section". The "volun" formed from the Cartesian 
products of !R3 (the domain of A.) and the "base space" of Minkowski 
space is said to be the "bundle space". The bundle space may be built 
up as stacks of these cross-sections. In this approach a change of gauge 
corresponds to a change in cross-section. The bundle space describes 
local invariance, while the •{ 	 corresponds to global symmetry. 
The fundannta1 operators in these spaces are "tangent vectors" and 
their dual e1eunts (see Appendix B). For the base space, the tangent 
vectors are just the ordinary derivatives 3, while for the fiber they 
are just the (abstract) group generators Q.. These tangent vector 
operators satisfy the familiar algebra 1 	 - 
(Q i
l  Qk] 	= 	ic.kLQ 	
(43a) 
[Q 	a] 	= 	0 	 (43b) 
0 	 (43c) 
The corresponding operators in the bundle space are the operators 
(a 	Q*) (Cho, 1975). The operators a 	 are called "horizontal
11 
lifts". Just as a "lifts" a point h 	to the point (hx) 	so 
does an associated mapping 	lift a 	to a new operator 
The operators 	 are just the form of 3 required by the chain
11 
rule, a(3)f(A) = 3f(a(A)). The inverse mapping A 	sends 
to 3, and the operators Q 	to zero. In general, 
The mappings a and A are what the mathematicians call "functors". 
The functors are linear over functions 
A(g(x)3) 	= 	g(x)A* (3) 
and distribute over Lie brackets: 
= 	[A( 3 11), A ()] • 
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The algebra to be obeyed is as far as possible that of (43), namely 
	
* 	* 	 . 
JK 	
* 
[Q ' k = 	i.e.. 2 Q 	
(45a) 
* 
[Q3, 	a] 	= 	0 	 (45b) 
1.1 
* 
3 J 	= 	i F pvk Qk 	
. 	 (45c) 
The last equation ensures (44) is satisfied, for 
* 	 * 
A*(iFk Qk = iFpvk  X*(Qk ) 	
= 0 
Explicitly, 3 	may be written as
11 
* 
a 	= 	a 
11 +iA 31kQk 	
. 	 (46) 
31  
The change in gauge induces the usual transformation in the fields A lik 
(the gauge potentials) according to the Ehresmann law (Spivak 1970) 
iTk A' 	= i. u(T A)U 1 + u a 	 (47)pk 
where U = exp (i Tk(Q) XK) as before, and where Tk(Q)  corresponds 





tjk X A 
	- a 31 X 	 (48) 
while (45c) leads (with (46)) to the usual definition of 
F 	= 	a 	 jpvk A v] 	+ ci 	A 31]. . A \) [ k k J 	 (49) 
From the Jacobi identity 
+ (Cyclic permutations) 	0 
follows the second Bianchi identity 







It may not seem that anything has been gained over the usual approach. 
The key relation is (45b) whose content is that the potentials Ap k 
transform according to the adjoint representation; 
* 
[Q. , A] 	= 	ic. 	A  kk 
(51) 
	
(Note that this implies from (46) that [' Qi 	0). Apparently, 
in order to use this approach, it is necessary that the group to be 
gauged should commute with the ordinary derivatives. It is on this 
last point that some difficulties are encountered in applying the 
fiber bundle nEthods to space-tiu groups. 
§11.2 Fiber Bundles and Supergravity 
Owing to (43), once the algebra of the group generators Q is 
known, the transformation laws for the gauge fields are determined. 
Chamseddine and West (1977) were thus able to derive the forms of 
c*3 
6e , oX 11, and 
Let the group generators be denoted (P, J, Sa) 	and let 





[Sa] 	= 	0 
This condition divorces the group space from Minkowski space. The 
gauge potentials associated wtth these operators are, respectively 
a 
e a, w 	, and x 	; while the lifts 	are 
11 	11 11 1_I 
= 	- ie11aP 	+ 	a5* 	+ .— a Sa* • 	(52) 
In order that (45b) be satisfied, a must commute with each of the
ij 
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linearly independent operators P. J 
	
and S . The vanishing of 
the commutators between 3 and each of the group generators implies 
that the coefficients of each of these generators on the right-hand 
side must vanish. For example, 
* 	 * 	* 
31 
P a 
p 	a ] = 	
-i [e , P JP + j iw 
11 
* * 	.—a * P 	]J + 111 31 	a 136 [x31 '  
* 
P ] 	(53) a 
* 
S a 







i , P 1 	iw 	, P J 	= 	0 	 (54a) 
	
.f a 13 	p 13 a 
pJj 	 = 	0 	 (54b) [13Y 	
* * 
a 
—a 	* * 
I x31 , P a 	a IS = 	0 	 (54c) 
so that 





and the other gauge fields commute with P 	Similarly some easy 
a. 
calculation leads to 
[a 	* 	 a 	a. e , J I = 	-iCe 6 - e 6 ) 	 (56a) p13 y P1 13 
[a13 	* J ] = 	2i(w 	6 	- w 	6 ) 	 (56b) 316 y P Y 6 
Ia 	*] = 	-i( 	)a 	 (56c) 
and 
[ea, S] 	= 	_ 1a 	 (57a) 
ia13 S*] 	= 	0 	 (57b) 
{, S} 	= 	-twa • 	 (57c) 
*  




the fields transform as 
Se B 	= 	D 
1.' 
 a+ AB  e 	+ ictyB 	 (58) 1.1 11 
	
= 	D A 	 (59) Ii 	 U 
= 	Dcg+ 	Ac 	 (60) 
where a B  (x) and A 
Ba
(x) are the local parameters associated with 
and J 	respectively. The surprising aspect of these equations 
is that the connection w is inert under supersymnietry. This has 
ambiguous consequences, as will become evident. The field strengths 
are given by 
* a 	* 
I 	= 	iC li
P 	+ iR li 
	j 	+ i 	S (61) U 	 v v p aB v a 
where (after a little computation) 
ta 	- 	 a i— a - i.iv [i.'
e  v] 	X11Y X. ) 	 (62) 
= cty 	B + 	
ii 
w (63) [ p vi 	[ 	v]y 
- 	 —a 
- 	 D11 	 . 	 (64) 
~Iv 
The major difference between these field strengths and those of Deser 
and Zumino (1976) lies in the torsion 	The Deser-Zumino equation 
VV 
of ttion C a 
liv 
= i x Ii  y'x \) becomes for Chamseddine and West the constraint 
C 	= 0. Remarkably, the same Lagrangian 




is invariant under the new transformations (58 -60). Actually this should 
not be surprising, because it is only the form of Sw 	which differs 
from the Deser-Zumino forms; and CIa 
liv is just the variation of L 
liv i 	 i 	a 	.- a with respect to 	. This s apparent from (30); 	f C = 1 XY Xv 
the integrand vanishes identically. There are still ambiguities with this 
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approach. First, if CTa 	vanishes, then this equation may be used to
PV 
solve for w, whose solution is just (36). Presumably, then, the 
variation of the spin connection should be consistent with (36). In 
fact, the consistent form of is just that given by Deser and 
Zumino, (31), rather than 6w 	0. The second problem has nothing 
to do with supersymmetry, but is perhaps related to the manner in which 
the Poincar6 group is divorced from Minkowski space in the fiber bundle 
approach. 
§ 11.3 	Troubles with the Translations 
Consider for a nment the lifts corresponding only to the gauged 
Poincar group: 
= 	- ie P 
0. 
 + iw p J 	. 	 (65) P  
Let A0. be an arbitrary vector field,.and consider 
[V, V]A 	= -iC[P, A0.) + iRV(J, A0. ] 	 (66) 
where the equality comes from (61) and the Jacobi identity. On general 
grounds, (Kibble 1961; §12) it should be that 
V ]A0. 	= 	-R 	A 
P 	\) (67) 
which implies that 
	
A0. ] 	= 	-i(T(J)A) 0. = 
	
- 	0.A) 	. (68) 
(P,A0.) = 0 or Ca 
11V 
= 0 (69) 
for an arbitrary tangent vector field. The vierbein e 0. , despite its 
world index p, should transform as a tangent vector, and yet it does not 
* 
comte with P . The alternative is to assume that the torsion vanishes, 
in which case C0. 	= 0 yields the solution (37) for the spin connections 
According to (54b), the spin connection commutes with P, but also 
[P, 	= 0. If the solution (37) and derivatives 3 	are to commute 
with P , then e 	should also commute with P , which is in con- 
TI 
tradiction with (55). In short, the presence of the generators P 
leads to ambiguities (embodied in (69)). The simplest escape is that 
the vierbein should not be regarded as a gauge field, nor should P 
be regarded as part of the gauge group. It is possible to incorporate 
the vierbein in a fiber bundle style treatment of ordinary gravity without 
the ambiguIties (Derbes, 1978a), and this will be done in the next section. 
§12. An Alternative Approach to the Vierbein 
§12.1 Gravitational Symmetries 
In order to clarify the role of the vierbein, it is worthwhile to 
recall the invariances present in the standard theory of gravity (Weinberg 
1972): 
	
I) 	freedom to relabel the coordinates which form the underlying 
space-time; 
ii) 	freedom to perform local homogeneous Lorentz transformations 
on the field components directly. 
The first freedom is the Einstein group, the local GL(4, R), while the 
second is the local Lorentz group (or SL(2,C)). Normally the affine 
connection r 	 serves as gauge field for the former, and the spin 
connection w 
1.1 	
for the latter. Inasmuch as an infinitesimal general 
coordinate transformation is induced by 
x' - 	 x + 1 (x) 
	
(70) 
which is indistinguishable from a local translation, it might be thought 
that there are no differences between regarding the gauge group of gravity 
as the Poincaré group, or as SL(2,C) and GL(4,R) taken together. 
Nevertheless, there are differences. Consider first GL(4,R) whose in-
finitesimal parameters are E 	 = 	 For the global theory 
is at most linear in x, while for the local symmetry, 	are any 
four sufficiently snoth functions of x. 	Let G P denote the generators 
of the group, and T(G) 	dome matrix representation. Then the commuta- 
tor of two such transformations is 
[c1VT(G), c 2 T(G)a 	
3 ] 
= 	ic ' T(G)' 	 (71) 
	
.c 	p v 
where c 3 	= 	c2 hJ c 	- 	c1 c2 . 	This algebra is unchanged, 
whether the parameters are global or local. By contrast, if the repre-
sentations of P acting on arbitrary functions of x are to take the 
usual form, P = i , then the commutator of two translationa 
La1U 	, a 2 V P] depends intimately on whether or not the parameters 
all are local. In the global case, the commutator vanishes; 	but in 
the local case, 
P, a 2 ' P] 	= 	ia3 P 	 (72) 
where a3 = a1 a 2 - a2 a1 . Perhaps the difficulty could be over-
come by choosing a different representation of the translations, so that 
the commutator always vanished. If the usual correspondence is used, 
then in Veitman's (1976) phrase, "we are dealing with structure con-
stants containing derivatives". 	It is far from clear what gauge field 
is to be introduced to compensate for the local translations; using the 
vierbein a la Chamseddine and West does not seem completely straight- 
forward. It should be added, however, that several authors have presented 
the Einstein-Cartan-Sciama-Kibble theory of gravity as the gauge theory 
of the Poincar group (Hehl etal. 1976, Trautnian 1975). In general 
these approaches associate the vierbein not with the Abelian translations, 
-70- 
but with the Einstein covariant derivatives V =D + ir X GV . 	The 
1-' 	U 	1\) 	A 
algebra for these local transformations (i.e. parallel transport) is very 
different from the global case, for then V - 	. 	If one simply drops 
the translations (whether regarded as 3 	or V) from the set G} 
of gauge group generators, the onus of regarding e 	as a gauge field 
is removed. Instead, it may be viewed as a bridge linking the two sym-
nEtries i) and ii). The presence oftwo local groups in the theory of 
general relativity suggests a synthesis of two Yang-Mills theories; 
one to deal with each symmetry. The divorce imposed by Chamseddine and West 
between the supersymmetry group and Minkowaki space will be carried over in 
part by labelling all Lorentz objects with early Greek letters 
"tangent space" indices), and all GL(4,R) quantities, including the 
derivatives a , with later Greek letters (u,v,p ..., "world" indices). 
Some quantities, notably the vierbein eU  itself, carry both types of 
indices. In the treatment of local supersynimetry to be presented in the 
last two chapters, the general coordinate group will not explicitly 
appear; nevertheless for, clarity it seems reasonable to present this 
method as it is used in a more familiar theory. First the gauge theories 
of the coordinate and Lorentz groups will be presented. Finally, a 
synthesis between these theories will be mediated through the vierbein,-
and Einstein's standard 1916 theory will emerge naturally. 
§12.2 	GL(4,R) 
Essentially all of the salient details concerning the GL(4,R) 
gauge theory may be found in the works of De Witt (1965), Friedman (1975) 
and Hayashi and Shirafuji (1977). The sixteen operators G il which 
generate GL(4,R) obey the algebra 
[G' , G ] 	= 	6U a G 
	- i6o V  G' a , 	 (73) 
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that is, the structure constants are given by 
	
fp P T 	= 	5 1 5P - 5 P 5 11 51 	 (74) vaii .a 	v 	I 	\) 	ir 	a 
Both scalar and spinor fields are to be regarded as invariants with 
respect to this group. For a contravariant vector All 	define the 
infinitesimal transformation 	 / 
• 	5A(x) 	= 	- A1'(x) 	= 	i[c P aGap , A'(x)] 	(75) 
where 	= 	 x = 	+ 	, as before. For a finite trans- 
formation, 
(76) 
Similarly, for a covariant vector B 
= 	(x' /35B(x) . 	 (77) 
From (75),. (76) and (77) it follows 
= 	_iT(G)al AV 	= 	-is 	Aa 	 (78a) 
[Ga ,B I 	= 	T(G)a 	B 	= 	iSaV B 	 (78b)
11 
[Ga ,AUB ] = 	0 	. 	 S 	(78c)
11 
The formula for a rank-N tensor A 	pa.. 	may be found by con- 
1.. 
sidering the special case 
A 	pa.. 	= 	B 
J V 
C ... DP Ea ... F 
T 
1.. 
To construct a covariant derivative, introduce sixteen fields A 
V 
lip 
V = 3 + 1KA G 	. 	It is convenient to absorb the coupling constant 
U11 	1iP 
K into a redefinition of the gauge fields, and call KAU' 
Then for example 
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V AV 	= 	D AV + i[rT GI , AV] 
p P JiTr 	I 	 - 
= 	a AV + r*v Aa 	 (79a) p 	pa 
and by the same token 
V B 	= 	a B _rX A 	 (79b) ii V .! 	V 	IIV 	A 
	
and so forth for an arbitrary tensor A 	 . 	The Ehresmann 
T.. 
law (47) becomes a little more complicated than usual in the case of 
GL(4,R), because the index Ii on the covariant derivative transforms 
under the group: 
(v, G 	 = 	i& 	V 	. 	 (80)Ij 
This is quite contrary to the Situation described by (45b). Instea of 
the expected 
T(G)A 	= 	ur T(G)A u 1 + u 	 (81) 
(the additional matrix indices on T have been suppressed) where 
U = U 	= 	/Dxa, the Ehresmann law reads 
f' T(G)X  
vA 	= ur v T(G)
A  u 1 u1 	
V 
+ u a u 1 uT 1 	(82) p 	 A 	p  
or in terms of explicit components 
= + 3x 3a 	 83 vA 	I pa - —A  Dx 	Dx Dx 	Dx Dx Dx 
where the chain rule has been invoked, 
32a 	 2a x - 	Dx 
a x a - - —A x 	Dx Dx 
The field strengths R 
apv are defined as 
* 
The apparent inconsistency does not arise if differential forms are 
employed. See Appendix B. 
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[v,V 1A2 	RP 	 Aa_ra 	VA2 
P 	\' ap\) [pv] 	a 
where R2 	have the usual Yang-Mills form 
R2 	=a 	1 P •4f lTK P r r r A apv 	[p via 	ir A v air 3.1K 
= r2 	+r 	rT 	r 	rT [.z v]a pir va vr ].ia 
The antisymmetric part of r il 	is a tensor (as is evident from (83)), 
VP 
called the torsion. Under a certain assumption, it is equal to the 
torsion C11 	introduced previously, as will be shown in §12.4. Fre- 
quently the affine connection r is postulated to be symmetric, so 
that the torsion vanishes. If in addition, it is assumed that the co- 
variant derivative of the ntric tensor g 	 vanishes, 
V g = 	D 	_rT g _rT p pa 	p pp ira 	pa g 	 (86) = 	0 ,  
then the affine connection satisfies the Christoffel relations 
3.1 	 31T r = 	g( 	g 	+ a g 	- 	g ) Vp V T p tv ir vp 
Note that the relation (84) bears a superficial resemblance to (66). 
Nevertheless, the content of these equations is very different, for 
in order to identify them, it would be necessary to interpret P 
as the generators of parallel transport, and these are not Abelian. 
Instead of postulating the symmetry of the affine connection, it seems 
more consistent to treat it as an independent variable when writing a 





§ 12.3 	The Lorentz Group 
The generators of the Lorentz group are the familiar operators 
= -M e , satisfying the well-known algebra 
[M ,M I = i(n M - 	- 	+ Ti M ) ' 	ay 
= 	if cyó 
ElM 	 (88)
El 
where the factor of 	allows for double counting, and n 	diag(+---). 
In general, a field 	transforms according to a particular representation 
of the Lorentz group: 
i[M aag 





where (A, B) are the appropriate indices, e.g. 
scalar 	: 	A 
A 
spinor 	: 	4) 









a 	 a T 	
b = 
	i(ct) b 
T = i(n 	-n c 	S 
and so forth. The covariant derivative for an arbitrary field 4) is thus 
= 	
+ igA[N, 4)] 
(90) 
= 	+ g A 
	T 	4)aa 
Without loss of generality it may be assumed that A 	= -A, and 
again let the coupling constant g be absorbed into the gauge field; 
g A 	= w. 	The Ehresmann law required for covariance becons 
11 
aa T c8 
	
= 	U w 	T 	U 	+ u a u 	 (91)aa 
where U may be parametrised by 
U 	= 	exp(-X
ctI3  T ) 
aj3 
-75- 
so that the .infinitesimal form of (91) is 









= 	 w ya 
	cz 
—A 	w y 	A' 8 	 (92) 
y 	p -r 11 P 
= 	D 
P 
(compare (59)). The derivatives 3 	 are taken to be scalars with respect 
to M 13 
	 c 
, so that [M ,a i ] = 0. 	Therefore the commutator of two co- 
o 
variant derivatives is 
[D 
p 	') 
, D I 	JF .i\) 	T ct 	 (93) 
where the field strengths are defined as usual (modulo the ubiquitous 
factors of ) 
FW 
	If 	w 	w el [p v] + ' y6ci. 	p v 
(94) 





(compare (14)). The Lorentz operators M 	will play a vital role in a 
new approach to gauging supersynmietry (16 et 
§12.4 The Role of the Vierbein 
In order to unite the two Yang-Mills theories, it is necessary to 
interpret the vierbein not as a gauge field, but as a mapping between the 
integral spin representations of the Lorentz group and the tensors of 
GL(4,R): 
A is aLorentz vector and a coordinate scalar 
a 
A is a Lorentz scalar and a coordinate vector, and 
P 
A(x) 	e C( x)A(x) 	. 	 (95) 




e e ci 	= 	6 p 
v 	
(96a) 
e a 	u e =6 a 	 (96b) 
then in general 
A= 	eee 	eV 	...A 	cy6.. 	 (97) p 	a. 	.a 6 yp.. 
In particular, the invariant interval ds 2 leads to a link between the 
vierbein and the ttric tensor g . If 
p\) 
a. 	 a 	p dx = e dx 
p 
(in general dx' is not an exact differential of any function, see 
Landau and Lifshitz (1975) and Appendix B), the interval may be written as 
2 	 a 	 .ji 	'. ds = 	r 	 p dx dx = 	g ax 
i.e. dx ) 
, 
u () = r a 	p a x) e e 	. 	 (98) 
Because the two group manifolds are related only through the vierbein, 
[G, MJ 	= 	0 . 	 (99) 
Indeed, if 0 has only early Greek and/or Latin indices, it commutes 
with G, while if 	has only late Greek indices, it counmites with 
M . On the other hand, 
p 	a 	 p 	a I G p , e I = 	-i6 e 31 
	
a i a 
[M , e= 	ie 6'r - ie 6 p 	 pa 	p 	a. 
For an arbitrary field, the new covariant derivative is defined as 
(compare Veltnian, 1976) 
w 	[M , 	. 	 (100) = 	+ ir PA[G 	J + . i p a. 
' 	' 	aa Because the combination r pA G + j W p 	a8 M 	transforms under GL(4,R) 
	
- 	-77- 
as a vector, the commutator of two covariant derivatives gives analogously 
to (84) (compare Kibble, 1961) 
[7, V14 	R 	T(G) 2 	+ FT(M) 	- 	 . 	(101)PWV 
Physically, the groups may be reconciled by the requirement 
V 	= e')a V 
ii 	1.1 • 
or its equivalent 
v e a = D e a +w a e_rX e 	= 0 	. 	 (102) 
I.' 	V 	 UV 	1.1 	\) 	IIV 	A 
It is very easy to see that if (102) holds, then 
= 	A 	a 	- 	A e D •e 	= C 
[1J\) ] 	a [11 	•v] UV 
so that the two definitions of torsion coincide. Because the Minkowski 
tensor 	commutes with M 	(simply substitute 11 for M on theaa 
right-hand side of (88)) it follows immediately from (98) that the affine 
connection r is at least metric, i.e. 
V g 	= 	0. 
P 	11\ 
(The only connection which is both metric and symmetric is the Christoffel 
connection (87)). If 	in (99) is allowed to be the vierbein itself, 
the last term vanishes identically, while the commutator itself is equal 
to zero. Therefore 
0 = R 	ea_F a8 ap v 	e, 	or 
e e F a 	= R cyL3 pa 31\) piv 	 (103) 
consequently the covariant commutator may be rewritten solely in terms 
of 	and the torsion. From the two Yang-Mills synmetries there is 
effectively one field strength. The rest of the argument is due entirely 
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to Kibble. 
• In order to find a Lagrangian, Kibble (1961) used the Lagrangian of 
lowest degree in R 	which is invariant under both groups; this is 
just (to within a constant) eR. 	The equations of niotion obtained by 
variation with respect to e 	and w 	(or g 	and r , res- 1-' 
pectively) are simply R = 0 and r A[J = 0. The latter implies 
that r is symmetric as well as metric, and therefore it is just the 
Chris toffel connection. Equation (87) and the vanishing of the Ricci 
tensor R 	are the fundamental equations of the standard 1916 theory 
of gravity in the matter-free case. 
To sum up: the second chapter began with a derivation of the first 
and simplest models of locally supersymmetric theories. The relation be-
tween these two models was discussed in terms of the first-order and 
second-order formulations. In the former, the spin-connection is regarded 
as an independent field, while in the latter it is regarded as a function 
of the supergravity variables e 	and x. The fiber bundle techniques 
introduced to reduce some of the guesswork involved in the construction of 
locally supersymmetric theories were briefly outlined. A model involving 
these techniques led very elegantly to the variations of the supergravity 
fields, but seemed to be internally ambiguous. These ambiguities per-
sisted even at the level of ordinary gravity, and a new scheme was pre-
sented which preserved some of the algebraic elegance while eliminating 
the ambiguities. 	 • 
In the next chapter, the methods of superfields are brought into 
alleviate some of the algebraic difficulties of gauging supersymmetry. 
First, some early models in 1 and (1+1) dimensions are reviewed. It is 
then shown how to derive systematically one of these models. Finally, 
a new coupling is presented which provides an example of the spontaneous 
breakdown of local supersynimetry. 
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CHAPTER III 
S1JPERPIELD SUPERGRAVITY: TWO DIMENSIONS 
As an introduction to superfield methods in (1+1) supergravity, the 
one-dimensional model will be discussed first. This model provides the 
simplest example of a new superfield which is the key to all further 
developments, namely a super-vierbein, or "vielbein". The components 
of this super-vierbein are functions of the supergravity variables intro-
duced previously in Chapter II. Historically, a preliminary version of 
the two-dimensional vielbein (Zumino 1976) preceded the one-dimensional 
model (Brink, Di Vecchia and Howe, 1976a) but many of the features of 
this first model were later discarded. Both the one-and two-dimensional 
models to be presented were originally derived without the use of super-
fields, but the verification of local invariance (in the latter case) is 
extremely complicated without superfields. The only non-trivial super-
gravity models which can be presented in one and two dimensions are 
those involving matter couplings, due to the nature of the Riemann tensor 
and spinor dynamics in a low number of dimensions. However, it it just 
this matter coupling which provides models incorporating spontaneous 
breakdown of local supersyminetry. 
§13. 	The Local]y Supersymmetric Spinning Particle 	 - 
Let an arbitrary scalar superfield in one dimension be denoted 
V(t, 0); 
v(t, 0) = 	t) + iOX(t) 	 (1) 
* 
"viel" (a. and adv.): much, a great deal; numerous; often; (as pref.) 
multi-, poly-." (The Pocket Oxford German-English Dictionary, eds. 
M.L. Barker and H. Homeyer, Oxford 1975). The name was apparently coined 
by M. Gell-Mann (P.K. Townsend, private communication). 
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In analogy with the four-dimensional case, let the supersymmetry generators 
S and invariant derivative D be written 
so that 
S 	= 	(aloe) - iO(0/Ot) 	 (2a) 
D 	= 	(0/Do) + iO(D/Dt) 	 (2b) 
= 	icA 	 (3a) 
= 	 (3b), 
where the dot indicates differentiation with respect to t. A suitable 
Lagrangian is given by 
L 	= 	-(i/2)DV = 	+ o( 	+ iXA) 
and thus 	
=fdt do L 	J fdt(;2  + i5x) 
	
(4) 
is invariant under (3), so long as the parater e is constant. 
Following a similar procedure to the usual vierbein formulation for 
coupling scalar fields 	to ordinary gravity, 
0 	+ e 
L(4, D) + eL(, e 	0) 
the action (4) may be made invariant under local supersymmetry by the 
replacements 
0/at + EM a 	M 	a 
O V 	 (5a) 




V 	 (5b) 
L(V, DV) 	- EL(VV, VV) 	 (5c) 
A. 	 . 	 N where EM  as a superfield vierbein, or vielbean for short, EA  its 
inverse and E its determinant (Brink et. al. 1976a, Zumino 1977) . The 
indices M = (1.1 , m) stand for world tensors and world spinors, while 
A = (a, a) stand for tangent space tensors and spinors, respectively. 
Note that all indices take only the single value 1 for now, but the 
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same formalism will be used later in higher numbers of diinsions. The 
a e1ennts E c  and E 
a  are taken as bosonic, while E 	and E 	are • 	m 	 m 
fermionic. If the underlying manifold, denoted z = (t,O) is subjected 
to the transformation 
M 	M 	M 
z •+ z - 
then this induces in the scalar superfield V(z) the change 
SV(z) 	V t (z) - V(z) = 	MMV 	 - 	(6) 
and in the world vector E MA(z) the change 
SENA(z) F E(z) - EMA(z) = 	NEA + (M)EN' . 	(7) 
Equations (6) and (7) mirror the corresponding relations in ordinary gravity. 
The action is to be invariant under the changes (6) and (7). However, there 
is a further invariance, the Weyl-like transformations 
6EM = iTEM , 	SEM = 0 	 (8a) 
where 71 is an arbitrary spinor superfield. From (8a) it follows 
SEM' = 0 • ISEMa = EM a Tr . (8b) 
Again, there is no problem with indices because a and a take only the 
value 1. Because 
EME 
H 
 a = E a H ME 	= 0 
it follows from the definition of 6E (krnowitt etal. 1976) 
tSE 	E EM 6EM - E E a M 6EMa 	 (9a) 
that 
= 	-E E a M E M a 71 	= 	0 . 	 (9b) 
Moreover, under (8), 
61 	= 	-(i/2) 1EIF7 VV V dO dt 	 (10) J 
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which vanishes; V VV V = -V VV V, so V VV V = 0. To work out both 
	
a a 	a a 	a a 
the explici.t form of the action and the new transformations for the matter 
fields, it is necessary to use an Ansatz for the vielbein. The simplest is 
EM 	= AE ° ; 	E 	= A EM 	 (11) 
where EMA is the flat-space vielbein 
EM 	





i.e., 	M 	= 3IDt and EaM M = D, while A is a scalar superfield, c'. 
A 	e+ i61i 	. 	 (13) 
To preserve the form (11) for the Ansatz, the combined Weyl and coor-
dinate transformations must take the form 
+ 6W)M 	= EM SA 
(14) 
+ WM 	EM 5(A) 
where A is to transform as a scalar density of weight 2, 
= 	MA + 2(')A - 2(3m)A 	 (15) 
The parameters E M  and ii take the form 
= 	a + j8; 	m = 	+ 	0; 	it = A im • 	(16) - 
With (11) as the Ansatz, the new actiontakes the form 
I 	= -(i/2) f d2z V V V v(A 1) 	 (17) 
where 	VA = VA(E). 	If A = e + i01.i, then 
-1 	-1 	-1 
A = 	e (1-ie i.iO); and 
I 	= 	fdt(e-1 2 + ie$3 + ie 2 Ap) . 	 (18) 
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As long as e 1 behaves as the inverse of the sole vierbein component, 
the first term is invariant: 
I 	l• 	( -1. 	( -1 jdt e = 	)e J + 	e (dt'/dt)(d4/dt')dcp 
However, if A is a spinor, the second integral is not invariant; rather the 
integral 
f XA dt 	= fdA X 
is invariant. Consequently AX must be a density, and thus 
= 	/ 	, 	a spinor. 	 (19) 
Further, because x2 = 	= 0, 
e-1 = 	e 	d(e) 	= 	 (20) 
A similar argument holds for the last integral, and i must have the form 
= 	V'x, 	x aspinor; 
in which case 
I 	= 	Jdt e(32 + iei + ihx) . 	( 21) 
The transformation law for A gives 
6e = a + e + i8i/; x (22a) 
s(/ 	x) = a(V) + (12)/ 	x + 2e 	+ e 	 (22b) 
which may be, cast into a clearer form by writing 	e c for 	. 	Then 
= a + e + i 23a) 
= ax + ax + 2s 	. (23b) 
Using the explicit forms (16) for the parameters 	E M, the matter field 
transformations are given by - 
= a4 + icp  
= aip + e 	1(c4 - 	icxi) 	.  
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The parameter a describes a one-dimensional coordinate transformation 
t + t - a(t), while c. is the usual supersymmetry parameter made local; 
= E(t). Under the coordinate group, e and x  are vectors, while 
and 4.' are scalars. The dynamical significance of the new fields e 
and x is restricted to the role of Lagrange multipliers. That is, 
the variations with respect to e and x  imply 	2 = 0 and 4ij = 0, 
which are the Noether currents of the Lagrangian (4) associated with 
translations and supersynunetry respectively. These currents are just 
the one-dimensional energy tensor and supercurrent. For example, from 
the flat-space action and associated transformations (3), the variation 
61 is just 
61 	= 	(i/2)Jdt c d(h)/dt 	= 	fdt 
An alternative (non-superspace) approach to the spinning particle would 
be to start from. (4b), add the term xJ = ( i/ 2)4xP, and incorporate e 
at the necessary places. However, the transformations for the fields 
which left this Lagrangian invariant would still have to be found by 
trial and error, and even if the transformations were guessed correctly, 
a direct proof that 61 = 0 wouldbe lacking. For example, if the 
two-dimensional analogs of this Lagrangian and these transformation 
laws were used in a new model, the resulting action would not be in-
variant. It is worthwhile to, examine such a model very briefly. The 
correct model will be found - twice - via superfield methods. 
§14. A First Look at the Spinning String 
It is not difficult to follow the programme outlined at the end 
of the last section. The new variables (cf, , e, x)  should transform 
as the two-dimensional analogs of (23) and (24) (Deser and Zumino 1976b, 
Brink etal. 1976b, Zumino 1977) 
- 	-85- 
aa 	a 	X 	.—a 
Se 	= 	ae + e a '.i  a + icy x 	 (25a) 
	
A 1-' 
= 	ax 	+ XA aX + 2D 11 c 
	 (25b) 
= 	a• 	+ 	 (25c) 
= 	a•p 	+ (B 	- (i/2)xip)y'c 	 (25d) 
where now (j.1, a) rm from 0 to 1, and in two dimensions 




because the two-dimensional gamma matrices satisfy the identity 
= 	91 + e 1 	 (27) 
and where, bwing to the Abe1ian nature of the Lorentz group in two dimensions, 
w 	=W 
U 






The connection w and its transformation law will be discussed shortly; 
for now it is enough that 6w a Z, where 9. is the Lorentz parameter. 
A trial Lagrangian takes the form 
I 	= 	L 	d2x trial 	j trial 	
(29) 
= IXV f (e/2)(g 	a 11 	a V 0 + 	+ c? JM)dx 
where c is some constant to be determined, and J is the supercurrent
11 
associated with the flat-space spinning string Lagrangian 
L 	J 	+ i }d 2x 
- I 	J d2x 
j 
where the flat-space variations of 	and i are given by 
and thus 
= 	i( 	 (30) 
The spinor term iii.' 	in (29) appears to be non-covariant, but note 
= 
because 	yy5 = 0. Let L 	equal the Lagrangian (27) for c 0; that 
is, L 
trial = o 
L + (ec/2)? 	 trial J , and let 61 	




 which involve 3 p 	 trial 
	
c. If 61 	is to vanish, then it must be 
that 61 
trial 
= 0. But 
= 	f(e6L + ec(c)J' + (ec/2)X6JP)d2 x 
= 	f(e()J + ec()J + (ec/2)X6JP)d2x. 
Choosing c = -1, the first two terms vanish. Then 
Sl tr i a l 	= 	f(e/2)xy"y03c d2x 
= - f(e/4)7yVyc d2 x 	 (31) 
= - f(e/l6)S(XyyX)d2x 
so that the trial action is not invariant. On the other hand, 
trial 	
+ (e/16)xy"y'x) 	= 	0 
so that the final Lagrangian should read 
VP L = (e/2)(g 	a V $ + ipp - ix '' y ' + (1/8)pxy y ç) . 	(32)11 
It now remains to be shown that this action is invariant under the trans-
formations (25). The proof is extremely lengthy, and will not be given in 
this section. Instead, the same Lagrangian (32) with transformations (25) 
had been derived via an elegant superspace approach (Howe, 1977), which 
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allows a direct proof of the invariance. It should be noted, however, that 







C 	 (i = 	/2) x y = 	e  
holds. The reason for this is due to the variation of X 	which involves 
w. 	Even though the spin-connection does not explicitly appear in L, it 
surfaces in SL. 	The only way that these terms can vanish is if 
is given by the solution of (33), which is in two dinnsions 
w 
p 
= e 1 e ic 	 e [c 	a a e 	
+ ( i 12 )Xit a X] 	(34a)Py 
so that
aa 
- U c CL) 
-1 e 
	ca e 	+ (i/2)y 5y(34b) = 	 = 
ii 	 c 	
e 	
U pay 
This situation still obtains in the superspace approach, although for a 
slightly different reason. Also, it will become apparent (cf. (72) below) 
that the equation of notion for p following from (32) would not be co-
variant except for w 	as given by (34). For future reference, note that 
under local supersynimetry 
6w 	= 	ie1 
pa 
-r DpXa 	 (35)11 
and hence 6w 	in two diunsions does not involve the derivative of the 
11 
spinor parater 	; Tw 	0 (coare the four-dinsional equivalent, 
(2.31)). 
§15 	A Superspace Approach to the Spinning String 
§15.1 	An Ansatz for the (1+1) Vielbein 
Given a flat-space scalar superfield Lagrangian, it is very simple to 
couple in supergravity via the replacements (5). Before any physics emerges, 
however, it is necessary to know the functional dependence of the vielbein 
M. 
on the familiar supergravity variables. Moreover, the transformation laws 
for the vielbein should reproduce the transformations for the various super- 
gravity fields. which serve as coefficients o 
AA 
of EM . Finally, even though EM  and its 
some rigorous algebra is usually demanded in 
consistent. Following on a first attempt by 
vielbein and its transformation, Howe (1977) 
E the Grassmann-Taylor expansion 
transformation are at hand, 
proving the entire scheme is 
Zumino (1976) to establish the 
succeeded in finding an 
Ansatz for E M A and constructed a Lagrangian manifestly invariant under a 
group of transformations closely related to those postulated by Zumino, and 




ENA + ( M )ENA _ EMB LB 
	 (36) 
where the structure of the matrix L BA is determined by the geometry of 
the zM  manifold. In order that global supersymmetry be recovered in the 
special case that the parameters E 
M  are constant, the matrices L B A 
must take the form (Zumino, 1976) 
LB 	= m(z) 	 0 
A a 
1 0 	(y5) b a j 
	
(37) 
where m(z) is some scalar superfield. That is, the Bose and Fermi fields 
of the theory are transformed according to one and the same local Lorentz 
transformation. The expansions for m(z) and M(Z)  are determined (as 
in the one-dimensional case) by the requirements that the components EA 
are unchanged. The Ansatz for E 	themselves are (Howe, 1977) 
a 	a 	a 
31 	




E a 	 a
11 
= 	 -  
 
E.a 	= 	a 	 (38d) 
m m 
Ultimately the inverse supervierbein E A M will be required. These com-
ponents are given by 
= 	e 11 + (i/2)y 'O - (1/8)Oex-r'y'x 
Em = 
a 	
- kiyem + W(I5O)m
Xa 
- (i/8)O(1 5y p  xam p ) w - (1/16)T8xa 
 
E= 	i(Oy') + ( x xy 1y X)ee 






To find m(z) and C M,  it is easiest to expand them: 
m 	= --ipO+OOn 
11 	= 	a 1 - i 'e + 	gP 
= 	m + I(bO)m +jTe T m  
From the condition 6Ea = 0. follow three equations, and similarly with 
6Ea. These six relations suffice to determine (p, n, , b, g, n) as 
functions of the supergravity fields and the parameters 2, a 1 , and e m. 
One finds 
m 	= - 9. + 1OYEW + ey Ayx W\) 	 (40a) 
= 	a' - icyO + 	 (40b) 
m = 	c - 9.(50)m + 'Oeiw(yy) 	 (40c) 
p 	m 	-' m - (l/8)OOEyy xx + iE O)x11 
With these paraters, the transformations (36) lead to the following 
variations in the supergravity fields: 
aa ôe 	= 	a3e 	+ 
	
(aa x)e xa + 	a 	+ .—a 	 (41) 
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= 	a.axU + (3 Ua X)X X + I 9,y 5X + 2D 11 E 	 (42) 
= 	aw + (aX)wA 
+ 11 	
(43) 
(compare (25)). Inmiediately a difficulty of the kind previously encountered 
in the Chamseddine-West approach arises. According to (43), 	w is inert 
under supersynetry. If the dynamical content of the superspace approach 
is the same as that of the spinning string, then 6w 	 is given by (35) and
11 
is not obviously zero. If (43) is to be consistent, then apparently the 
covariant curl of the Rarita-Schwinger field must vanish: 
= 	0. 	 (44) 
This condition (44) imposes a further constraint on the parameter c. 
Under supersymmetry, (44) changes as follows: 
= 	2c")DDc 	= eRy 5 E 	 (45) 
where R is the two-dimensional Ricci scalar; 
-1 ct 
	
iiv 	c = -e c R 3 c  
R = 	
ctf3 
U') 	 J V] 
(46) 
and (45) should vanish. Rather than restrict c, it is more in keeping 
with the. trivial geometry of two dimensions to require the vanishing of 
the Ricci scalar. The restrictions (44) and R = 0 may be lifted by 
the suitable inclusion of an auxiliary scalar field (Howe, 1978) and 
this will be outlined in 916.2. 
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§15.2 	The Matter Fields 
From the spinning particle example, a scalar superfield V(z) should 
transform as in (6); 
	
cSV 	= 	Mv 
with E M as given by (40). In two dinnsions, an arbitrary scalar super-
field may be expanded as 
V 	= 	$+jOi+OGF 	 (47) 
so that using the paranters (40), 
= 	+ a34 	 (48a) 
(i/2)yPcxp - icF + a•t + 	 (48b) 
cSF 	= 	- (i/2)cyF + 	 (48c) 
-ieiY11xx;I) + a•F 
(again compare (25)). Earlier, in §14, there was only one scalar field, 
and it would have been very difficult to extrapolate the transformation 
law (48) from the spinning particle, whose corresponding superfield 
expansion does not contain such a field. However, if F is set equal to 
zero, the resulting transformations are just those found previously. It 
will turn out that F is an auxiliary field, (if the Lagrangian for the 
fields (, ip) corresponds to the spinning string) and its presence is 
crucial whenever additional matter coupling is introduced. For example, 
the Fayet model could not have been constructed without the auxiliary 
field H associated with the massless vector multiplet. 
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§15.3 Constructing a Lagrangian for the Spinning String 
The easiest way to construct the desired Lagrangian is to find a 
flat-space version and use (5). The simplest candidate for a flat-space 
kinetic term is 
DVDV 	= 	+ 2ip6F + 2Oypa $ + iOO 	+ OO( c ) 2 	00F 2 1 (49) 
where 
D 	= 	(/O) + iWO. 	Then 
	
J'ffVDV * d4 z 	= 	f {()2 + i 	+ F2 }d2x 	 (50) 
is an invariant under the global transformations 
= 




which are just (48) with e 	= 6 	and X. = 0. In place of the operator 
D. the covariant V = E N  will be used: a 	a  
V a  V 
= 	i(e) - ° ' a °i + eo(xxyh1.yA) 911q 
iv 
- 	a - IOF + (OY)iI,
x + (0TL) OX JF 	 (52) 
+ OO(i$r' 5y'ü) - ( i/8)OO(x x y 11y X ) 	II)X 
11 
so that 
TJ ab V aVVbV =VVVV 
iOyflJJx + 2Ty'O t 2pei.F 
+ iO{g ' 	+ i;;_ j) - igiIx4 	 (53) 
- (i/2)xyY 	- (i/2)jTyxF + F 2 
+ 	 + (1/8)g 	Iix} 	•11 
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•A 	 * 
Finally, the determinant of EM  must be found. A useful stratagem 
is to calculate det EAM = (det EMA)_l , for 
det E M 
	
= 	(det E 1 )(det E a) 
	
= 	det E 
A a 	m a 
if the Ansatze (38) are used. Consequently, 
E 	= 	(det 
but from (38a) it is obvious that 




E 	= 	e det(6 	- (i/2)yO) 
= 	e + (ie/2)Oy•X - OO( 	y5/8) 	. 	 () 
As a check on (55), it must be that 
fEd'z 	= 	(invariant). 
In fact, under (42), performing an integration by parts, 
6 fEdz = 	! ! E 11 	D 	d2x 
which vanishes if (44) is satisfied. The final action is thus 
I = 	/EVVVV dz 	= 	fd2x{L} 
where 
L 	= 	eCg ' 	d 	+ iipi + F 2 
p V 
+ (1/8)V31p} 	 (56) 
(compare (32)). Except for the inclusion of the auxiliary field F, 
this L is the same as that found earlier. 
* 




§15.4 Proof of Invariance. Comparison with the Previous Lagrangian 
First, it will be shown that - EL =.EVVVV transforms by a divergence 
under the group (36) . It is simplest to consider (36) as the sum of two 
pieces: - 
ôl EMA 	= LAFB 	 (57a) 
= 	
• 	 (57b)ME. 
The first piece, correspondingto a local Lorentz rotation, obviously 
leaves VVVV invariant. Further 
= E EAM EMA (_) m = E EAM LBA B 
( _) m 
M 
BA a 
= E EA EM LB() 	E Tr L = 0 
where m = 0 if M is a Bose index, and m = 1 if M is a Fermi 
index. (Recall that Tr M = (_)aM). 	The second invariance demands 
AA 
only a little morework. The variation of E is given by (Arnowitt 
et al. 1975) 
2E = E(_)a EAM E 
N 
9 ENA + E 
(58) 
= E{(_)a E A M E 
 N a EM + (_) fl N 
But 
.E(_)a+n E A MEN a E M A + E N N .. 	 (59) 
Therefore 
62E 	= (_) fl 	(E) 
	
(60) 
and fEdz is an invariant. For an arbitrary function F(V) of a scalar 
superfield V, 
cs (Ef(v)) 	= 	(6E)f(v) + E3 f(V) 
2 	 N 	 (61) 
= 	(_)fl 
N E N f(V)). 
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Hence any scalar function of V when multiplied by E transforms as a 
scalar density and fEf(V)dLFz is an invariant with respect to (57). 
Consequently the action (56) is invariant under the transformations 
(41) - (43) and (48), if (44) is satisfied. 
It remains to be shown that the action is invariant if the auxiliary 
field F is eliminated, and the transformations (48) changed to (25). 
As usual, when terms involving a non-dynamical field are dropped, the 
invariance continues to hold only modulo an equation of nxtion. The 
procedure which will now be followed is the reverse of that used to find 
the form of 6w 	in §10. 
TI 




ôL 	a + cSL 
61 = 	 - a ie TI  6e TI 
TI 	 TI (62) 
+ - 60 +- 6F 
60 
	}. 6F 
According to (61), this vanishes. Therefore 
fd2x 6L 	= 	- 	cSF d 2x 	 (63) 
where L0 is theLagrangian in (32). In particular, (63) holds when 
F = 0; in which case 
!d2 x ÔL 	= 	- f(FoF)I 	d2x = 	0. 
F=0 	 F=0 
Note that the variations included in 61,0 	reproduce (25). Therefore 
the trial Lagrangian (32) is invariant under the trial transformations, 
which was to be shown. For consistency, it is also necessary that the 
constraint F = 0 is compatible with supersymmetry, i.e. 
6F 	= 	6(0) 	= 	0 . 	 (64) 
F=0 
From (48c), it follows 






Fortunately, this variation for F is simply (ide) times the equation 
of motion for i1), so that if 11) is on mass-shell, 6F IF=O vanishes. 
That is, 
ÔL 
(ide) {} (idle) {—- } 
 '5 11)IF=O -= (66) 
	
{_.2 - 3 	—o 	= 	(SF 
U 3I1) F=O 
L(i1)) is given by 
L(i1)) 	= fe(i1)øi1) - ix y'y1)3 	+ (ll8)xUy )y P x)d2 x 	 (67) 
and the equation of motion obtained for i1) is 
e{ip - (i/2) 	 + (1/8)xXyUyAx 
11 	 (68) 
+ (i12) (e 1 3e)'yi1) + (il2)(3e)yiP} 	= 	0 
The last two terms may be rewritten as (-i/2)y'w(e)y 5 i1). 	From the 
definition of w(e) and the identity yy 5 = ed A y X , it follows that 
= - (e 3 e ) (c c 	P11) c U 
	Xv 
Xv 	Up )y 
= -(e-1  ae)yUl1) - (3e)y1) 
The other part w(x) of the connection comes from the quadratic x 
term. Observe that 
(1/8) Xy Uy xxp = ( i/2)y Uw
11
(x)y 5 11 - IYP Y P x 
This is a simple consequence of the identities 
= 
— 	XU 
ap XUYXX XY1YXA 	
= -C C 




- (i/2) y Xy 1 x x a 	 = 	0 ;' 	 (71) 
and indeed (i/e) times (71) is just oFI 	Thusthe trial action 
(32) with transformations (25) constitute a consistent theory. In the 
last section of this chapter,. a similar procedure will be employed to 
deunstrate the locally supersynnnetric invariance of a Lagrangian 
suitable for investigating the generalised Higgs-mechanism, in which a 
Goldstone fermion is absorbed by the Rarita-Schwinger field. 
§16. 	Deriving the Form of the (1+1) Vielbein 
§16.1 	The failure of minimal coupling 
Given the explicit form (38) of the Ansatz, it is not difficult to 
construct a two-dimensional model of the.generalised Higgs mechanism, 
(17). To extend these results, it is first necessary to obtain the 
form of 	in four.  dimensions. 	In.this section, the known.form 
(38) of the two-dimensional vielbein is derived via the introduction 
of a "covariant derivative" modelled on the familiar gauge-theoretic 
prescription. Due to the unconventional features of the gauge group, 
it will be necessary to modify the prescription somewhat. It is hoped 
that this same method will yield the four-dimensional EM as well. As 
a bonus, it will become obvious why a locally supersynimetric theory must 
be a supergravity theory, i.e. why the Rarita-Schwinger field intro-
duced to gauge supersymmetry must necessarily be accompanied by the 
gravitational potential e. 	A precis of the argument may be given 
as follows: Suppose only the one gauge field x were required for 




The global variation of x 31  is then zero, and apparently there is no 
need to introduce its supersymmetricpartner. However, it soon becomes 
evident that the gaa matrices must be x-dependent, so that their anti-
commutator must be the metric tensor g(x). . Consequently the vierbein 
eC must be introduced, and all ordinary derivatives must be made co-
variant with respect to local Lorentz rotations. Then 6X .. = 2Dc, 
and the global variation of x31 is -wy 	. 	This procedure will 
It would be more elegant to start from 	= 	but this convention 
disagrees with that of the previous section and hinders comparison. 
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now be described in detail (Derbes, 1978b). 
Consider the globally invariant Lagrangian introduced previously, 
I 	=14 fd2 x d2 0 DVDV = I fd2 x{(3) 2 + 	+ F2 1 	 (49) 
where as before V is given by (47) and the global variations of the 
matter fields are 
= 	i) 
= -icF + () 
	
(51) 
= 	-•• 1, 
Although the action (49) is invariant under (51), it changes if the para-
meters are local; the variations of terms such as D 	will involve 
derivatives on E. 	That is, 5() 	0. (Recall of means: 
that part of 5f containing D c; i.e. 5 = 	+ 5 global ). For a 
"covariant" derivative V 	it is a necessary condition (but alas not a
11 
sufficient one) that the variation of Vf for an arbitrary quantity 
does not contain these 3 c terms. That is, the necessary condition
11 
becomes 5(Vf) = 0. The standard prescription suggests the replace-
men t 
? 
+V 	 <S 	 (72) 
where 6x = 29 P e + ..., the dots indicating terms which may become 
necessary. Then 
? 
V 	= 	- (i/2) ip 	 (73a) 
	
1.1 	 P 
? 
V i 	 aliii + ( i/2)x P  F - 	
(73b) 
P P  
V F = B F + ix P 	
. 	 (73c) 
P 	11  
The necessary condition O(Vf) = 0 holds for only the first component 
of V, and not for the other two fields: 
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6(V4) 	= 	-h'x To 	= 	- (i/2)x(c)p 
(VF) 	= 	x 6() 	= 	-(i/2)(c)F + 
The standard procedure fails, evidently because there is an additional 
derivative present in both • 6j and 6F. The obvious manoeuvre to try 
next is the substitution of V for 3 in V Then 
 a+ ( i/2)xF - 
(74) 
=a 	+ (i12)XF - 	 + (i/4)yxx 
Unfortunately even now 5(V) 	0. Instead, 
6(Vi,) 	= 	(i/2)YP 3 c xP
11 
To render S(Vii) = 0, there are apparently only two rendies available: 
1) 	introduce new gauge fields; 
ii) 	modify the oiginal transformation laws. 
The second approach is the more economical. Under local supersymmetry, 
then, is required to transform in an essentially different way than 




cSi - (i/2)I ' E x 	 (75) 
and now in fact 
= 0 
as desired. The transformation 6 	 is a new kind of "gauge trans- 
formation" on the matter fields. Thus the covariant derivative deter- 
mines the transformation laws for the matter fields, rather than vice-versa. 
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This approach is strange, a little ugly, and successful. Note however 
that in the case of a global symmetry, x may be set equal to zero, 
and obviously cS'p reduces to Si. 
Although not a dynamical field, F must be treated inthesaine.way; 
in order to determine SGF,  it is necessary to consider VF. By 
analogy with the field 	, 
9 
VF 	3 F + 
= 	D F +- 	uY XYv xxv , 	 ( 76) 
Xv - 
+ (i/4)jyxF + (i/8)y y XXXv* 
Indeed, cS'(VF) = 0, so long as one adopts 
Xv 	 —X 	- S F 	= 	-(i/2)eyXF + 	y y' - (i/4)i iv xx.P • 	( 77) 
C 
The new transformations may be written compactly as 
5 1V = [ a, VI 	where 
E 	= S + (i/2)y6S - ( 1 / 8 )O 6Y'yxXxS 	. 	 (78) 
= S + S 
The substitution of a new operator E in place of S. dennstrates what 
may be 'termed "the failure of minimal coupling t ': the passage from global 
to local supersyimnetry is made not by the mere replacement of a local 
group parameter in place of a constant in the matter fields' transfor-
mations, but requires in addition an entirely new term which is at least 
linear in the, gauge field. The resulting covariant derivatives are thus 
of quadratic and higher order in the gauge field. 	The origin of 
this new type of "gauge transformation" seems to be the mixing in global 
supersynimetry of fields with derivatives of other fields. After all, 
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minimal coupling works fine for 	, whose global variation does not 
involve derivatives. Such a mixing does not occur in fan.g-Mills theories 
with an internal symmetry group. 
To return to the action (49): what is required, according to (5), 
is not the Bose covariant derivative V but - the Fermi covariant deriva- 
U 
tive Va  (the local equivalent of D). Because;. 
D = -- + i(y 0) m 	 m V 
it seems reasonable- to guess that 
V 	= 4- + 1(1V0) V 	 (79) 
-a
XV Ewhere V = - . . (80) 
Unfortunately, the operator (79) is not covariant, despite appearances to 
the contrary. Although the necessary condition has been satisfied,-the - 
sufficient condition is urestringent and requires that Va  transform 
according to the usual Ehresinann law (with allowances for Fermi statistics) - 
(6E M)@ 	4 	{E,V} 	(Vc)Z 	-. 	 . - 	 ( 81)- 	- 
One readily discovers that the belian law cSx, =- 	
fails completely. 
Were it to succeed, the anticommutator in (81) would vanish. This does 
not occur. For example, equating in (81) the coefficients of D which 
are linear in 0- leads to the requireunt 
S(iy 'O) 	- = 	( U0) 
	
(82) 
which clearly implies 	y" = y'(x);. and hence 
U {y,y
U
} 	= 	2g (x) 
Thus the introduction of local supersymmetry forces the introduction of a 
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curved x-space, and new gauge fields for the local Lorentz group. This 
well-known fact is brought out very persuasively in the present approach. 
Now, somehow the Lorentz gauge fields nu.ist be incorporated'into 7a  and 
In order to determine the gravitational parts of the covariant deriva-
tives, it is instructive to consider a globally supersyminetric theory made 
invariant only with respect to local Lorentz rotations. Although V is 
a scalar, the quantity 3 V is not covariant, because it contains the 
non-covariant piece a . However, the quantity DV is covariant, where 
D V 	a 
11 
V + tii (J,V1
11 
	 (Is) 
where 	J = M - 	 . 
The operator J is composed of the abstract Lorentz operator 
M = 	M 	(cf. §12.3; such an operator in this context was first 
introduced by Gates (1978b)) and an "internal" piece -Oy/O. The 
operator M acts only on the external indices of V, while the inter -
nal operator takes care of the non-scalar component of V; 
[M,V] 	= 	0 
	
(85) 
1—ey 5 iae, VI 	= 	—(i/2)01 5i1 ; and hence 	 (86) 
DV 	=a 	+ ieD 	+ OOF 	 (87) 
is covariant. It will turn out that in four dimensions, the operator 
is just the straightforward generalisation of J; J = 	+ 
This operator has been independently introduced into global supersymmetry 
by Salam and Strathdee (1978). As long as the action of D 
V 
is restricted 
to scalar quantities (such as V or ES), the M part of D 
V 
may be 
dropped. However, the generator S must also be udified, to 
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S T 	 - iy'OD 
V 
= S - iy ' OwM - (i/4)OOw(y 5)/O 	 (88) 
where the Fierz formulahas been invoked. 
It is now an easy matter to write down the form of E; merely re-
place S by S' in (78). This introduction of gravity is facilitated 
by noting that the last term of (78) may be written as 




and hence the full local supersymmetry generator is 
= 	(1 - i V o x ) lSt 	. 	 (89) 
Similarly the Fermi covariant derivative for a scalar superfield is 
= 	+ i(YVO) (D 
V - 
	 EM a M 	 (90) 
With these identifications, one finds 
E 	= 	i(y'8) - 	 (91a) 
Earn 	= 6m 	( Y 18)m + IO6 [(I1Y5)mW + ( rVyx) ax m] (9lb) 
which is in agreement with (38) (note that Howe (1977) writes 
= ,aorn; here 3 = 3/3w"). Further, if one assumes 
V 	
E c M 




E 	= 	e 
ap - i- 	
- ( 1/8)OOx-r'y'xV 	 (93a) 
Em = - 	v8—rn - 	s  jw (0)rn 
- (i/8)OO[(XPY5)7W + 	YY T1)(x] 	 (93b) 
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again in agreement with (38). Using the explicit forms of E AM and E, 
one may verify, that both the Bose 
(6E M) M = 	[ a V] 
and Fermi (81) Ehresmann formulae hold. This requires an incredible amount 
of algebra. It is far easier to work out the corresponding transformation 
laws for the inverse EMA, and verify that these hold. First, the 
Ehresmann formulae may be written as 
(5EAM) M = [;E, E A 
 M 
= [N + mM, E A L 
= (N EA - EANNM + AEB)M; 
and all that remains to be done is work out the form of . the parameters. 
The form of. L A B is given by the known action of, M (cf. 12.3); 
[M,] = 	0 
(M, A] = 
so that 
LB. 	= 	 0 
Note that there is no need to consider the term_(E AM aMm)M as the 
transformation is an operator statement defined only on scalar superfields, 
and [M, V] = 0. 	The transformations (94) follow naturally from the 
Ehresmann law and the approach to gravity described in §12. Comparing 
coefficients in the known form of cE leads to the following expressions 
for the parameters 
-106- 
= 	-jcy'O + 
	
(95a) 
-m. 	 . = 	c + 1c- 
m 
y Oy 	- 	 y ) + CYYvXX.m] 	(95b) 
jV31 	- m 	= 	-ic' Ow + 4 cy y XWOO 
which are just the set (40-) (ignoring the non-supersymntric parts) 
From the form of EAM, it is straightforward to work out EMA : 
E a 	= 	e a + 	 (96a) 
U 	 1.1 	 11 
= 	- l(50)a 	 (96b) 
Ea 	= 	_(-..a) 	 (96c) 
Ea 	6 a 	 (96d) m m 
which agree with the original Ansatz, (37), From the law (94) and the 
orthogonality relations follows the law for cSE,; 
=a E +3M N)EA - B EMB 	 (97) 
This transformation is identical to that postulated by Howe (1977). The 
proof that the transformations for E M A are consistent obviously suf-
fices to dennstrate the validity of the Ehresmann formulae. The direct 
calculation has also been performed and (owing to its length) will not- be 
given here; the important result is that, so long as the constraints 
D \) [i.'] 
= 0, R = 0 hold , the transformations are consistent. 
By the way, the peculiar form (89) of Z may be obtained without 
any consideration of matter fields on the basis of two assumptions. First, 
on general grounds, V must have the form 
V 	= 	D - x II 	 (98) 
where II, the generator of local supersyumtry, is to be determined. 
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= 	-i0 + 
	
(95a) 
tfl 	 in 	 — 115m 
= 	E + 2 1Cy 	- 00 [iw (cy y ) + 	 (95b) 
m 	= 	-icy310w + 	w 00 31 
which are just the set ( 1+0) (ignoring the non-supersymntric parts) 
From the form of EAM, it is straightforward to work out EMA : 
E 	= e+i0y 
U P 	 l.I 	
(96a) 





Ea 	= 	a 	 (96d) 
in m 
which agree with the original Ansatz, (37), From the law (94) and the 
orthogonality relations follows the law for 
SEMA =a N E 	
+M N)EA 
- II1LB E M B 	 (97) 
This transformation is identical to that postulated by Howe (1977). The 
proof that the transformations for E M A are consistent obviously suf-
fices to denDnstrate the validity of the Ehresmann formulae. The direct 
calculation has also been performed and (owing to its length) will not be 
given here; the important result is that, so long as the constraints 
D
[P \)] 
= 0, R = 0 hold , the transformations are consistent. 
By the way, the peculiar form (89) of E may be obtained without 
any consideration of matter fields on the basis of two assumptions. First, 
on general grounds, V must have the form
11 
V 	= 	D 31 - X 31 II 	 (98) 
where TI, the generator of local supersymntry, is to be determined. 
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Second, it should be that H. is just the covariant form of S, i.e. 
iyev= 	- iy'O(D - 	whence
11 
II 	= 	(1 - 	 E . 
Regrettably, this simple argument fails upon the introduction of an 
auxiliary scalar field. 
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516.2 The Ehresinann Formulae and an Auxiliary Field 
Thus far, the consistency of the superfield approach in two-dimensional 
supergravity is dependent on the constraints 
c 	DX 	= 	0 	 (99a) 
= 	0 . 	 (99b) 
These constraints imply that the gauge fields x  and w are "pure 
gauge" , i.e. there are some parameters C and 2 such that 
x 	= 	DC 	 (lOOa) 
1-i p 
= 	a. 	 (bob) 
p 	 p 
Moreover, these constraints are the two-dimensional analogues of the four-
dimensional supergravity equations of motion. As Howe (1978) has shown, 
it is possible to reve these constraints by the suitable introduction 
of new terms involving an auxiliary scalar field. The method to be presented 
here used to find these terms differs from that of Howe, but the results are 
the same. 
In general, the presence of a constraint in supersymmetry suggests 
that auxiliary fields have been eliminated. For example, in §15.4, it was 
shown that F could be dropped consistently from the spinning string 
Lagrangian without violating the invariance, because the transformation 
6F 0 = 0 was consistent with F = 0. 	In fact, the constraint follow- 
ing from SFIFO = 0 was shown to be the equation of ution for 4', the 
supersynimetric partner of F. This circumstance may well be a general 
feature of supersymmetric theories: elimination of auxiliary fields 
* 
I wish to thank Dr. P.K. Townsend for a valuable discussion on this 
point. 
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seems to invariably require that the equations of motion of their super-
symmetric partner should hold. Here, the apparent equation of motion for 
x must be assumed to be satisfied, so perhaps the addition of a new field11 
as a coefficient of the next higher power of 8 can remove the necessity 
of imposing (99) 
From the point of view expressed in §16.1, the constraints (99) arise 
as results of the Ehresmann formulae. In the Fermi case, 6V ap  all goes 
well until one examines the quadratic (in 0) coefficient of and 
requires 
- m 
DX = 	Y1JYVE)a [p \)] 
which is impossible, unless (99a) is assumed to hold. Similarly, in the 
Bose case 6%, problems arise at the linear level. Examining the linear 
coefficient of Var leads to the statement 
= 	icy' 0 D 1 )( 	 (101) 
which again cannot be true unless the covariant curl of X V
vanishes. 
Much the same difficulty occurs for the quadratic (in 0) coefficient of 
here in fact it is also necessary to require R = 0. Nevertheless, 
the variations implied by the Ehresmann formulae have the right structure 
to agree with tSw 	as given by (35); the problem is simply one of Dirac 
algebra. Were there some way of modifying (101) to the form 
+ jTV ) = 	iY0D [ X ] + iay 50 D [ x ] 
11 
+ jibEe D x 	 (102) [p \)] 
then for particular choices of V, a and b, it might be possible to 
obtain consistently 
- 	 5lpY -0y 5 (5w ) + 	= 	- i0y e E 	cy p p D xa  + U U  
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where the additional terms do not involve the quantity 0y 5 . 	The new terms 
on the right-hand side of (102) are the only ones consistent with the trans-
formation of a vector, while OV 
ii 
 itself is chosen to take the form 
	
OV 	= 
U U 	U 
OC - iOy A, 	 (103) 
where C is a vector and A a scalar field. This choice is dictated by 
the requirenEnt that there will be a complete set {l, y U ,  51 of Dirac matrice 
on the left-hand side of (102). After a Fierz rearrangement, the terms on the 
right-hand side of (102) become 
+ ITC - iOy A) 	= 	iO D[Uy, 
- ]
y cEl - (b-a)] 
11 	 ii 
+ 	D x 	 + (b-a)] 	
(104) 
[ii v] 
+ 	D11 [Yi - yy (b+a)] + 
In order to obtain the right transformation for w, it must be that 
b - a = 1. 	Consequently the variation of CU  involving D [ )ç ] is zero, 
and thus there is no need to introduce C at all. Henceforth this vector 
p 
will be set equal to zero. For the transformation of A, there are 
apparently two solutions: b + a = ±1. The choice of -1 indicates 
b = 0, a = -1. However, this leads to the matrix coefficient of 0 being 
rather than -y. Hence the only allowed solution is b = I, a = 0. 
As a result 
-1 p' D = 	e c 	 x + ... 	 ( 105) 
Viewed in this way, the scalar field A acts as a Fierz partner of 
and thus a supersymmetric partner of xU; because 6X involves w P 2 it11 
must now also involve A. 
The way to incorporate A into the vielbein should now be reasonably 
clear: in EAM, and in the parameters, insert the most 
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linear in A wherever the spin connection occurs. But somewhere extra terms 
involving the covariant curl of x 11 must also be included, so as to obtain 
the new terms on the right-hand side of (104). Therefore new fermionic 
pieces will be present besides those linear in A. Bitter experience teaches 
that it is far easier to work with EMA rather than EAM , so the programme 
proceeds as follows: 
Add in the new functions of A and spinor terms, as yet unspecified, 
11 as described above, i.e. wherever w occurs in E AM. (Note that
11 
are unchanged.) 
Compute the inverse EMA . 
Work out ÔEMA, according to (97), and require that the entire 
scheme be consistent. This yields both the form of E M A and the parameters. 
Find E A M from the determined form of EMA . 
According to (i), neither E 	nor Ea change, but 
Em = 	m - 	v0 m - (.$)m - .(0)mA 	
(106a) 
	




E a m 	a 
= m + i (iy 
'.i  0) a u 
m 	(O x + O)(iy 	'a 
(106b) 
— 
+ p ••06 mA + (l/8)O0(y ' p 	
m 
a 
where Rm  is a field to be determined (but certainly involving both 
D[X] and A) and p is a number to be found. These forms lead to the 
inverse components 
E p a = e p a +1 	 a OOe A 
	
(107a) 
Ea = + W  (05)a + j(i—ey 	- )( 2 + 	)—a 0A 





= m 	—i(y 8) m 	 (107c) 
E a 
	= 	
a - 'O(2 + )a A . 	 (107d) m m 
The parameters must be modified in the sane way. Because 	does not con- 
tain w, it is unchanged. However, it should be that m  and m are 
1.1 	 - 
both modified, to 
—A — m m 	—m 	.i8m + 	- A m = 	c + iy 	 [i(y -y ) WA + d "A - cy y XAXp 1(lO8a) 
m 	= 	-icy 1 8w 	- gcy 5 OA + 8 O[cy 5 A + ikcy 5yXA U 
+ 	y I XAW\)] 	(108b) 
where d, k, and g are constants, and the spinor A is to be determined. 
It turns out that it is only necessary to consider the transformations of 
E M a in order to fix the unknowns {R, A, p, k, g, d}. 
(a) 	SEa . 	The terms zeroth and linear in 8 must vanish. Those 
zeroth in 8 are unaltered and vanish as before. The linear terms involve 
either A or w; the latter vanish. For the former, it is required that 
A - (- ) (y O)aA + do a 	 5OA = 0 	(109) A - , 	
a - 
m v 	m gy m y  
The easiest way to solve this equation is to multiply both sides by the 
—a m arbitrary spinors r 	and ct , and use the Fierz formula. This procedure 
leads to three separate equations: 
& c{(2+p) + d + g - l} 	= 	0 	 (llOa) 
y 5 ct riy 5 c{(2+p) + j g - l} 	= 	0 	 (ilOb) 
*yaczyc{(2+p) - g} 	 0 	. 	 (hOc) 
From these it follows d = 0, g = 1, p = -1. The quadratic terms may be 
expressed as 
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-'OS a A = 	 - 	A(yv)mXva 4 	m 
- —v 	a 	—vA 
	
- i8O(cy ) R + m i 	cy' 	x(Y x 0)A m \)  
l(S)a e-r5A - Ik(Y5) a 	C151.XA 
The terms in A vanish for the choice k = -. Assuming that this choice 
may be made, the resulting equation may be expressed (again multiplying 
by the spinors n, c) 
i. - ') a ay 5ry 5X + icyRct + iEy ' 'T'Rc2yn + 	y Rv 	a y r 
The terms which are the coefficients of nYc and 	'a 
must vanish. 
If one recalls the two-dimensional identity 
yVyy 	= 0, it follows 
R 	= -iyX 
so that 
SA 	= 	A. 	 (111) 
Obviously, from (105), part of A is determined. However, the remaining 
pieces are obtained from ÔEa. 
(b) 	SEa. 	The unknown function A is completely determined by 
the terms linear in 0. However, the zeroth term contains something new: 









Owing to the dependence of w 	 on X 	(from (34b)), the transformation11 
w is expected to go over to 
= ie1ccY DpXa - r5 A A 	 (113) 
and this form is borne out by detailed calculation with the linear terms. 
Multiplying these by n , the transformation becomes 
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-y5 OSw 	iyO6A - inyaOASe 
= _icyVOnD[vxu] . 	 - (3/2)c6A 
+ lcy5On- 	 ny
11 
r 5 x A + icO 	x 
The right-hand side becomes upon a Fierz rearrangement a sum of terms in-
volving 	0, 	y50, and no; 	these last must vanish. This implies 
icyD x 	 i-i 	
= 	0 
[vi1 pA 	 p 
in which case 
-1 
A 	= -e c yDX - iy•XA. (114) 
The remaining terms give the variation of w in agreement with (113) and
11 
that of A in agreement with (105). The new components E M A are finally 
determined to be 
a Ea 	ea+Øya 
11 
+OOe A 
p U 1.1  
= + U) (5)a + (1OY  )aA - (3/8) 	AGO - 






in 	 I in 	 m 
and thus the inverse components EAM are 
E ' 	= 	e 	- a a 
iOyX - (1/8)08xyvy
11 xv 	 (116a) 




.am 	4a'°Xv - (5)m 
	
- 
+(1/l6) ••O• ay Vy UX\)• pm + 	
0[(1)in + (XYl 1Y 5 ) mW] 	(116c) 
- 	 —115- 
E m 	= 	6 m + i(y 11 O) x m + 	i(y •y ) w - 6 A - 	 31 	- In, -	 4ee( 	115 m a a 	 a)1 a i 	a 	21(YYX)aXTIi 
(116d) 
The new parameters (actually, only m is changed) are 
= 	—icy 31 O ~ OO 6yyx 	 (117a) 
M. 	 —m 1.—v—m 	
- 
Am 	—Au —m 
= 	c + icy Ox + ee[i(ey y ) w - c' r xx31 ] 	 (117b) 
M. 	= 	-ic-rOw - y 5 OA + 	6['y5A - 	
— A 
1C 5YXA + cy y 
V 
1.1 




6x 	= 	2D c - jAy c 	 (112) 
	
31 31 	 31 
-1 pa V 




= 	eX 	= 	-e c cy 5D x - icyXA. 	 (111) pa 
The only field whose transformation has not been given explicitly is A. 
Its change maybe found from the Ehresniann law, but it is easier to use its 
dependence on the basic fields Ce, x' w, Al. 	After some algebra, ÔA may 
be expressed in the suggestive form 
6A 	= 	Cc - iy 11cXX + iy 11cA 	 (118) 
where the scalar C is given by 
—1 3.A) 
C 	= 	A2 - R - lixyA + 4e c XI5XVA 	 (119) 
The transformations of A and A should be compared with those of the 
scalar superfield V's components in §15.2; apparently (A, -iX, C) form 
the components of a scalar superfield T (Howe, 1978) 
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T 	= A + Tx+ 	ec 	 (120) 
in which case the transformation of C should be 
(SC = 	ic A - iEY•XC + 	 - 	yy)(X. 	(121) 
The existence of the scalar superfield T allows for the construction of a 
Lagrangian for the supergravity variables themselves. The answer one obtains 
is a little disappointing, but it is presented for completeness. 
First, note that the determinant of EMA changes with the addition 
of A: 
E 	= 	(det E)l(detE a)1 
= 	(e + ieyx - (1/8)c 	i5XOO)(l - OOA) 1 
'.1V 	5 - 	- = 	e + ie OyX - (1/8)c X 11 ' X°° + eAOO . 	 (122) 
A suitable Lagrangian is given by -ET; 
-fd 2 6d2xET 	= - fed2x{C + A2 + iyA - (l/4)cyxA} 
= 	feRd2x 	= 	J.( 1V)d2 	 (123) 
which is a total divergences 	Although it is certainly invariant, this 
Lagrangian is trivial. Perhaps even more remarkable is the utter insen-
sitivity of the spinning string Lagrangian to the inclusion of A. The 
only change in SlaV  is the additional term -(i/4)OO Asj, with the result 
that VVVV increases by the term 12Te Aij. 	However the only term zeroth 
in 8 in VVVV is -iuj, which when multiplied by the change in E, 
namely JeA7ee, exactly cancels the other increment. It should also be 
noted that the field A is something of a "spoiler" as regards the con-
struction of Lagrangians. For example, the mass term -mEV 2 may be•added 
to the spinning string Lagrangian only if E. does not contain A. However, 
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if A is present, the Lagrangian L includes A only in the term 
Variation of L with respect to A thus implies • = 0. 
Consequently, because A enters only linearly in the absence of any dynamics 
for the supergravity variables themselves, the scalar field A condemns to 
zero any hapless quantity of which it is the coefficient. In two dimensions, 
A's role in the Lagrangian is limited to that of a murderous Lagrange 
multiplier. 
§17. 	The Higgs Mechanism in (1+1) Supergravity 
Once the vielbein (38) is available, the construction of a locally super-
symmetric version of the Fayet model is almost effortless (Derbes, 1978c). 
Recall that in §9 the addition of interaction terms of the form 
EV + c exp(KV) to a free Lagrangian for the scalar superfield led to spon-
taneous supersymmetry breakdown. The heart of this model was the coupling 
of the auxiliary field H to the other scalar fields A and B; cf. 
(1.97). 	By analogy with this model, interaction terms which include similar 
couplings should be added to the Lagrangian (56), which is that of a scalar 
superfield "minimally" coupled to supergravity. These new terms will have 
the general appearance 
- eOOF - geOO 2 F 
so that upon elimination of the field F, an effective potential of the 
Goldstone-Nambu form results for 	. 	The obvious way to achieve this is 
* 
to add the Fayet-Higgs terms 
£1 	= 	-(2EV + (2/3)gV 3 )E . 	 (124) 
* 
Once again I wish to thank my advisor for suggesting the explicit form 
aV + by 3 to me. 
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Note that E does not contain the field A here; that would unfortunately 
be fatal. (A minor technical note seems in order here. Unlike the string 
model proper, the components of the scalar superfield V do not carry an 
internal Minkowski index, so that the addition of functions odd in V is 
not prohibited. Hitherto it was not necessary to distinguish between the 
Lagrangian (56) and that of the spinning string.) It may be assumed without 
loss of generality that the coupling constant g is positive. Dropping 
terms zeroth and linear in 0, the interaction terms are 
1 v- 
2VE = 60(e/2) [2F + 	- 	e 	xi xv ]' 
(2/3)gV 3E = O0(e/2)[2g4 2F + 2g4 + 
•1 	311V - (1/6)e g c xy 5 x] 
The new Lagrangian is 
L 	1,EVVVV+L1 
fLd2 xd2 O 	= fLd2x, where 
L 	= 	(e/2) [g 1"$ + ii + F2 - 
+ (1/8)xxy jj y x1PlL - 2F - Irrx - 2g2F 	
(125) 
-1 1iv- 
+ 	e c xy5X - 2giIn$ - g 2 rx 
• (1/6)ge 1 c 11V xy 5 x] 
The variation of L with respect to F leads to 
F 	= 	+g2 . 	 (126) 
Substituting this value of F back into L gives 
L = L +L' 
0 
where L0 is given by (30), and 
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L' 	= 	 + g2)2 - ( + g2)P-rx + 2gn 
-1 T1V 	5 + 	+ (1/3)gc 2 )e E XY X\) ] 
As before, manifest invariance under local supersymmetry is lost once F 
is eliminated. All that is necessary for L to be invariant is that the 
	
variation of F be consistent with (126); cf. §15.4. 	The transformation 
of F is given by (47c); 
= -c 	- 1EyXF + 	 - p1.1 
= 	(i/e)(L / 	-(L / 	)} - (i/2)c-yF 0 U 	C, O ,1 
= 	(ic/e){6L/} - (i/2)rxF 
The "reduced" Lagrangian will be invariant if 
sFI 	= (i/e){5L /} - (iI2)crx( + gq 2 ) 
F=+g 2 
= 2gO6O 	2i gOT1P, 	 (128) 
or, what amounts to the same thing, if 
(i/e){5L 0 /6} - (i/2)yx( + g$ 2 ) - 2ig$cip 	= 	0 . 	 (129) 
The last two terms may be identified with 5L'/6ii; 
(i/e)CôL'I} 	= 	(i/e)C - ( + g42)'rx - 2gip} 
The condition for invariance then reduces to 
0 	= 	(i/e){5(L + L')/} 	= 	(i/e){ôL/6} 	 (130) 
which is met if p satisfies its equation of motion. As before, salvation 
comes from F's supersymmetric partner i, once F itself has been 
eliminated. 
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Consider now the effective potential for 4); 
Vff(4)) 	= 	+ gc). 	 (131) 
nalogously to Fayet's (1976) ude1, there are two separate cases, distin-
guished by the sign of 	: 
(1) 	< 0: <Veff>  is minimised for non-vanishing <4)>. 	Both  4) and 
4) become massive, with m 4) = m4) = 21 	; supersymmetry is unbroken. 
(ii) 	> 0: <V ff> is mininiised for vanishing <4)>. The scalar field 
becomes massive with in 4) = 	while 4) is a would-be Goldstone' 
fermion associated with the spontaneous breakdown of supersyimnetry. 
It is eliminated by a choice of gauge for the field 4), but now all Fermi 
degrees of freedom are eliminated. Moreover, a "cosn1ogical term" - 
e 2 arises. 
Independent of the sign of F, the vacuum satisfies 
<V eff>/4) 	= 	0 	= 	2g<( + 
- 	2g<4)><( + g4) 2 )> 	 (132) 
If 	is positive, this equation admits only the solution <4)> = 0, in 
which case Veffmin = 	On the other hand, if 	is negative, there 
are two solutions to (132); 
<4)> 	= 	0 	or <4)> = ±/-/g . However, 
V eff (<4)> = 0) > V eff (<4)> = ± /-/g ), 
and the vacuum corresponding to <4)> = 0 is unstable. The case 	< 0 
is easiest, so it will be considered first. 
Let the positive value for <4)> be chosen; 
<4)> 	= 	+ I— /g . 	 (133) 
To write L in terms of fields with vanishing expectation values, let 
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= 	a + /-/g ; 	<a> 	= 	0 , 	 (134) 
in which case (recall F = 2/V ff(4))) 
= 	-i<F>c 	= 	0 . 	 (135) 
Rewriting the Lagrangian in terms of a leads to 
	
L ( . ) 	= 	(e/2)[gaa - m2a2 + iij - 	+ ...) 	(136) 
where the dots indicate terms of cubic and higher order in the fields, and 
m 	= 	2V'j. 
When the second situation holds, 	> 0, there is no need to translate 	4. 
Then 
L 	= (ii) 	
(e/2)[gD,$ - 2g2 - 	+ i7i - 	rx + ...] 	 (137) 
Now, there is no mass term for iii, although 
= 
and there is also a "cosnilogical term" - 	Further, 
= 	-i<F>s 	= 	- icc 
	
(138) 
which is characteristic of a Goldstone node. Recall from §16.2 that the 
constraints (99) indicated that x was "pure gauge"; its only degree of 
freedom is the choice of a parameter c such that 	x = 	In view of
11 
the coupling of x 	to p, it should be possible to choose this parameter11 
in such a way that the field i disappears entirely; this corresponds to 
the unitary gauge t . 	The Lagrangian L ( i ) becomes in this gauge 
t 
I am greatly indebted to Dr. W.E. Leithead for an illuminating discussion 
on the unitary gauge. 
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L(ii) unitary = (e/2)[g4D 	- 2g2 - 
	- g2 $ 1] 
'lv- 
+ c x,y5x[ 	- (1/3)g 3 ] 	 (139) 
In two dimensions, neither e 	nor x P 
are dynamical fields, but merely 
Lagrange multipliers. Variation of L with respect to these leads to two 
new constraints; 
T'l 	= 	6L/5e a 
	= 	0; 	 =6L/6X = 	0. 
a p 3.1 
These quantities are the energy tensor and supercurrent, respectively. 
Before choosing a gauge, 
j3t 	= 	 +i y3.1xxTip + i( + 




 e y x11 	 (140) 
The equation J.i ) = 0 may in principle be solved for X.. 	On the 
other hand, in the unitary gauge, 
11') -1 
-i( + (g/3)$ 2 )4c e y 	= 0 •(ii) ,unitary 
(141) 
In case (ii), 	is positive, and hence apart from the solution 	E 0, 
the only solution is x'l 0. The generalised Higgs mechanism reimves the 
fermionic Goldstone node, but via a gauge field which is forced to be 
trivial in two dimensions. These conclusions are in accord with earlier 
work by Deser and Zumino (1977) and Dereli and Deser (1977a,b). These 
ndels were based on the non-linear realisation of supergravity due to 
Volkov and Akulov (1973), and did not emerge from a superfield approach. 
This chapter began with the superspace approach to a one-dimensional 
scalar niultiplet's coupling to "supergravity" in one dimension. It was 
shown that a superspace approach to the equivalent two-dimensional model 
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removed most of the difficulties associated with the non-superspace 
algorithm, L -- L + X ' • This approach was based on an Ansatz for a 
generalised vierbein, or vielbein, postulated by Howe (1977). A later 
version (Howe 1978) allowed the spin connection and Rarita-Schwinger field to 
obey non-trivial dynamics, but no Lagrangian could be found for the super-
gravity variables. How to extend this Ansatz to four dinsions remained 
unclear, and to deal with this problem a nthod of deriving the (1+1) 
vielbein was given. The inclusion of an auxiliary scalar field in the 
later version of the vielbein served to remove the constraints on X 1-i 
and w; unfortunately this same scalar field proved fatal to the construc-
tion of any Lagrangian except that of the spinning string. Lastly, a two-
dinnsional model based on a Lagrangian related to that of the spinning 
string and incorporating the spontaneous breakdown of local supersymmetry 
was constructed. The model was shown to possess two phases, depending on the 
sign of 	in the "trigger term" - 2EV: for 	< 0, supersymmetry 
remained intact, while both 	and 	became massive with common mass; 
for 	> 0, supersyninetry was spontaneously broken, resulting in an 
induced cosmological constant - , a massive scalar and a would-be 
Goldstone fermion 'p which is absorbed by the gravitino field X. Due to 
the trivial nature of x in two dimensions, the gauge freedom is its only11 
dynamical significance, and both it and i vanished in the unitary gauge. 
In the fourth and final chapter, the methods of §fl6-17 will be used 
in an attempt to extend these results to four dimensions. 
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CHAPTER IV 
SUPERFIELD SUPERGRAVITY: FOUR DIMENSIONS 
518. 	Constructing the Vielbein 
In this last chapter, the nthods of §16 will be applied in an attempt 
to construct a vielbein for the scalar superfield 	x,O) introduced in 
55.1. 	As in 516, the key to this construction lies in the form of the co- 
variant derivatives for the component fields of 	. These derivatives 
are to be covariant with respect to local supersymmetry and with respect 
to local Lorentz transformations. It is easiest to construct at first 
derivatives satisfying only the "necessary condition" '(VA) = 0 for an 
arbitrary field A; 	these derivatives involve only the field X. The 
spin connection is most easily incorporated into the operators V via 
the substitution 3 - D , where D is covariant with respect to the 
	
1 	1.1 	 U 
local Lorentz group. Nevertheless, these derivatives fail to satisfy the 
"sufficient condition", i.e. that they should transform according to the 
Ehresmann laws. Recall that in two dimensions, the derivatives were co-
variant only nodulo the two constraints (111.99). This difficulty was 
overcome by the introduction of additional terms in the vielbein, in-
volving either an auxiliary scalar field or the covariant curl of xU. 
As will be denonstrated, similar difficulties arise in the four-dimensional 
case. Unfortunately, no combination of new terms succeeds in righting 
the transformation of the "covariant" derivatives. Consequently it seems 
that a four-dimensional vielbein which transforms covariantly does not 
exist; at least if one posits the transformation 
= N N E M +M N)EA - LBA EMB 	 (1) 
with 
L B A 	= fxt 	0 	1 
(2) 
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If a four-dimensional vielbein were at hand, it would not be difficult to 
construct the locally supersymmetric Fayet txdel. Instead, this thesis 
concludes with a demonstration that the required vielbein cannot be con-
structed via the present methods, which is a strong argument against the 
existence of such an object. The vielbein's construction in four dimen-
sions exactly parallels that in two dimensions; it is only at the stage 
of the constraints equivalent to (111.99) that the scheme fails. 
§18.1 	Covariance in 
	
The components of 	are the fields (4), ii', F, G, Ax, , A, D) obeying 
the global transformations (1.38). Each field will at first be considered 
separately. Initially the canonical prescription 
+ V = 	- XS 
1.1 	1.1 	1t 
will be attempted, with 6X,, =a c + ... 	Of course, in the light of §16,
11 
this approach will obviously be seen to fail: 	S must be replaced by E, 
which it is imagined will take the form 
E 	= 	(1 - iYvOxv ) l S 
in exact analogy to two dimensions (cf. (111.89)). The factor 
(1 - iy'OX)1 will frequently occur, and it will henceforth be abbre-
viated Q. 	In this section, it will be shown that the operator 




indeed satisfies the "necessary condition", so long as 
= 	(z, ] 	= 	50 + 
i.e., the transformation law for 	is changed. Now consider the super- 
field component by component: 
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. V 	 - ix'P ; 	 (3a) 
this satisfies the necessary condition, so that 
= 	0 	 (3b) 
• V 	a 	+ 	[iF + iy5G - 	+JflX (4a) 
(note that immediately 	has been substituted for 3 	cf. 916). 
Now however 
= 	iy'(e)ip 	 (4b) 




The algebra is on the verge of becoming cumbersome without a few abbreviations. 
Let 
= 	- (iP)x , 	where 	 (5a)11 
= 1 	 + 2' 	
and 	 (5b) 
' 	 = 	 . 	 (5c) 
Then 
= 
Continuing in this way, one finds 
	
F. VF 	a F 7 Jix X + JX h 	 (6a) 
=3 F - iX + 	-
VI 
cS(VF) 	= 	_ j )YvQ(lp)xv ; 	so 	 (6b) 
GF 	= Y's-(1p)x 	 cc2 2 (F) 	 (6c) 
The expressions for G and A are very similar: 
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G. VG 	G- iy5X + 	 (7a) 
which requires 
GG 	= 	 (To) 
7 
A . 	7 A 	A + j 1'1 5 - iXy Ayy 5v4, so 	 (8a) 
liv 	Ii 
A cS A = 	- iy i5c(P)x, 	i2 ) (A) . 	 (8b) Gv 
A. 	VA 	a A - [F - 1 51G + IvY51A - iD], 	(9a) 





D. VD 	a D + XA ; 	 (lOa) 
ISGD = cy(A)x (lOb) 
Given these forms for the transformations of the various fields, it is not 
hard to guess the form of E. For an arbitrary field A, look at 6 GA 
and find the term of highest order in X. 	 This term determines the co- 
efficients a n  f/SO n  in the expansion 
E 	= 	f(O, X)S 
= 	S + (f/o)es + ••. 
For example, from 	=-iiYI'E—Xit seems reasonable that 
E 	= 	S + ±Y 11OXS + 
and in fact this is consistent with all terms linear in xli in the various 
6G expressions. Proceeding in this way, E is found to be 
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= 	S + iyVOx,,S - 	OX JYV OXVS  11 
	
- (•/8) 1.18 	V0 	X8S + (1/16)1.IOVOAO_PeS 
= 	QS 	 (11) 
which is just as anticipated. The only hard part of this calculation is to 
confirm, via various Fierz rearrangements, that the expression for 	as 
given by [SE, ] concurs with that required by the "necessary condition". 
518.2 	Covariance in w 
aa 
1.1 
Suppose that the global variations (1.38) were to be ndified to allow 
only for the presence of gravity. Obviously, the variations involving 
derivatives of the scalar fields will be unchanged, but those involving 
the spinor or vector fields must be altered. The new transformations are 
tobe 
6F 	= 	(icX - Øip) 
SG = 	(iey5A - y5p) 
Ey 5A 	= 	(-y5A + icy'y 5DiI,) 	 (12)11 
= 	(F + 	5G - iyyA - iD)c 
6D = -cX 
where as before 
= 	alj) + 	 (same for A) 
Again, the generator S must be ndified; this time to 
S -' S' 	= 	S + 	 . 	 (13) 
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Put another way, the 3 	 in S must go to
ij 
	
-' D 	a - 	1J 	. 	 (14) 11 	1t 1.1  
Actually, this only incorporates the tintea1tI  spin degrees of freedom. 
In general (cf. the discussion in §16.1) 
ID. 	= 
11 
where M 	is the generator introduced in §12.3. However, acting on a 
aa 
scalar quantity such as 	, 
[M,] = 	0. 
So long as only scalar superfields are being differentiated, the form (14) 
is all that is required. It is perhaps worth remarking that (14) suffices 
to give the new transformation for A only as a result of the identity 
= 	
yy5JO 
§18.3 	Covariance in Both x and w. First form of E. 
From the earlier work in two dimensions, the complete generator E 
should be given by 
E = QS' 	Q((/O) - iy'e{ 	+ (Osy/O) + 
	
(15) 
As a first guess, the covariant derivative V should be given by 
V = 	eMV 
C'. M 
c M 





In fuller detail, 
E 	e 	+
11 
c 	.- 	-1 (e - iXy
ct
O11 = 	 ixQ'
0 = 	 ) 	 (17a) 
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- 	m Em 	= 	(Q)m + 	
+ 4XcLQY 0(0w a) 
= 	- E U(x ii - 0cw) m a 	
(17b) 
Assuming that a reasonable first guess for Va is 
V 	= 	(/?) + i(y
a  0)V 
a a 
E 	aM, 	 (18) 
it follows 
EU = 	IEU(YaO) 	 (19a) 
E arn =6 am + 	(YaO)Em 	 (19b) 
These are obviously the four-dimensional analogues of (111.91) and (111.93). 
From the orthogonality relations, the forms E M A are (cf. (111.96)) 
a 	a 	.—a E = e + lOy x + i0w •a0 
	 (20a) 
11 1.1 U 	11 
E a = —a - (O. W )a 	 (20b) 
U 
= 	-(iY0) 	 (20c) 
Ea = 	a 	 (20d) 
m 	rn - 
§18.4 The Ehresmaan Laws 
Given the forms (20) of EMA , do they provide a covariant derivative? 
The "sufficient condition" that VA = E AMaM transform covariantly is 
that they satisfy the Ehresmann laws 
tSVA 	= 	ICE, VA] 	E 	(EAM)aM . 	 (21) 
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As shown in 916.1, the laws (21) are equivalent to the transformations (1), 
with the various parameters given by 
1.I 	= 	- iEQy'O 	 (22a) 
= 	(cQ)m - (icQy1OeW .)m 
	 (22b) 
X 	= 	-icQy'Ow 	. Pa6 
(22c) 
(Although (21) deals with E AM , it is much easier to work in terms of 
if E 	transforms correctly, so will its inverse.) The requirement of 
covariance becomes: do the forms (20) transform under (1) in a manner 
consistent with (11.6,23,31)? 	The answer is no, Or more precisely, not 
quite. In the two-dimensional case, the transformations were shown to 
hold only modulo the constraints (111.99), before introducing new terms 
into the vielbein which involved an auxiliary-field and the covariant 
curl of x. 	A similar situation obtains here, as will now be shown in 
detail. 
In the calculations which follow, frequent use is made of the identities 
cQ 	e + iQy'Ox 	. 	 (23a) 
cQ'Ox 	=Y 	 (23b) 
(1) cSEa. 	For consistency, it must be that 
= "m 	
= 0 
=N Ea + mN - (.X)ba Emb • 	 (24) 
The first piece vanishes identically. The remaining pieces are 






Ow cr) a - 2m + 	QyU 0)( 	- m(_ 
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Those pieces not involving the spin connection obviously cancel; 
(_ 	m 
	
Q) = 	(+ iEQY m
8x 1•1 ). 
The remaining terms are 





+ 	i(EQ',' Ocyw ) 1.lm 
= 	0; 
and thus E a  transforms correctly. 
m 
(ii) 	SEma . 	Again, it is necessary that this vanish: 
SE 	= 	(- 12 	= 	0 
=n (-i(yO) ) + ( 	n)(_1(YcLO)) n 	m 	m 
+ ( 	5 E + m i 	iX(yO) . 	
(25) 
To ease the manipulation of anticomniuting quantities, multiply both sides 
by an arbitrary constant spinor rim. 	Then it is required that 
0= 	n(1 	01 + (.9')(-iy0) 
+ 	 + iOyX + iea.wyC0) + 
where 	= ri/O. 	Those pieces independent of the spin connection cancel: 
JiF- 
Q 
- 	 + 
+ 	 = 	0 • 
Now E. 	transforms correctly only if the last pieces containing the spin 




= 	kcQyO(w Pa 	
pa, 
[a y 1n + w 
which vanishes. Thus SE 	= 0, as desired. Consequently, the trivial 
pieces of E M A are well-behaved. Alas, the more interesting members are 
not so accommodating. 
(SEa. 	According to the transformation laws given in Chapter II, 
it should be that 
(SEa 	= 	(S(a - iOw . aa) 
= D 	- 
with (Sw 	as given by (11.31). Instead, using
Ila 
(S 	= 	NEa + (N)Ea - (Ea.X)a 	 (26) 
one finds after a fairly painless calculation that, as given by (26), 
a 	-a 	icQy'OD - a 
	kiQYV 	
ct
- c 	a 
(SE = 	D + xv] - e(OR a ) . 	(27) iv  
This result is strongly reminiscent of the two-dimensional transformation. 
The term zeroth order in 8 is as it should be, but beyond that things go 
badly awry. The structure of the linear term suggests that again it may be 
possible to repair the damage by the inclusion of new terms in the co-
variant curl of x  and some auxiliary fields. Finally, consider the last 
part of the vielbein: 
(SEct. 	The earlier transformations suggest 
(SE 	
- 	.ct 	+ iOyctD E + iOcY((Sw)yctO 
11 . 	 p 11 
 
Unfortunately, after a lengthy calculation, one discovers that (1) implies 
(SE ct 	- 	. - 	+ iOyct 	eQ D C - 	y \)8OyctD [ xv] 
p ii 
 
- (l/8)Qy"6Oa yCOR pa pa 	pu 
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In order to obtain this result, it is necessary to use the identity 
[S 	a]8 	 Sc 	 c5a E = 	- c w 	+ pa p \) cY 	O a vp 
as well as the equation of motion (11.35) 
a - 	.- De 	 1 [pvj - x1.1Ya xV. 
The transformation (29) is correct to 0(0), but not beyond. Of course, 
if one were willing to demand the vanishing of both the covariant curl and 
the Riemann tensor, the transformations would be correct. But such con-
straints force the supergravity fields into non-dynamical roles, and this 
avenue will not be pursued. 
	
§19. 	Auxiliary Fields 
§19.1 	A First Attempt 
The first place where the transformation 5E MA fails is at the linear 
term (in 0) in SEa.  To 0(0), this reads 
a 
ô(- w cr) 	= 	.v0Da 	 (30) F-Y
1.1 
which is precisely equivalent to the two-d imensional resUlt (111.101). As 
it stands, (30) is impossible, because the Fierz rearrangement of the 
right-hand side involves all sixteen Dirac matrices as coefficients of 0, 
and not just the tensor. To overcome this difficulty, one could introduce 
auxiliary fields linear in 0 into Ea; e.g. 'set 
a 	- -a - 
 
	a 	.- a 	 5a E = x - 0wa - i0y A - 21OYUY B 
- 	jF 	 ..... 
U p 
However, there is a far more serious difficulty. The relevant part of the 
Fierz rearrangement of the right-hand side of (30), namely that part 
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proportional to OC, does not give the variation of the spin connection 
in agreement with (11.31). Somehow, then, new terms linear in the co-
variant curl must enter in to (SE a in order to get the right form for 
(Sw. 	This was also the situation in two-dimensions. The only place 
where these new pieces, linear in 0 and in the covariant curl, can arise 
is from the presence in Ea  of terms quadratic in 0. 	There are only 
three independent expressions quadratic in 0, and any set of quadratics 
may be Fierz rearranged into a linear combination of these three (see 
§4.3). Consequently the mo st general expression for these new terms in 
E a has the form 
1.t 
i60L a + iOy50M a ~ i0y"y50N a 
TI 	 vI.1 
(31) 
where La  transforms as a vector-spinor, Ma  as a pseudovector-spinor, 
and Na  as a pseudotensor-spinor, and all three are presumed to be linear 
in the covariant curl of x. These new terms (31) change the linear ex-
pression in Ea  by the addition of the expression 




OM + icy y ON  VII 
	 (32) 





- icy5OM U - icy y 50N}(33) 
.  
where F.R.T  means: only that part of the Fierz rearrangement which 




c  D, 	where 
U-. 	 -1 D x - ie c 	y5y D xaa D 	= pc _ie ( cy U 
+ ie 1 e c 	cy5yD X 
ii[ c] U p a 
Using the explicit form (11.31) of 
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• -1 ctpa 5 	D 	
. -1 [a 8]vpa—  5 DX = 	-ie C 	 - ie e 	C 	C' 1 	p a p 	 1.1 	P CY 
he equation to be satisfied by L, M and N becomes 
-e C 
-1 	pa - 5-YDX + e \) - D 
a 	[ 	a] [X] 
(34) 
= Lac + May5C + N aYVY 5 C 
If this condition is met, 	will be correct. It is now necessary to 
write out the most general forms of L, M, and N\) 	plug into (34), 
and work out the specific solution. The simple-minded approach is to write 
out every possible combination of y's and the covariant curl which 
transforms in the right way, and then to discover how many of these are 






DX a y ".' D X T 	R 	' p' 	' ' ' 	p a p [pv] U 
i.x p 
- pa - v 	- p a 	- a p 
	
Ra , D 	a y, DX 	a DYa p Xap 	'p [pa] p [pa] 1 p 
After some algebraic manipulations, it becomes obvious that only two of 
these are independent. Hence L may be written in all generality as 
L 	= 	aD [ x, ] -r " + bR 
p p 
	 (35) 
where a and b are arbitrary constants. A similar analysis holds for 
M , so that its form is 
p 




where c and d are also arbitrary constants. The pseudo- tensor term 
N 	is necessarily more complicated. Rather than write down the fourteen
VP 
trial forms, only the result will be stated: in full generality, 
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N 	= 
V p VP 
2f ia y5 + g• -y'g -r5 + h D x [).x V] 
(37) 
+ 2k D X aX y 5 + 2i D x a [p A] V 	 [p XI p 
Using the identity 
V 
2a 	a •y' 	= 	Cr y 
V ct$ 
the equation (34) becomes 
-1 Pa-5 	 V 
DX +e 	C-y• C ct3 	p pa 	[ 
= (a - c)D 	y
V a c+ (b - d)R a 
[pV] 	c$ 	 p c 
(38) 
- 	 V 
+ (f+g)R.a 
c y C + (
h-k)D [ x ] a '( C p 
- 	A 	V 
+2Da act yc 
[VA] p  
Letting (a-c) = c, 	(b-d) = 	, (f+g) = y, 	(h-k) = K, 	and using the 
identities in Appendix C, (38) becomes 
-1 pa- 





=-e C 	CII p Dp xa  (c+K -2y - ) 
+e V Cy, J D 
-1 	Apa - 
-e 
e p[a ] 







D 	yC(2y - 




D Xa  I IxC(21 + ) [c 	]  
- e e aD - 
a 	[pXa]Yp2I8 
If (39) is true, the following six simultaneous equations must hold: 
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a - K - 2y - £ 	= 	1 
a + K - - £ 	= 	1 
a+K+2y+ Z 	0 
2y-$ = 	0 
= 	0 
= 	0 
Unfortunately, these six do not admit a solution; the five constants are 
over-determined. The attempt to build a covariant derivative is there-
fore stymied by the inability to obtain a vielbein which transforms in 
such a way that its components transform correctly. In particular, it 
does not seem possible, in four dimensions, to construct a vielbein 
transforming under (1) in such a way that 6w 	is given by (11.31). 
There are at least two possible escapes out of this dilemma: 
the forms for L, M and N are not the most general; 
a new transformation, a generalisation of (1), could perhaps 
be found. 
A brief answer to (b) is that the structure of the group (1) emerged very 
naturally from a gauge-theoretic approach to local supersymmetry; and that 
alternative forms of the matrices L B A might not lead back to global 
supersymmetry transformations in the limit of constant spinor parameters 
and vanishing spin-connection. (See the discussion following (111.36).) 
Escape (a) will be foiled in the next section. The depressing conclusion 
is that the approach to supergravity-matter coupling described in 
Chapter III cannot be implemented in four dimensions. 
§19.2 A Clebsch-Gordan Argument t 
Perhaps the difficulty with the extra terms stems from a failure 
This argument is due entirely to my advisor, who also taught me the 
elegant techniques used. 
(40) 
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to use the most general expressions for L, M and N. In all, nine terms 
were found. Are there others? According to a Clebsch-Gordan argument, 
the answer is no. The question may be rephrased as follows. Given the 
quantities DX] , an arbitrary spinor n, and the set 
cy 5 O, 	y'-y 5 O} how many quantities transforming as a vector can be 
constructed? 	(Note that here the quantities corresponding to L, etc. 
rather than L, are being considered. This does not change the count, 
of course, but it simplifies the algebra.) The covariant curl transforms 
both as an antisynmietric tensor and as a spinor; it belongs to a 
[D(O,l) 	D(l,O)] 0 [D(,O) G D(O,)] representation of the Lorentz 
group. The spinor r belongs to a D(,O) e D(O,) representation, 
while the set {O, 	y5e, 	yVy5o} are respectively {D(O,O), D(O,O), 
D(,)} (but two D(O,O) differ under parity transformations). The 
question is now: how many times does the representation D(,) occur 
in the direct product of the above ingredients? These are 
[D(O,l) OD(l,O)] 0(D(,O) 1 D(O,)] ® [D(,O) ® D(O,)] 
0 [D(O,O) 0 D(O,O) 0 
multiplying out all but the first, the relevant pieces come to: 
D(O,l) 0 D(,) 	eight times 
D(O,l) 0 D(,-) 	once 
D(l,O) 0 D(,) 	eight times 
D(l,O) 0 D(-,) 	once 
so that the representation D(,) occurs eighteen times. Half of these 
are even under parity, and half are odd. Consequently there are only nine 
independent expressions transforming as a true vector, as was earlier 
believed, and escape (a) is foiled. 
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§20. 	Suimnary and Conclusions 
In this final chapter, the methods of §16 were applied in an ulti- 
mately fruitless attempt to obtain the four-dimensional vielbein. The vielbein 
was initially found by considering the tcovarianttt derivatives of a scalar 
superfield. 	The Ehresmann laws required for cováriance were found to hold 
for the trivial members of the vielbein, but the "dynamical" pieces con-
taining the gravitino, the vierbein and the spin connection failed to 
transform correctly. An attempt was made to alter the vielbein, so that 
the resulting pieces obeyed the Ehresmann laws, but it became apparent 
that no such alteration was possible. Consequently the superfield approach 
of Chapter III proved inapplicable to four dimensions. 
What do the calculations in this last chapter imply for the vielbein 
formalism? If these are correct, and if the assumptions underlying them 
are not ill-founded, then the vielbein approach may be in trouble. That is 
to say, it may be that a covariant derivative transforming according to 
(1) does not exist, at least in four dimensions. This conclusion is hard 
to believe, but it is supported by calculation. 
The original goal of this thesis was to obtain, via a superfield 
approach, the locally supersymmetric Fayet model. This goal was not 
reached. Without a suitable vielbein, the construction of this model 
could not be attempted. (Given the vielbein, it was an easy matter to 
work out the model in two dimensions, as in Chapter III). It is possible 
that an alternate superfield approach would serve to give the model, or 
perhaps it will ultimately be found, like so many of the early super-
symmetry models, without recourse to superfields at all. 
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APPENDIX A. 	An Abbreviated History of Anticommuting Variables 
A number will find 
fulfilnEnt enough 
in knowing its mind 
and doing its stuff. 
P. Hem. 
Apparently the first person to introduce the multiplication rule 
ab 	= 	-ba 	 (A.1) 
was Herniann Grassmann in his Ausdehnungslehre (or "calculus of extensive 
magnitude"). in 1844, which was later reprinted in an updated form in his 
Gesammelte Werke (1878). An account of his work is given by Coolidge 
(1944), whose presentation is followed here. 
Grassmann's "extensive magnitudes" are objects ei  which form an 
n-dimensional vector space, but are otherwise kept as vague as possible. 
If two are multiplied, the quantity [e. e) results. These are also 
"extensive magnitudes", and also form a vector space. Moreover, they 
are to satisfy certain identities (using here and throughout the summation 
convention) 
m. . [e. 1 e 3 
.J 	= 	0 
1.]  
It is postulated that these are to be invariant under the general linear 
group; 
e. 	= 	U.. e.' 
1 13 3 
whereupon it is necessary that 
m..0 i 	3 U. 	[e'e'] 	
= 	0. 
ij 	r 5 r 	s 




(mjj  + mjj )( [e r ' e'1 + 	e'J) 	= 	0. 
If the original matrices m.. are not required to be antisymmetric, then 
necessarily 
[e' e'] 	= 	- [e' er'] . 	 (A.2) 
Finally, writing a = a r r e , 	s s b = b e , it follows 
ab 	= 	a b [e e] 	= 	-ba. r 5 	r S 
The most familiar example of this is an ordinary cross-product. In fact, 
Hamilton's quaternions are a special case of Grassmann's extensive mag-
nitudes. 
The next occasion upon which variables obeying (A.l) ?entered physics 
was not to be for another seventy-eight years, during the birth of quantum 
mechanics. In a fundamental paper, Dirac (1926) considered the assembly 
of two identical systems, and noted that the wave functions of the corn-
plete system were entirely specified either by the symmetric or by the 
antisymmetric combinations of the subsystem's wave functions. Further, 
if the antisymmetric set were chosen, Pauli's principle was found to 
hold: two or more particles could not occupy a given quantum state. On 
the basis of the exclusion principle, as Fermi had found some months 
earlier, it was easy to derive the energy distribution now bearing the 
names of both Fermi and Dirac. Some fifteen months later, a basis for 
the exclusion principle was found by Jordan and Wigner (1927). 
Although Dirac had postulated the antisymmetric combinations for 
the two-electron wave functions, of the form 
1 
a(ip(x1)ij(x2) - m2n1' 
he did not suggest that the product *mlPn  was itself antisyimnetric. In 
the context of quantum field theory, such an idea arises almost naturally. 
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For a scalar field, one introduces creation and annihilation operators 
a , an satisfying 
[a , a I = 0; 	[a , a I = 0; 	La , a ] 	= m n 	 m + n + 
	
m n + mn 
Suppose however there is some field whose operators b, b+ 	satisfy 
anticommutation relations: 
{b , b } = 0; 	Cb, b} = 0; 	{b, b } = 	. 	(A.3) m n 
	
n 	mn 
As in the scalar case, the operator N = b + b 	counts the number of 
des in the n 
th 
 eigenstate. Because (bn+)2 = 2 = 0, it follows 
(N n ) 2 	= bnb b 	b n n n 
= b n n 	n 
b (1-b b n  ) 
= b 	b 	= 	Nn 	 (A.4) 
so that the eigenvalues A of N must also satisfy 	(A 	= A n 	n 	 n n 
Thus there are but two values which A can assume: zero and one. This n 
is just Pauli's principle. Since electrons are found to satisfy the ex-
clusion principle, their field operators must be quantised with anti-
commutators. 	Put another way, the anticonimutators form the basis of the 
exclusion principle. 
A generation later, anticommuting "numbers" were again found to be 
of use in quantum field theory, first by Feynman (1949) and Schwinger (1953), 
and later by several others. In his first paper on the theory of positrons, 
Feynman was led to introduce anticommuting operators obeying (A.3) in order 
to exhibit the equivalence between his calculational rules and the methods 
of hole theory. His techniques with these operators will be discussed 
below in connection with the results of Matthews and Salam (1956). Schwinger's 
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approach centred on a variational principle which allowed him to construct 
the Green's functions of interacting quantum fields as solutions to 
certain differential equations obtained from Dirac's (1947) "transformation 
functions" 	<q" , tt'q't'>. 	With these objects, a state or an operator 
may be carried from a time 	t' to a later time t". In ordinary quantum 
mechanics, the states (q,t> obey the equations 
	
= 	q (t)I q ,t> 	 (A.5a) 
= 	-i(d/dq)q,t> 	and 	 (A.5b) 
as usual. In a scalar field theory, scalar fields 	and their conjugate 
wmenta take the place of p and q. The corresponding transformation 
functions are <A", a"IX', a'> where A is a complete set of observables 
and a some hypersurface. The states IA,a> satisfy 
where 4(A', a') is an ordinary function. However, for a spinor field, 
the states u,a> which form the corresponding transformation functions 
must satisfy 
= 	x(i,a)Iu,a> 
where now 	(.i,a) is an anticonimuting c-number. Schwinger introduced 
these anticonimuting eigenvalues in order to work out the spinor field's 
Green' s functions. 
In an alternate, and closely related approach to field theory, 
Feynman had established that the transformation functions could be written 
(Abers and Lee, 1973) 
fd[qld[plexp[i 	(P - H(p,q))dt] 	 (A.&) 
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(the constant of proportionality is inessential). The integral on the right-
hand side is to be understood as the limit, as n -- , of an n-fold multiple 
integral. Similar relations hold in field theory. However, as the spinor 
field requires expressions like 
fd(p]d[p]exp[if(p i - H)dx] 	, 	 (A.7) 
how were the integrations over anticommuting fields to be realised? This 
was first answered by Matthews and Salam (1956). Following the basic idea 
of Feynman, the spinor fields were first split into two real fields (this 
is always possible in the Majorana representation) 
= 
and then expanded into normal modes 
=a 	Ea n pn 	 b = Eb n n 
whose eigenfunctions ij 	anticommute among themselves and are normalized 
according to 
- m)lk dx 	= 
The expansion coefficients a, b on the other hand are commuting. 
Finally, the integration is defined by 
= 	lim 	IIII 	m dan db 
n +co 
' 	limllda db 
n m 
where the iness.ential factor iip m may be dropped. In this way, the 
anticommuting integrals are circumvented. The Green' s functions themselves 
are given by (Abers and Lee, 1973) 
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<OIT(T(l) - ... T(n) ~ (V) ... ~ (n')10> 
nu fd[tp]d[Jdip(l) ... 	 (n')exp(ifLdx). 
The chief. result of Matthews and Salam is that 
<OIT((l) ... 	 n'))lO> 	det 	SF(i,j') 	 (A.8) 
where e.g. 
det 2 S(i,j') 	= 
S(l 2') 	S(2, 2') 
Let the free spinor fields now be subjected to a perturbation of the form 
L - L' 	= 	L + 
The vacuum to vacuum amplitude <OSO> = exp(iW) may be written 
4
exp(iW) 	". fd[]d(]exp(ifL'd x) 
By expanding the exponential which contains V, it follows at once from 
(A.8) that 
exp(iW) ' 	E fdx ... fdx d et 	i S (x,x.)V(x) n. 	1 	n 	F 	j 
The right-hand side of this equation is just the definition of the Fredholm 
determinant detF  of the kernel S  F 
 V (Goursat, 1964); 
exp(iW) 	r' 	det.(SV) 
* 
However, it is well-known from Fredholm theory that 
det A 	= 	exp Tr log(l — A) 
* 
The Tr with capital T indicates integration over all space-time 
variables; the 1 is a 8-function. 
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In keeping with the standard conventions, let a generalised determinant 
Det be defined by Det A = exp Tr log A. for any kernel A(x,y) (here 
considered as a "continuous matrix") . Then finally, 
exp(iW) 	Det(l - SFV). 
On the other hand, the result equivalent to (A.8) for the scalar field is 
<OIT (4(l) ... 4(n'))jO> 	'' 	perm (n)AF(i,j') 	(A.9) 
where the "permanent" is the sum ofall permutations of the products 
without the sign changes associated with the 
determinant. If the amplitude <OSO> is calculated in this instance, 
then 
exp(iW) 	" 	E fdx ... fdx n. 	1 	
n perm 
Now the right-hand side is not equal to the Fredhoim determinant, but 
rather to its inverse. Consequently for the Bose case, 
exp(1W) 	Ij 	(Det(l - 
the overall difference is the sign of the determinant's exponent. 
The relations (A.8) and (A.9) are consequences of the relation 
(A.6). In order to obtain Feynman's expression (A.6), it is necessary 
to construct "resolutions of the identity". In the simple quantum 
mechanical example, these are provided by 
fq>dq<q 	= 	1; 	flp>dp<pI 	= 	1. 
If the expression (A.7) is to be derived in a manner analogous to the 
method of obtaining (A.6), similar resolutions must be found in terms 
of canonical anticommuting variables. Consider again the system described 
by (A.3), and let there be eigenstates J>, <( satisfying 
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bl> 	= 	l> 	 (A.lOa) 
+ ~ 	 + + 
b l > = 	l > 	 where 	 (A.lOb) 
+ + 	 + 
0 . 	 (A.lOc) 
In his paper of 1956, Candlin argued that the resolution 
= 	1 	 (A.l1) 
is impossible. On the other hand, it is possible to set 
= 	p 	 (A.12) 
where p is another Grassmann variable (called by Candlin an"a-number"). 
This, he pointed out, was essentially the realisation chosen (in the con-
tinuous case) by Matthews and Salam; the role of p being there assumed 
by the anticoinmuting egenfunctions q.. As was later shown by Martin 
(1959), the relation (A.11) may be obtained in a modified form. Let A 
be a nilpotent quantity satisfying 
n+l 	= 
To any column vector Ja> with components (a, ..., a1 ) associate the 
polynomial (Ala>; 
(Ala> 	= 	E A 91a . 	 (A.14) 
That is, 01 is the row vector 
(Xl 	= 	(1, A, x2, 	
n) 	 (A.15) 
The dual of (XI is the column vector :1 A) with components 
(An Anl ..., 1). It is easy to see that (XJ is an eigenvector, with 
eigenvalue A, of the matrix A whose only non-vanishing elements occur 
on the subdiagonal, and are equal to one; 
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(AlA 	= 	(A, x2 , ..., X, 0) 	= 	(XIX 
Moreover, if the inner product is taken as usual 
= a 
m m 
b 	(m = 1, ••• n) 
then it is possible to set 
<aib> 	= 	S<aIX)(XIb> 
where S is an operator which chooses the coefficient of 
	
= 	mn 
Consequently, one has the relation 
S , 	X)(X 	= 	1, 	 (A.16) 
which is the generalisation of (A.11). 
An obvious realisation of the operator S 	is 
S 	= 	(l/n )dn/dXl.. 
The systematic exposition of the calculus of Grassmann variables was 
finally given by Berezin (1966), again in connection with functional 
methods. In §4.1 there was given a derivation of his rule that integration 
and differentiation are, for these variables, the same operation. Harking 
back for a moment to Martin's work, the completeness relation (A.16) may 
now be written, with the help of Berezin's rule, in the appealing form 
(1/n'.) fd'XIX)(XI 	 1. 	 (A.l7) 
As the last example, consider Berezin's version of the Fermi Gaussian 
integral 




where e 	 is the 2n-vector 	62 .' 02n), and A is an anti- 
symmetric matrix. It is well-known for the corresponding Bose integral 
	
I d'1x exp(xTSx) 	= 	(det S) 
In order to evaluate (A.18), note that it is always possible to reduce A 
to the canônicalform 
0 	A1 	0 
A - RART = A 	= _X 	 0 A2 
0 --R0 	= 	C 
by a similarity transformation whose Jacobian is equal to one. Also, it 
is evident that 
n 
det A 	= 	det AA 	
= 	T1 . A. 2 . 
 i=l i 
Accordingly, 
I 	= 	I d2 c exp(ETAXC) 
where d 
2n  = lldc., 'similarly for derivatives), which by Berezin s rule 
is equal to 
2n 
I 	= 	-i- exp(c Axc) 
= 	
[n. 	
1 C 1 C 2 + A2c3 c 4 + •• + An 
= 	II 	A. 	= 	(det A) 	 (A.19) 
i=l 
which differs from the Bose result only by the sign of the exponent, a 
result presaged by Matthews and Salam. This famous sign difference has 
been exploited with great success in the past ten years for the quantisation 
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of non-Abelian gauge fields. Lagrangians involving these gauge fields are 
invariably singular, owing to gauge invariance; not all of the p's and 
q's are independent. To determine a set of canonical variables, it is 
first necessary to break the invariance by adding a "gauge-fixing" term. 
In addition, the passage from- (A.6) to- the functional integral involving 
only the canonical coordinates q usually introduces a Jacobian which 
depends non-trivially on the q's themselves. In this form of the 
functional integral, the Feynman rules are unclear. By virtue of (A.19), 
however, this determinant may be rewritten as the functional integral of 
a Lagrangian describing anticommuting (scalar) fields (usually called 
"ghosts") . Once this determinant has been moved up from the integrand 
into the exponential of the action, the Feynman rules become transparent. 
This procedure was worked out by Faddeev and Popov (1969); the reader 
is referred to Abers and Lee (1973) for details. It is not unreasonable 
to suppose that there are other useful schenEs waiting to be found, 





The Use of Differential Forms 
The differential geometric formulation of general relativity (as 
presented in, e.g., Misner, Thorne and Wheeler 1973) relies on the mani-
pulation of operators in two different'vector spaces, which are dual to each 
other in the same sense as Dirac's bra and ket vectors. The basis vectors 
of the first space (the "tangent space") are the differential operators 
those in the dual space are the differentials dx ' themselves. 
These differentials are also regarded as operators, which act only on 






This strange looking equation is merely the statement 
fdx' 	= 	11 
The single greatest advantage of the modern notation is that all tensors 
(except scalars) are replaced by coordinate-independent objects. (It 
turns out, in addition, that the modern approach frequently allows for 
easier calculation.) For example, with a contravariant vector field 
u'(x) may be associated the vector operator 
U(X) 	 = 	u ' (x) 
1.1 
in the tangent space. Obviously the operator u is invariant under the 
general coordinate group. Similarly, a covariant vector ir (x) may be
11 
associated with an operator in the dual space 
n(x) 	= 	it (x)dx' 	 (B.2)
11 
called a "differential form". Of course, any other basis 
e(x). = eM(x) 	of derivatives, or w 8 (x) = edx 	of forms, would
11 
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serve equally well, so long as they were properly normalised: 
(Wct, e) 	
= 	cSc 
The choice of bases corresponding to 	e 	=a 	and w 	 = dx ' is 
sometimes called the "natural basis"; this is not always the most con-
venient choice. 	The inner product between a "vector" u in the 
tangent space and a "form" 71 in the dual space may be written 




= 	it uT' . 	 (3.3) 
p 
That is, the inner product is linear with respect to arbitrary functions 
of x. Sometimes the inner product (it, u) is written rr(u); forms 
may be regarded as operators which map "vectors" to functions (while 
"yectors" map functions to functions). Unlike basis vectors, basis 
forms are linear with respect to functions; 
w'(u) 	= 	w 1 ( uVe ) 	= 	uVWP(e) 	= 	u' . 	(B.4) 
Covariant derivatives V are introduced as follows. Acting on ordinary
11 
functions (such as ordinary tensors
JIV.-
Pa), the covariant deriva-
tive is just the ordinary derivative. However, acting on basis vectors e, 
Ve 	= 	r A  e 	 (B:.5) 
where r 	 is the connection. The covariant derivative of a "vector" 
1.IV 
U is therefore given by 
V U 	= 	V(uVe) 	= 	( au" ) e + u"(V e) 
\) 	\) 
= 	( 	u +r 	u A  )e 
	
p pA v 













= 	e(u) 	= 	a u V  . 
By differentiating the orthogonality relation (B.l), it follows 
whence 
(V wV, eA) 	= 	- (WV, V e ) pA p 
V W 	 = 	— r V w 	 (B.7) 
p pA A 
and obviouslyfor a form it 
A 	 A V 7r 	 a - r 	) = 	 (B.8) p A 	pA v 	 A;p 
(Sometimes it is convenient to employ a "directional derivative" 
V 	=.V 	 u.) 
U. 	 V 
ue 
Additional vector spaces may be constructed through the use of a 
tensor product 0. 	This tensor product is completely analogous to that 
which occurs in the addition of angular momenta. For example,' given two 
spin systems described by the bases jj l , in1 > and 	mf, one builds 
eigenstates Ij, in> of the operator J =lz + i 	 as tensor products 
of the eigenstates of J 	and J lz 2z 
(J lz 	2z + J )(lj, m> 0 j 2 , m2 > ) 
= (jlz Ii l , in1 >) @ Ii 	m2> + 1i 1 , m1 > ® 	2z'2' m 2 
Then, for example, the tensor products w 31 0 W and e 0 e obey the 
relation 
0 W V,  e 0 e ) 	= p 	 .p 
(B.9) 
The tensor product allows any rank-N tensor to be described as a 
coordinate-independent operator. An example is the arbitrary tensor 
A P, which may be associated with the operator A: 
11V 	 - 
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A = A 
p 
Particularly valuable for calculations are the anti-symmetric tensor 
products, denoted by X: 
41 
	
WV x W 	 = (w ® W - 	® w) 	 (B.10) 
]J 	V 	p 	1 
W X (L) X W 	 S 	w 9 W 	W 	 (B.11) 
and so on. The cross-product (sometimes called a "wedge product") of 
n differentials is called an n-form; the differentials themselves are 
one-forms. 	In general, if ii is a p-form, and w aq-form, then 
ii x w is a (p+q)-form. Note however that 
x W= 	(_) pq W x rr . 	 (B.12) 
There is another extremely important method of generating forms of higher 
degree from one-forms: Cartan' s "exterior differentiation". 
Consider the function f(x) = x'. If the new operator "d" is 
applied to this function, it becomes the one-form dx v' , satisfying 
dx11 	= V• 	Clearly this procedure can be generalised to an 
arbitrary function f(x). Given f(x), define the new one-form df by 
V 	
(B.13) 
But if df is regarded as a one-form, it may be expanded as 
df 	= 	a 
	 (B.14) 
11 
where a(x) are some functions to be determined. 	Bylinearity, 
= 	(a(x)dx ' , a ) 	= 	a(dx',) 	= 	aV 
but by definition (B.13), it follows aV 	= 	V' whence the classical 
formula 
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df 	= 	Dfdx" 
V 
is rederived. Further, for a constant c, dc Z 0. The operator d 
may profitably be defined to act on an arbitrary one-form ir as 
dir 	= 	d(ir dx") 	H 	a ir dx X x dx" . 	 (B.16) 
The resultant object is a two-form. In general, the exterior derivative 
of a p-form is a (p+l)-form. For an arbitrary p-form 
1•'i 	 11 
it 	= 	Ti 	 dx x..xdx 
- 
1.'l Pn 
dTr = 	It 	 dx x dx 	x..x dx 	 (B.17) 
\) 
From (B .17) follows the Poincarg lemma: given an arbitrary p-form 11, 
then 
d 2 Tr = 	0. 	 (B.18) 
Finally for 71 a p-form and w a q-form, 
d(irxw) 	= 	ditxw + ( -  )irxd 	• 	 (B.19) 
Now consider the action of these p-forms on p-fold tensor products 
of "vectors". Inasmuch as inner products were formerly linear with 
respect to functions, it should be that for IT a one-form. 
(dir, u 0 v) 	= 	u v (dir, e 
p 
 0 e ) 	. 	 (B .20) 
But 
(dir,e 
p @e  v )=a  p 
ir 
 a 	 p 






= 	(e((7r, e 
V 	V 
)) - e ((it, e))) . 	 (B.21) 
-  




1. 0  !.) 	= Ha((17, !.) ) - v((ir, aI .: 	 (3.22) 
However, 
u((ir, y)) 	= 	ulie(rr v) 
= 	u 1 v2 ir 	+ur 
ip p U 
so that as given by (3.22), dir is not linear over functions; 
® 	= 	u"v" (.iL' e 0 e) 
+ 	[(rr, e)u(v 1 ) - ( if, e)v(u5] 
To repair the defect, consider the quantity 
[u, v] 	= 	u(v) - v(u) 
	
= 	uivV[e,e] + u(v 1')e - v(u 15e
11 
In the natural basis, of course, 
[e 	e] = 	0 






Subtracting the quantity 	(rr, [u,v]) from the first definition (B.22) 
leads to a linear inner product. Therefore the action of a two-form dir 
on a bivector U x v is defined to be 
(dir, U x v) 	= 	u((ir, v)) - v((rr, u)) - (ii, [u,v]) 	(B.23) 
which is obviously linear by construction: 
(dir, U x v) 	= 	u 1 v"(drr, e x e) . 	 (B.24) 
The operator d may also be applied to vectors, in which case it acts 
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like the covariant derivative V. 	The defining relation is (cf. (B.13)) 
(de , e ) 	 V e 	 (B.25) 
= 	r x e x 	by definition (B.5) 
which means that 
de 	=r V w ® e . 	 (B.26) 
—p pA 	v 
It will be convenient to define the connection one-forms W 	 as 
p 
= 	r V A1i A w 	. (B.27) p  
The Bianchi identities arise as consequences of the Poincard lemma applied 
to the basis and connection one-forms, as will now be shown. 
First, it is necessary to define the torsion and curvature tensors; 
2T(u, v) 	= 	V u 
 v. - V u - [u, v] 	 (B.28a) 
2R(u, v) 	= 	V u v 	v u 	[u, v] 
V V V - V 	 (B.28b) 
-- -  
Using the identities 
v ' 	= 
Vv 	= 	{u(v'V) + v' w'(u)}e 
and the definition (B.24), it is straightforward to compute that 
T(u,v) 	= 	(dü ' + wil X W 	 u 0 v) 
From the identification T = TM 0 e comes Cartan's "first structure 
P 
equation"; 
T 	= 	dL + WP x W
V (B.29) 
Similarly the action of the curvature tensor R(u,v) on some basis 
vector may be computed: 
2R(u,v)ep 
	 [u,v] 
= (V V - V V 	- V 	)e p , 	where 
---  
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VVe 	= 	V w (v)e uvp U 	j.1 - \) 
= 	u ( WV(v)) e + WV(v)V e 
A = 	u(w (v))e + w 	w (u)e 
Using the eansion [u,v] = (w 1 , (u,vJ)e, it follows 
=iu,vl 	
(w v' , [u,v])V 	 so that
11
V 	e = 	(w 11 , (u,v])r' e 	
A 	
[u,v])e [u,v] v -- 	A =  
Then 
R(uv)e 	= (dwV + W 	 x 	u ® v)e 
Writing R = RP v 0 e 0 w 	leads to Cartan's "second structure
11 — 
equation" 
R 	= dw' + WP A xA 
—v —v  (B.30) 
The tensor R' 
v 
 is called the curvature two-form. For the natural basis, 
— 
it follows after some trivial algebra that 
RV 	 = 	-v R1' vpa 
 dx x dXa 	 (B.31) 
— 
11 T 	= 	r 1.vp] dx' 
x dx 	 (B.32) 
where the Riemann tensor is defined as usual. The Bianchi identities 
are now proved as follows. Differentiating the first Cartan equation 
(letting the connection be symmetric, i.e. T' = 0) leads to 






= dw il  x WV - 	
v 








= 0, 	the first identity. 
From the second Cartan equation, 
dw 1' 	= 	R ' - w ' 
Recall the Poincar lemma; d2 on a form vanishes. Then 
d(RU - 	x W ) 	= 0 = d2 wU --v A 
= dRU - duY x 	+ 	x dw A 
—v - A A - V 
= dRU -(R' 	wU xwa) x 
—v —x a 	A 	v 
A 	A  W11 
 A x( 
-w 	xwa  ) 
= dRU - RU x + RA x 
—v —A 	\, —v 
= - 	R' 
v[pa;r] w 
x wa, x w 	so that 
0, the second identity. 
v[pa;r] 
Finally the Ehresmarin formula may be proved easily. By definition, 
de 	= 	w' Oe. 
U 	V 
Let e - e , 	= U p , e 	under the coordinate group. Because d 
U 	P A - 
is coordinate-independent, 
de , 	= 	wV, 0 e 	= w,@U,A eA ; but also 
de 	= 	,A eA) 	
= 	dUti 	0 e + U, deA P 
= 	(dU , A +U,V W A)  0 eA ; 	i.e. 
A 	= 	dU,A+ 	v A 
W U'V ' - U 	
U, w 	, or 
VT 	
(dUU,A)(Ul) 
v' 	a A (U l ) V 	 (B.33) 
w •, = 	 +U, 
u A p 	
Ui a 
which is just the Ehresmann formula. In terms of the connection, this 
reads 
-16 8- 




(dx2 , e,) 	= 	U,A(dx2, eX) 	= 	U, 2 ; 	so 
taking the inner product of (B.33) with e 1 , leads to 
V t 
=u , P)(u) v' + U  ,a UA,0 rT (U1) 
V
PU 	T 
which is the usual law. Consequently as claimed in §12.2, there is no 
contradiction between the Ehresmann law and the transformation of 
11V 
It would be a shame, having gone into the details of this formulation, 
not to show its wonderful calculational facility, especially inasmuch 
as this is intimately related to one of the "stars" of this thesis, 
namely the vierbein ea. 	To that end a brief outline of Cartan's 
method of curvature calculation is given for the exceptionally easy case 
of the Kasner metric, 
= dt2 - t2 dx2 - t 2 dy2 - 2r dz2 
where p, q and r are constants. 
Instead of the natural basis it will be more convenient to use the 
basis 
0 	= 	dt 	 e 	= 	a/at 
0 
= è'dx 	 e1 = t7/ax 
(B.34) 
= tdy 	 e2 = 
 t rd 	 e3 = 
	-r 
This basis is related to the natural basis through the vierbein e; 
e 	= 	diag. (1, 	
r) 
and consequently the metric g 	= n• 	Introducing a dot product]IV 
between basis vectors by 
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e •e 	= \) g 1.1  
it is not hard to show (from B.5) that 
dg 	= 	w 	+wu p . 
	 (B.35) 
- I1\) V  
Therefore, by choosing the "nving frame" corresponding to (B.34), it 
follows that the connection forms w 	 are antisymmetric:
PV 
dii 	= 	0 	= 	w —pu pu 	up 
These six objects, once found, lead via the second structure equation to 
	
and thence to 	 There is a systematic approach to finding 
the w 
1V2 
but it is usually easier to guess them from the first structure 
equation 
0 	= 	dwp + W11 
V 
From W 	dt, it follows 
0 	= d2t + w0 . x 	= 	0 
1 
which is most easily satisfied by assuming 
i w 
0
. 	"j' w 
1 
Next, differentiating w 1 leads to 
d(tdx) + 	x WP = 0 
= pt 1 dt x dx + 	1 
p x 
= -(p/t)w 1 x Wo  + W 1  x w p 
p 
which is most easily solved by assuming 
= 	(p/t)u 	; 	 = 	0 
and this is in harnony with the first assumption. Consequently there 
are only three non-vanishing connection one-forms: 
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= 	(p/t)w 1 ; 	= 	(q/t)w2 ; 	w 3 	= ( r/t)w 3 . 
The second structure equation leads to R; for example 
0 	 0 	 0 	11 R 1 = dw1 + WXW 
= 	dw°1 = d(pt 1dx) = (p(p-l)/t2)dt. . 
From (B..31) it then follows 
R°101 	= 	- p(p-l)/t 2 
and similarly 
R°202 	= 	- q(q-1)/t 2 
R° 303 	= 	- r(r-1)/t 2 
For the other components, 




0 2 	= 	(pq/t 2 )w 1  x 
and hence 
	
= 	- (pq/t 2 ) 
and the only other independent components are 
R2323 	= 	- (qr/t 2 ) 
R3 131 	= 	- (rp/t 2 ) 
If guessing fails, a systematic method exists for calculating the 
for this see Misner et al. (1973). The beauty of the vierbein lies in 
its reducing the number of these unknowns from sixteen to six. 
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APPENDIX C 	 Some Useful Identities 
All identities are given in terms of curved space gamma matrices. To 
convert to the flat space equivalents, merely let e 	-- 
e = det e 	- 1. 
Two-dimensional ident-it-ies: 	 - 
Iv 	-liv = 	g +e c -y 





aa 	 e -lpv 
= 	c ct$ 
C E 	 = 	6 6 	- 6 6 ' all a p a p 
pA 	 A 
C C 	 = 	6 ap a 
A 	 -lAp5 
- = 	•e c yy 
Tx = 












YpYY 	 = 	0 
+ (3-x + ( C)x] 	= 	0
11 
- 	 -1XV 	 -1 Ay w (e) 	= 	- w 	(e) = e c e e 	= e c e 	e 
11 	 pc pcAv ,,OL  
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Four-dimensional identities: 
= ppY - 	11a1p - ec ppaTYY  1. 
apa r 	= 	a Yp - 	pp1 - ecpatYT 3i Y. 
5 PT ya 	=y a lA pVT 
aa 	= 	1 	 —1 - 	- 	a 	+1 	a 2 g 	 2g 
	
a 	 a 	+ec 	5 Ày nr Air i.iv Aviry 




= 	a y 
-1 ANp 5 	 AP v 	X p 	vp A 	A 	p e C 	 = 	g y — g y — g y + 
U 	 CL 	31 
— i = 	e 	e w 	
1 YX Ày y 
A 	
= 	1 c 	yDx R e 	y Ijyp 
y•R 	= 	4aPaD x pa 




ivpa 	 vpa 
paKA 
D [] 	= 	-c 1.iv 	c 	D K X pa A 
V - 
D[x]Ya 	 e = 	D[x] [c y 	 C e 	a 	D X a  YY C11 p 
-1 	
A D x i c
Pa - A5 e e1c1 	
p a 
- 	 v 	 -1 pa = 	D 




-1 vpa - 
Ra c = 	e e 	DXY 5Y e C+e e VD - A 
1-I a3 	 p a 	[ 	cL]\) 	 1.i[ 	CL) 	[X]Y 
C 
- eVe[ X y c A] 31 
RyayC 	= 	eCLeD[VXA]YUC + e1CDpXaY5YC 
p 	a +e 
31 e 
	D x 	C 
[CL ] [p a] 
—173- 
+ e 1 e 	 - 
 vpa D x y c 
	
p 	v y5  
- 	 —1 	A 	p + D 1 ) e 	c + e er C D 
[a 1 La ]1J 	p 
- 	x 	v 
xi ' ll 'aa c 
lx 	••v 	- 	 - 	A = 	4e e 	D x y £ - D[XA]Y e 	e [ct] [vA] ii 	 v [ct] 
- 
-e 
 i.i C 
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Poor Man's Gravity. 
D. DERBES 
University of Edinburgh - Edinburgh EH9 3JZ, Scotland 
(ricevuto ii 14 Novembre 1977) 
Summary. - Einstein's standard matter-free theory of gravitation is 
constructed as the synthesis of two Yang-Mills theories, whose gauge 
groups are GLS,B and SL 2 ,0 . In this approach, the vierbein is not regarded 
as a Yang-Mills field, but rather as a mapping between the two-group 
manifolds. 
Introduction. 
As confidence increases in a Yang-Mills structure for the weak and electro-
magnetic forces (1),  more attempts (2)  are being made to cast the two remaining 
forces into a similar mold. That gravitation is a gauge theory in this Yang- 
Mills sense has become part of the folklore, although the exact details of this 
correspondence have been disputed (3).  This article presents another attempt 
C. N. YANG and R. L. MILLS: Phys. Rev., 96, 191 (1954); A. SAiAM: in Elementary 
Particle Theory, edited by N. SVARTHOLM (Stockholm, 1968), p.  367; S. WEINBERG: 
Phys. Rev. Lett., 19, 1264 (1967). 
See, for instance, E. S. ABERS and B. W. LEE: Phys. Lett., 90, 1 (1973); J. BERN-
STEIN: Rev. Mod. Phys., 46, 7 (1974); F. W. HEHL, P. VON DEn HYDE, G. D. KERLIcK 
and J. M. NESTER: Rev. Mod. Phys., 48, 393 (1976); H. D. P0LITzER: Phys. Lett., 
140, 129 (1974); J. CTAYLOR: Gauge Theories of Weak Interactions (Cambridge, 1976). 
F. W. HEHL, P. VON DER HYDE, G. D. KERLICK and J..M. NESTER: Rev. Mod. 
Phys., 48, 393 (1976), and also, for instance, M. CAJIMELI: Group Theory and General 
Relativity, Chap. 9 (New York, N. Y., 1977); A. H. C11AMSEDDINE and P. C. WEST: 
Imperial College preprint ICTP/75/22 (September 1976); Y. M. Cuo: Journ. Math. 
Phys., 16, 2029 (1975); Phys. Rev. D, 14, 2521', 3335, 3341 (1976); S. W. MACDOWALL 
and F. MANSOTIRI: Phys. Rev. Lett., 38, 739 (1977); A. SALAM: in Fundamental Inter-
actions in Physics, edited by B. KU'RSTJNOGLU and A. PEELMUTTER (New York, 
N. Y., 1973), p. 55. 
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to display Einstein's matter-free theory as a classical Yang-Mills theory, but 
in such a way that parallels between the general Yang-Mifis characteristics 
and the particulars of gravity are manifest. To be sure gravity possesses some 
special features not present in more familiar Yang-Mills theories; nevertheless 
the defining formulae of these non-Abelian gauge theories may be carried over 
virtually without modification in this <(poor man's approach . The first 
section of this article attempts to define in a general way the Yang-Mills char-
acteristics. In the next three sections, the invariances of Einstein's theory 
are discussed and two groups are gauged. Finally, a gravitational theory iden-
tical to Einstein's is constructed as a sum of these two gauge theories. As the 
two component parts do, the sum satisfies the Yang-Mifis characteristics. 
This approach has the advantage of trivial simplicity. In no sense, however, 
is this article intended to be anything but, a synthesis of several well-
known results. 
1. - The Yang-Mills characteristics. 
Suppose a Lagrangian L(q, q<) is invariant under the action of the 
group F. Let the fields 99A transform under I' as 
p() _A(,3) = U"4B(f)q(x). 
The infinitesimal form of this transformation is 
' 	q A() = A(x)_q2A(x) = i[, q(x)] = T4B (x) , 
where C =8J C with the set {C,} being the generators of r, TABBy 
while the set {T J 1B } are matrices which generate a particular representation 
UA B of r and si are parameters. The group algebra is 
[Gk , 4 5] = /kJ G 
The matrix U B (e) may be defined by the finite transformation 
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then 	 * 
exp [iG] all çA  exp [— i] = am (exp [iG] 99A  exp c-i--  ia]) 
= (UA(6)91<) = 
so that /49(x) transforms exactly as q 4 (x) itself. If L has the form 
L = ( iA)(ç2) — V(9 9A q') 
where TA  transforms contragradiently to 99A, 
W4(X) = ( U_1 ) BAB(x); 
then 
L =i[G, L] = 0. 
If, however, condition 
(5)  does not hold, then &L will not vanish. There are 
three separate ways this can happen: 
(5a) 	[es, ] = 0 , 	 but [G,, i] 0 
(Sb) 	[G5 , ] = 0 , 	 but [5, t4] /r0 
(5c) 	[G5, I4] 	O and [es, /4] 4o , 	but [G 5 , 
The standard Yang-Mills theory considers the case (Sb) where the group par-
ameters El are <<local *, i.e. functions of x. For the particular case of gravity 
the relevant parameters will be local, but ' will no longer commute with the 
group generators Oj . Then (Sc) will be appropriate. Concerning situation (5b) 
there is a well-known remedy available to render &li = 0 even when the 
parameters are local. For each generator OT, , one introduces a <<gauge field 
A(x) whose transformation will compensate for the difference between 
and (UB()q). With these gauge fields an <<extended deriva-
tive V' may be defined (g is a coupling constant): 
V,q 4 = a.< A + ig[A1, qA] = 	A + gAT S A B14 
(this is the non-Abelian generalization of the minimal-coupling prescription 
in mechanics to an electromagnetic field-; p  -->p, — ieA,). The transforma-
tion law for A,4 is obtained by requiring that this extended derivative be cova-
riant, i.e. that 
UA,,( E ) V /, 99B = V(UA( e ) q ) = (uA(e)q) +igA,4 1 {G < , UA B q] 
By the group property, Udfiq  satisfies the same algebra as TA,  so that the 
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right-hand side of (9) is 
U4B(e) agph+ (,< U(e)) q + gA5T510 U<'B(s). 
Setting (10) equal to (9) leads to 
9A, 4 Tc4B = U-40 A, 4 T?D( U')"B + U 	( U- ')°B, 
which is associated with the name of Ehresmann (i).  Henceforth (11) will be 
referred to as Ehresmann's formula s, and frequently the matrix indices will 
be suppressed. The field strength 	analogous to the Maxwell tensor 
Fliv = a1z A p - 	 (,4 A V) is defined as 
[V,4 , V]q= gFT Bq, 
where 
= [,4 A yJ 5 	gt, 1AA V 1 . - 
Note that (12) holds only in the case of (sb), when OT j and 	commute. After 
these extremely familiar preliminaries, the Yang-Mills characteristics may be 
defined by three not unreasonable requirements: 
The covariant derivative is bilinear in the, gauge fields A, 4 ' and the 
group generators OT, , as in (8); a <<minimal coupling# prescription holds. 
The Ehresmann formula (11) governs the behaviour of the gauge 
fields . under a group transformation. 
The commutators of two covariant derivatives acting on a field 
determine the field strengths which in turn determine gauge fields' dynamics. 
2. - Gravitational symmetries. 
If we turn now to gravity, there is a couple of points to be emphasized. 
The first concerns the invariance groups of Einstein's theory, and the second 
(4) C. EHEn,ESMANN: Colloque de topologie (Brussels, 1950), p. 29. Strictly speaking 
Ehresmann's formula applies to differential forms. See, for instance, Y. M. Cno: Journ. 
Math. Phys., 16, 2029 (1975); C. W. MISNER, K. S. TIIORNE and J. A. WHEELER: 
Gravitation (San Francisco, Cal., 1973), hereafter MTW; M. Srivx: Dif/erential 
Geometry, Vol. 2, Chap. 8 (Boston, Mass.; 1970). The fancy footwork between (24a) 
and (24c) is unnecessary when differential forms are employed. In MTW terminology 
(24a) reads (see their eq. (14.40)) 
&= U"w(U 1 ) 2  + U"d(U)A 
Dotting this with the MTW basis vector e = 	yields (24c) immediately. 
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the role of the locally Lorentzian system of co-ordinates, the vierbein ëa(x) (5) . 
As for the groups themselves, there are two distinct invariances built into the 
standard 1916 theory of gravity: 
freedom to relabel the co-ordinates which form the underlying 
manifold, and 
freedom to perform local homogeneous Lorentz transformations on 
the field components directly. 
This second invariance deserves some further discussion. After all, it is the 
inhomogeneous Lorentz, or Poincaré, group which figures so prominently in 
particle physics. In fact, the gauge theory of the Poincaré group has been 
successfully presented as the Einstein-Cartan-Sciama-Kibble theory of grav-
itation, notably by the Warsaw (6)  and Princeton-Cologne (7)  groups, and in 
a slightly different way by OIIAMSEDDINE and WEST (8).  In as much as an 
infinitesimal general co-ordinate transformation 
(14) 
is indistinguishable from a local translation, it should make no difference whether 
the gauge group is regarded as a) and b) taken together (the local groups of 
014R  and SL respectively), or as the Poincaré group. Nevertheless, there 
are differences. For the Poincaré approach, in order -to satisfy i) above, it be-
comes necessary to associate the vierbein with the generators of translations. 
There are two possibilities now: regard these generators either as the Abeian 
derivatives E3, (8),  or as the standard Einstein covariant derivatives V (67). 
In the latter case, the group generators no longer satisfy the Poincaré algebra 
and, as a consequence, the gauge fields do not transform according to the Ehres-
mann formula (11). In the former situation, one must associate the trivial rep-
resentation to the translations due to their Abeian nature. In each situation 
the GL4,R invariance is carried only by the vierbein. This leads to the second 
H. WEYL: Zeits. Phys., 56, 330 (1929); R. UTIYAMA: Phys. Rev., 101, 1597 (1956); 
T. W. B. KIBBLE: Journ. Math. Phys., 2, 212 (1961); D. W. SCIAMA: Journ. Math. 
Phys., 2, 472 (1961) and in the In/eld Festsehrift (New York, N. Y., 1962); L. D. LANDAU 
and E. M. LIFSHITZ: The Classical Theory of Fields (Oxford, 1976), p. 291; M. VELTMAN: 
in Methods in Field Theory, edited by D. BALIAN and J. ZINN-JUSTIN (Amsterdam, 1977), 
p. 320; S. WEINBERG: Gravitation and Cosmology, subsect. 12.5 (New York, N. Y., 1972). 
R. KEENER: Ann. Inst. Henri Poincaré, 9, 143 (1968); A. TRAUTMAN: Rep. Math. 
Phys. (Warsaw), 1, 29 (1970); Ann. N.Y. Acad. Sci., 262, 241 (1975);Bull. Pol. Acad. 
Sci., 20, 185, 503, 895 (1972); 21, 345 (1973). 
F. W. HEaL, P. VON DER HYDE, G. D. KERLICK and J. M. NESTER: Rev. Mod. 
Phys., 48, 393 (1976). 
A. H. CHAMSEDDINE and P. C. WEST: Imperial College preprint ICTP/75/22 
(September 1976). 
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point of emphasis: the present approach requires the vierbein - to behave not 
as a gauge field with its associated inhomogeneous transformation law (11), 
but as a bridge between the two symmetries a) and b). Both groups must enter 
into the extended derivative for gravity. Without SL2,  there could be no 
minimal coupling between gravity and fermions (9);  without GE4R , the vierbein 
e a required by L20 loses a large part of its freedom, and all other fields must be 
regarded as co-ordinate scalars. The presence of two symmetries suggests a 
synthesis of two Yang-Mills theories, one to deal with each gauge group. The 
dynamical fields may be conveniently divorced from their co-ordinate–induced 
behaviour under GL4R by banishing them to the SL2  manifold, where fermions 
and bosons are treated on an equal footing. The co-ordinates themselves are 
left behind in the manifold of GL4 , To keep the invariances separate, all 
,SL 2 , 0 objects will be labelled by Latin indices a, b, ..., while those defined with 
respect to GL4R will bear Greek indices dU, P..... Some quantities, notably the 
vierbeins e, themselves, carry both types of indices. At last these two invar-
iances will be reconciled by the < mediator >>, the vierbein. For clarity, the 
Yang-Mills theory of each group will be considered separately. In the final 
section the synthesis of the two will, with one additional compatibility con-
dition, reproduce Einstein's theory. 
3. - GL4, (10). 
The generators . are the sixteen operators 011,, whose structure con-
stants /J  are 
/9,= 0âa-6'âô 0e) 
Because the transformations on the fields are induced by the co-ordinate trans-
formations, (1),,iust be modified to (P:x--) 
q(x) 4.) = U(P)(x). 
For example, if ço is a contravariant vector field B, 
- 	 Bt'(x) --B'() =- 
where 
UPA = 
.(9) S. DEsER and P. VAN NIEUWENHUIZEN: Phys. Rev. D, 10, 411 (1974). 
(10) B. S. DE WITT: Dynamical Theory of Groups and Fields (London, 1965), p. 95; 
Al. H. FRIEDMAN: Phys. Rev. D, 12, 2528 (1975); K. HATASHI and T. Snnruji: Frog. 
Theor. Phys., 58, 353 (1977). 	 - 
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Similarly for a covariant vector field G b,, 
G,4 (x) 	(U-') C(x). 
From (14), the infinitesimal form of (17) is 
B(x) = B14(x) = i[a, B's] 
where 
= 	 and sap = 
From (17), (20) and (21) it follows that 
[Gap, B's] 	= 
E, C,L] 	= 
[G, B1C] = 0 
Similarly the formula for a rank-N tensor Ac may be found by considering 
the special case 
= B, CD'E'P 
To construct an extended derivative, introduce sixteen fields A, 4 = A. 
one for each generator 	Then, for example, 
V,Bv = 	+ ix[A M a &, B] = BV + 
and 
VC=a,, C—A,Cfl 
and so forth for an arbitrary field 	The requirement of covariance 
again leads to the Ehresmann law (by suppressing the indices) 
x JjiATAv = UA,"ATvU+ UU'. 
By taking V , to be the vector representation, 
	
(T)p= 	5'v 
with U as before, the transformation of Afl becomes 
XJp Ivp 	
~ —X. 	~X=ft + -6-x—. (~X=fl) - 
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For future comparisons, note that the Ehresmann law is tensorial in the 'u-index. 
The freedom to transform this index remains. If v means the components of 
the vector va with respect to the co-ordinate system 0, then 
Adx fl = A, 
To rewrite (24b) in terms of Af, it is sullicient to note 
- 
 
whence multiplying both sides of (24b) by 8x0/e x , 
'&ce ax axA 
A = (24c) 	 '2  + 	e' a 
Thus far everything for the GL4E  gauge theory has followed the standard Yang-
Mills description precisely, with the slight generalization noted in (24c). Now, 
however, case (5b) is no longer appropriate, because 
- 	 aj = 
The commutation of two covariant derivatives leads in this case to an addi-
tional term besides the usual F V T 5 contribution. Because V, 4 obeys the 
same algebra as aA , 
[G, V, 4] = 
By explicit calculation, by using (15) and (27), 
[V,4 , VV]BA = 
where as before 
= a[ ,4 A VJfl + xfvrOa1jq A ju,v Ap1O = 1 A V1 + A,4"aAv1fl - Aj11yA,4. 
If the fields and field strengths are redefined as 
A, = -L 4V 
F,4 4xp = 
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then (24c) and (29) become, respectively, the standard formulae (") for the 
transformation of the affine connection and the definition of the Biemann 
tensor. The antisymmetric tensor P [flP] is called the torsion. In Einstein's 
original theory the affine connection is postulated to be symmetric, so that the 
torsion vanishes identically. Most textbooks follow suit (12).  In the first in-
stance, its presence in (28) derives from (27), but dynamics may constrain 
it to vanish. 
4. - SL 2 ,0 . 
The generators & are the six operators ab = - 81a, whose algebra is 
[801 c.j] 	(9)acbd - 77adSbc - 7)bcSacI + 7]bd8ac) 
where the factor of is to avoid double counting and 'iJa , is the Minkowski 
metric with signature (+-------). In general, for a field q(s) of spin s, the 
transformation law imder SL 2 ,, is 
i[&b, q(s)] = Tab(S) 5BfP 5 (S) 
where (A, B) is the appropriate kind of indices, e.g. 
scalar: cpr= q, 	(T ab) AB= 0 
spinor: 92A = 9911 , 	'(Tb)',j = (i/4)[y0, Vb]J 
vector: cpA = cpa , 	( T b )c d  = j(1)as(5 Cb_17baôCa ) 
and so on. The extended derivative becomes for an arbitrary field of spin s 
V,4 cp(x; s) = 	cp(x; s) + s)] 
= ,4 q2(x; s) + gA Iio.bT ab(s)q(x; s) 
where again the factor of I allows for double counting. Without loss of generality 
it may be assumed 	 - 
Aab = A, 4ba 
S. WEINBERG: Gravitation and Cosmology (New York, N. Y., 1972), p. 100, 133; 
L. D. LANDAU and E. M. LIFSHITz: The Classical Theory of Fields (Oxford, 1976), 
p. 241, 260; C. W. MISNER, K. S. THORNE and J. A. WHEELER: Gravitation (San Fran-
cisco, Cal., 1973), p. 262, 219. 
An exception is E. SCHRöDINGER: Space-Time Strnctnre (Cambridge, 1950). 
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The Ehresmann law required by covariance leads to 
1  gA,b Tab(S) = U(s)gA Tab(S) U-i(s) + U(s) am U 1 (s) 
where U may be parametrized as 
U(s) = exp [ab(x)T(s)] 




	 8cd,Amab] - 	= 
= gA f caab e , A,e 1& - )ab = gAaAcb g bA 5ac -am  Aab 
As far as the BL,, 0 generators Sab  are concerned, 	is a scalar: 
[gab, ] = 0, 
so that now case (Sb) obtains, and 
[Va, Vv] q(x; s) = gFsv°"T ab(s)cp(x; s) 
where, as usual (modulo the ubiquitous 
), 
JJYab  = 1,A1ab + I gf cde b A, cd Aeh = 	+ 4A,oA 10b 
5. - Gravitation: a table of two manifolds. 
In order to unite the two Yang-Mifis theories, it is necessary to interpret 
the vierbein e,a(a)  not as a gauge field A,4 , but as a map between the integ 
spin representations of 2L20 and GL4,R  tensors: 
A 0 (cv) is a Lorentz vector and a co-orthnate scalar, 
A, 4 (x) is a Lorentz scalar and a co-ordinate vector, and 
(38a) 	 A4x) = e,(x)A 6(x) 
If the vierbein is defined such that 
e,,.°(x)e' b (x) = 66b 
e°(cv)ev6(x) = 
4' 
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then 
	
(38b) 	 = e'z0(x)A(x) ,. 
(39c) 	 Aa(x) = e(x)AU(x) 
and, in general, 
Aup =6,,a e b ... ee ... A ab Cd 
In particular, the invariant interval ds' leads to a link between the vierbein 
and the metric gpv; 
If we let dXa = e,a dx' (in general dxa is not an exact differential of any 
function, see LANDAU and LTFSEITZ (5)), the interval may be expressed as 
ds2 = ) ab d2a d = j55(dXi4)(edX) = g,(x)d.x'dx" 
whence 
gjiv (x) = 
Because the two manifolds are related only through the mediator e, 
- [, 80b] = 0. 
Indeed, if 99 has only Latin or Greek indices, it commutes with & or 1 a, 
respectively. On the other hand, 
[Gcx, e a] = _ jXO 
[dab, ege] = 1,e,ia ô cb 	Wl4ba 
For an arbitrary field q, define the covariant derivative (compare VELTMAN 
(5)) 
V,q = 	+ ig1 A,[G, q7] + ig2 A[b, 	q' ] = 	+ i[AMGt, ], 
where 
& = g1 A 1 	+ 12 92A U 8Sb 
As before, the coupling constants may be absorbed into a definition of the 
gauge fields: 
g1Av = 	, 92 A = 	 - 
Because A A i = (P, (0, 5 ) transforms as a co-ordinate vector, again the com- 




[Va , V v]7 = 	v Tflçv + G,LV ab TabcC_P2 VI VAcP 
where 
G,4 ab = a1wab + 0)1j40C(J)pJb 
Physically the manifolds may be reconciled by the requirement 
V,4 Aa = eaV,2 Av, 
or its equivalent 
Vjj ev , = ap eVG - PeAa + 	= 0 
Note that from 
[8ab, 'lcd] = iT 	h - 0 abcd '/e  
it follows immethately from (47) that 
VgQ =0 
Equation (48), together with the assumption of vaiiishing torsion, leads uniquely 
to the Christoffel relations for r; (12).  If 99 in (45) is allowed to be the vierbein 
itself, the last term vanishes identically, while the commutator itself is zero. 
This leads to 
- 	Ca + G9ab  eab = 0 , 
or 
e0 ebaRcfl = Rab,4V = 
Consequently the covariant commutator may be rewritten solely in terms of 
and the torsion; from the two Yang-Mills symmetries there is effectively 




U = exp[e'aT$+ 22l TGb] 
takes the same old form and merely reproduces the earlier results (24b) and (34). 
However, by recalling the discussion leading to (24c), the freedom to relabel 
the 'u-index remains. By performing such a change, (24b) goes over into (24c), 
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while (35) goes over to 
exQ 	 __ 	- 
&ab = 	acWb - _ bCo 	- a2ab 
aX's 0x 
The rest of the argument is due entirely to KIBBLE (5).  The Lagrangian of 
lowest degree invariant under both groups is 	 - 
L=eR, 
where 
e = det e, = V- det gv 
and 
1? = eaeRI 4Vb(w) = 
Variation with respect to the vierbein leads to 
= 0 
and with respect to the spin connection (0,ab  leads to 
rA[VI = 0 
Equations (51) and (52) are the fundamental equations of Einstein's 1916 
theory (although strictly speaking (52) enters the original as a postulate). 
In this approach, the postulate is a compatibility condition (47), from which (48) 
necessarily follows. From (52) and (48) the connection is the usual Ohristoffel 
symbol. For the matter-free theory, both connections and (t),,ab  are dependent 
only on the vierbein, so that all the gauge fields are obtained from the poten-
tial e,2; nevertheless it is not a gauge field in the Yang-Mifis sense given above. 
As promised, this version of gravity reproduces the original Einstein theory 
and satisfies the three characteristics of Yang-Mills structure; (43) embodies 
condition i), (49) and (24c) guarantee that ii) is satisfied and (45) is a state-
ment of condition iii). 
*** 
Illuminating discussions with Drs. P. W. HIGGs, W. E. LEITILEAD, D. 
M. FIIADKTh and P. K. TOWNSEND are gratefully acknowledged. 
• RIASS[JNTO (*) 
La teoria gravitazionale normale di Einstein in assenza di materia si costruisce come 
la sintesi di due teorie di Yang-Mills, i cui gruppi di gauge sono GL4 , R e SL2 .In questo 
approccio ii vicrbein non è considerato come un campo di Yang-Mills, ma piuttosto - 
come una mappatura tra Ic molteplicità a due gruppi. 
() Traduzione a cura delia Redazione. 
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Cnia Tq)IcecTH. 
Pe3IoMe (). - KoHcTpyllpyeTcsi cTaHapTHaH TOH$1 rpawraiiui 3I1HIJ1TC1Ha B OTCY-
TCTBMH BewecTBa, icax CHHTe3 ABYX Teopiig 5IHra-MrnJ1ca, rpyrnmi xaJTn6poBxH KOTOfThJX 
UpCCTaBJ1IOT GL4R H 
() llepeeeôeuo peôaKqueü. 
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L = L 0(F=0) + L 1(F= - 
= e[ 	eIiaeL baMØav + i y •a' 





- gge'y5 x 3 
— e( — gØ2 )2 ] . 	 (5)' 
Again we verify the invariance of the "reduced"' 
lagrangian. Now we require, instead of eq. (3), the 
new condition 
5F1F=t_ 0/4)gO2 = - gØSçb = - ig', 	(6) 
and again salvation comes from the ,(i equation of mo-
tion;' for now 
[L0 1 ' - a(L01 	i')]=o = — L 1 Iö 1PlF=_(1/4)g42 
=e(—gçb2 )y.x+jegi,JiØ, 	 (7) 
which is just the right form to guarantee eq. (6). 
Next we investigate the effective potential 
Veff(ø) =( - 
Analogously to Fayet's model [51, there are two dis-
tinguished cases: 
>0: (Veff)  is minimised for non-vanishing (). 
Both cb and ,L' become massive, where m 1, = rn,1, = 
supersymmetry is unbroken. 
t <0: (Veff)  is minimized for vanishing(). The 
scalar field becomes massive with rn0 = '.J— 
_
g/2, while 
is a would-be Goldstone spinor associated with spon-
taneous supersymmetry breakdown. It is eliminated by 
a choice of gauge for the field x,  except that now 
all Fermi degrees of freedom are eliminated, and a 
"cosmological term" —e 2 arises. 	- 
In the former situation, we translate-the field 0 by 
writing 
 
where now (a) = 0 and (L') = (F)a = 0. The lagrangian 
becomes 
L(i) = 2 e[rf bel4aePb a,A a aa - ga2 
 
where the dots indicate terms of cubic and higher 
order in the fields. When case (ii) holds, however, there 
is no need to translate q5 and 
60'  
L(i) = e [ a beJJ e"ba 	+ 	- 
	
+ip 7 •a—p'y • x +...]. 	 (10) 
Further, ( i) = (F')a = a, which is characteristic of a 
Goldstone mode. If we use the gauge freedom to elimi-
nate 0, corresponding to the unitary gauge, the 
lagrangian becomes 
L(ji) unitary = e [abe!i eba 	+ gçb2 
- 
— g-g2 4Ø} 
In two dimensions, neither e'2a  nor x  are dynamical 
fields, but merely Lagrange multipliers. Variation with 
respect to them leads to the two constraints: 
T Ia =tLI6epa =O, .JM=6L/.=0, 
where T'2a  and P2 are the energy tensor and the super- 
current, respectively. Before choosing a gauge we have 
J ) = 	+ 	= (y? y 1i a + i7xy 2 Xx t,) 
+ i(E - gØ2) yP,,(, —i( - 
which may in principle be solved for x'2  On the other 
hand, in the unitary gauge, we have 
(ii),unitary = 0 = — i( - 1- g02)0 e gv y 5 Xv  
so that a nontrivial solution for 0  demands X. 0; 
and the unitary gauge corresponds to a vanishing 
Rarita—Schwinger field. The Higgs mechanism works 
to eliminate the spinor Goldstone mode, but via a gauge 
field which is forced to be trivial in two dimensions. 
I wish to thank Dr. P.W. Higgs for suggesting the 
original problem, for guidance and for a careful reading 
of the manuscript; and Drs. P.S. Howe and W.E.Leithead 
for valuable discussions. 
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THE HIGGS MECHANISM IN (1+1) SUPERGRAVITY 
D. DERBES 
University of Edinburgh, UK 
Received 4 April 1978 
New matter couplings are added to a superfield lagrangian related to the spinning string, resulting in a simple model for 
spontaneous local supersymmetry breaking. The Higgs mechanism eliminates a Goldstone spinor, but a "cosmological term" 
is induced. 
Recently, Howe [1] has given a new ansatz for a 
superfield formulation of supergravity in two space-
time dimensions. This formulation as pioneered by 
Wess and Zumino incorporates a vierbein which is 
itself a superfield [2], and provides an extremely ele-
gant demonstration that the spinning string lagrangian 
[3] is locally supersymmetric. Further, the addition of 
other supergravity-matter couplings is greatly facilitated 
in the supervierbein formulation. In this letter, new 
terms are added to Howe's original lagrangian in order 
to obtain a simple model for spontaneous breaking of 
local supersymmetry. The conclusions reached from 
studying this model are in accord with other studies 
of the Higgs mechanism in supergravity [4]. The new 
features of this model are that both a linear represen-
tation of the group algebra and a polynomial interac-
tion of the fields are employed. 
Our starting point is Howe's lagrangian 
2O=EEaM M VE aNaN V=o0LO+..., 	(1) 
where V= 0 + iO!Ji + OOF, the dots indicate terms 
linear and zeroth in 0, and otherwise the notation fol-
lows that of ref. [1] (note that there is a typographical 
error in the sign of Em ). For completeness we give 
the expressions for the fermionic part of the inverse 
of the supervierbein EMA and its determinant: 
Ea! = i(y!•L )a  +4,  00 ( x7P71 )a' 
E= m_!i(M) a 	a 	2 7 aXp 
+ iOO [(75 y,) mO ,M + i( A 7MyX) aX gi m}, 
E=detE,i4 re+ie0y.X_ e'i'5 X 00 . 
The lagrangian (1) differs from that given for the 
spinning string by inclusion of the term eF2 , but the 
equation of motion for F is trivial and we may elimi-
nate it entirely. However, invariance under supersym-
metry is no longer manifest. Nevertheless, the transfor-
mation law for F, 
6F= ?iyDJi -7'XF— 7Py12Ø 
+i7P 7 & Xp z 1I/,  14 
	 (2) 
guarantees that I = fL 0 (F=O)d2x remains invariant, 
for 
FI0= —(i/e){L 0 /— a(6L 0/, t)} = 0, (3) 
as may be easily verified (see below). In order to study 
spontaneous supersymmetry breaking we add the 
Fayet—Higgs termstl  [5] 
E1 (-4V+gV 3)E00L 1 +.... 	 (4) 
It may be assumed that g> 0 without loss of generality. 
Upon elimination of the auxiliary field F, the lagrangian 
becomes (performing the integration over 0): 
*1 Fayet's additional terms were of the form aV+bf(V). In 
order not to spoil renormaJizability in (3 + 1)dimensions 
f(V) was restricted to be either a linear or an exponential 
function. In two dimensions,f(V) may be polynomial and 
the casef(V) = V 3 is sufficient to trigger spontaneous 
supersymmetry breakdown. Note that unlike the string 
model, the fields here do not carry an internal Minkowski 
index, so that addition of odd functions of V is permitted. 
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A systematic method of deriving a superfield covariant derivative is heuristically presented. The example chosen is two-
dimensional, but the method generalises easily. Agreement with an earlier ansatz is obtained. 
One of the outstanding problems in supergravity [1] 
is to construct a unified form of covariant derivative 
acting on supersymmetric matter. Perhaps the most en-
couraging progress has been made through the use of 
superfield [2] techniques. In particular, one may intro-
duce a generalised vierbein, or "vielbein" [3] , which 
is itself a superfield, containing the usual spin 2 vierbein 
and its supersymmetric spin-f partner, a Rarita- 
YA 
Schwinger "gravitino" field x / . From this vielbein one 
may construct a super connection [4] which provides 
a covariant derivative for superfields (either matter or 
gravity) which behave as "vectors" under a particular 
type of local Lorentz rotations (so that the superspace 
geometry is non-riemannian in this approach). Recent-
ly the equations of supergravity[ 11 have been recast 
into superfield equations [5] , and lagrangians have 
been presented whose variations lead to these equations 
even in the presence of coupling to a massless vector 
multiplet [6]. In the less ambitious framework of two 
space—time dimensions, a vielbein ansatz has been pres-
ented which provides a covariant derivative for a scalar 
superfield [7] . This ansatz greatly simplifies both the 
verification of local supersymmetric invariance of a 
lagrangian related to that of the spinning string, and 
also the construction of additional supergravity—matter 
couplings [8] . In this letter, we demonstrate how to 
derive the form of the ansatz in two dimensions by ex-
plicitly constructing a superfield covariant derivative. 
The method presented generalises easily to any num-
ber of dimensions which admits global supersymmetry. 
En passant, we discover precisely why a locally super-
symmetric theory must be a supergravity theory; that 
is, why introduction of a Rarita—Schwinger gauge 
field x,2 must necessarily be accompanied by the intro-
duction of a gravitational potential, the vierbein e, ° . 
The fundamental operators in flat-space supersym-
metry are the ordinary derivatives a,, and the linear 
combinations [2] 
Sm = a/om - i(o)maM 
(the supersymmetry generator), 
Dm = a/ao' + 
(the invariant derivative), which obey the familiar alge-
bra {S,S}=2iyFJ, {S,D}=O.Now let V=çb+iOt/i + 
fOBFbe a scalar superfield. Forf(x) an arbitrary func-
tion, the action 
f(f(v) +VDV)d 2 Od 2x 	 (1) 
is invariant under a global supersymmetry transforma-
tion, where 6 V = [S, V]. For the moment, we suppose 
that only one gauge field x,2  need be introduced in 
order to compensate for local parameters e(x). If the 
locally invariant lagrangian and transformations were 
known, it would be an easy matter to-recover the 
(equivalent) globally invariant theory: set x,.s = 0 
everywhere.. We expect, then, that the covariant deriva-
tive Va  should collapse to the globally invariant deriva-
tive Da = 6am Dm , and that the action should reduce 
to (1). It is not so clear how to effect the passage the 
other way, from global to local invariance, in this par-
ticular instance. Unlike familiar Yang—Mills theories 
[9] , the supersymmetry transformations mix fields 
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with derivatives of other fields. For example, 
6V=ii +oF—iyvoaØ+eyvooa,p, 
or 
60iJi, 6ii=_ieF+yveav Ø, 	iF= —yaiIi. 
As a first step towards construction of a covariant 
derivative, we introduce the supervierbein EMA  as fol-
lows [3]: 
V. ,. M '-' - 
1-' 	
+ 	m 	 2 
	
a - '-ja M - a '-ja 'm 
Let EA M(f) denote a "flat" space, when it is possible 
to set X. equal to zero everywhere. Then 
Va(f)=EaM(f)aM =Da =t am Dm . 	 (3) 
With the assUmption Evf) = 5 A
Ci
, it is possible to 
read off the forms of EM (f) and its inverse EA N(f), 
In the spirit of ref. [7] , we postulate a "flat" 0-space, 
but leave the x.geometry undetermined: 
Em A (x, 0) Em A (f). 	 (4) 
If we now consider the variation of terms such as 
it is clear that these will involve derivatives on e. For a 
"covariant" derivative, it is a necessary (but alas not a 
sufficient) condition that the variation of VvA  for an 
arbitrary field A does not contain these a m e terms. As 
a first guess we try the usual prescription 
- 	 - 
where 8x, = e + ... , the dots indicating terms which 
may become necessary. Then 
9 	 9 
VØ = a ;avltI +ixvF-7xvapØ, 
VvF avF+y•a 
Denote the part of5V,4A which depends on av e by 
tSVA. Then although 6 Vv Ø = 0, this is not true for 
the other two fields. Instead, try 
VD= 
=amiP + iXvF - 'f'xapØ + '7XXp' 
Unfortunately, even now 
= iyaex,4i. 
To make 6 Vv41 = 0, there would seem to be only two 
available remedies: 
(i) introduce new gauge fields, 
(ii) modify the original transformation laws. We 
follow the second approach, and write 
then 6'Vv P = 0, as desired. Thus the covariant deriva. 
tive determines the transformation law for the matter 
fields, rather than vice versa. This method is strange, a 
little ugly, and successful. 
In order to find 8 'F, we need to consider V vF, 
and guess 
V vF' avF+y•vD 
- =a11F+ v 7 . aP+i v 'rxF 
- 56v7 X7Xx 8 v + iY X y PXi 
Indeed, 'VvF = O,so long as we adopt 
'F=6F+6GF, 
where 
6 GF = —iyXF+ 	 ie_y X,f V 4j . 
The new transformation laws may be written compact-
lyas 
i'V= [, V] 
where 
= S + 7oS - f X 7MX x 00X vS . 	 (5) 
This demonstrates what may be termed "the failure of 
minimal coupling": the passage from global to local 
supersymmetry is made not by the mere replacement 
of a local group parameter in place of a constant, but 
an entirely new transformation law which is at least 
linear in the gauge field. The resulting covariant deriva-
tives are thus of quadratic and higher order in the 
gauge field. 
Apparently we can now follow the standard prescrip-
tion, but with Z replacing S. That is, for Da V it 
should be 
Va = aiao + i(yMe) a (av - 	) = EQM aAqOu 
But is this derivative really covariant? For that we re-
quire ("sufficient" condition) that the operator V a  
transform according to the usual law [9] (with allow-
ances for Fermi statistics), 
5Va (EaM)3M 	{,V a}+(Va ). 	(6) 
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One readily discovers that the abelian law 5x, = a,. e 	orthogonality properties we obtain 
fails completely. If it were to succeed, we would need 
{, V} = 0 vhich does not occur. Appearances are 	E,i = 
e1 + 2iyx , 	= 	- 	(750)a 
(12a,b) deceiving! Equating the coefficients of 3,, which are 
linear in U leads to the requirement 	 The action is given by 
6(i7U)a = 2(y V6)a yMX w 
which clearly implies 'y' = 7' 2 (x); and hence {M .,v} 
2g'(x). Thus the introduction of local supersym-
metry forces the introduction of a curved x-space. This 
well-known fact is brought out very forcefully in the 
present approach.Consequently we must retrace our 
steps and replace a. Vi in 8Fby D,Ji = 	- fw,L75 P, 
where w must be taken to be 
W M = e ee"°ae0 + 2iy 5 y. x, 	 (7) 
in order to get öw,4 = 0. Hence both I and V must be 
modified, to 
= Sa + 1(7O)aS - 
- 	00 (7Vy5 w vS)a , (8) 
Va _ö!a +i(yO)(ö. _X,1 	—wy5 )  
_oIoa +j(7o)a(a_E b b)  
'a 	°M' In  
where now 
Ea 	= i('yO)a 	0 (77Xx) a , (lOa) 
Eam = 5am  _i(o' 
—m 
+O [(Y 	X p)aX u m  + i('f12,fS)flmwLL] , (lOb) 
which agrees with the ansatz of ref. [7] modulo differ-
ent conventions for x. The variation of V/a is now given 
consistently by eq. (6): performing the lengthy calcula-
tion we find with 'y(x) = e a(x)7 a , that 
,. 6x L =a L e—fWy 5 €, 	(lla,b) 
= 2ieeyD 	0. 	 (llc) 
Note from eq. (9) it follows that neither E, nor E, 
contain powers of U higher than the first. Using the 
IfEVVVVd2Od2x, 	 (13) 
where 
E= (detE,)(detEatm ) 
e + iyxe —ey5BU; 
or 
I= ff[gZVØØ  + itjryDji +F2 
+ f 	
yLyXji,j] ed2x, (14) 
which is that of ref. [7] , as all the transformation laws 
embodied in eq. (5) with Z given by eq. (8). 
After this letter was substantially completed, I 
learned of similar results obtained in slightly different 
fashions by Brink et al. [10] and Gates Shapiro [11] - 
I wish to thank Drs. Gates and Shapiro for communi-
cating their results to me prior to publication and Dr. 
P.W. Higgs for many valuable discussions. 
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